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Who we are

We are a coalition of 58 leading organisations working to end violence against women and girls (VAWG) in England and Wales. We have decades of experience working to support those affected by violence against women and girls; working with perpetrators; campaigning for an end to VAWG; and working with the UK government to achieve such aims.

This coalition includes many critical organisations led by and for Black and minoritised women, LGBT+ and Deaf and disabled survivors; as well as the leading membership organisations representing the majority of frontline VAWG services in England and Wales (including Women’s Aid Federation of England, Welsh Women’s Aid, Rape Crisis England and Wales, Imkaan, and the End Violence Against Women Coalition).

In the many decades of addressing VAWG in the UK, the specialist by and for sector has developed unique approaches underpinned by intersectionality which provide an important framework to define and address VAWG. Intersectionality suggests that all ways in which women mark their identity and define their experience of oppression are valid and reflective of the conditions they live, in other words, their lived experience, and that there is no hierarchy of oppression. A response that is intersectional suggests all experiences must be addressed comprehensively, holistically and through women-centred, trauma-informed, needs-led wrap-around support, recognising women as whole, and not fragmented, human beings with full enjoyment of human rights. Specialist services led by and for Black and minoritised women, Deaf and disabled women, LGBT+ survivors and other groups are trusted by the survivors and communities they support due to their long-established reputations, their understanding of multiple forms of discrimination, their linguistic and cultural accessibility, and their intersectional practice.

Many organisations endorsing this report came together earlier this year to publish a joint VAWG sector manifesto ahead of the 2024 UK general election.¹ Our manifesto calls for a comprehensive, whole-society approach to tackling VAWG that looks beyond the criminal justice system and centres those who face the greatest barriers to support and protection. This builds on our Joint Principles for the UK government’s VAWG Strategy 2021-2024.² Both of which provide a vital wider view of the sector’s asks to improve the UK’s response to violence against women and girls and ensure the UK government is meeting its obligations under the Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence Against Women and Domestic Violence (Istanbul Convention). All joint work developed by the sector coalition is underpinned by principles set out in the VAWG Sector Anti-Racism Charter.³

Terminology

- **Victim/survivor**: our organisations typically use the term ‘survivor’ to describe women who have experienced VAWG, in recognition of their strength and resilience. However, victim is the legal term used in England and Wales and within the Istanbul Convention. In this report both terms are used.

- **Specialist VAWG services**: we use this term to describe services run by organisations whose core business and organisational purpose is to support survivors, children, and young people impacted by VAWG, or to work with perpetrators. Their delivery of support and services is needs-led and gender-responsive. Support is delivered by specially trained staff with an in-depth knowledge, and a gendered and intersectional understanding of VAWG. They are distinguished from generic services that provide support or interventions for survivors or perpetrators in the third and/or public sector. They are run by women’s, feminist organisations.

- **By and for services**: we use this term to describe services which are run by and for the communities they serve, such as for Black and minoritised women, Deaf and disabled women and LGBT+ survivors. They offer a uniquely empowering experience to the communities they support, as the client group is reflected in staffing, management and governance structures of these organisations. Specialist ‘by and for’ services have emerged as distinct from wider specialist VAWG services in that they are led by, and seek to support, further minoritised and marginalised groups. They respond to the marginalisation of the communities they support, who face additional forms of structural inequality (racism, homophobia, classism, Islamophobia etc) alongside misogyny, sexism and violence.

- **Intersectionality**: specialist by and for services consistently highlight how intersectionality magnifies dangerous gaps in legislation, commissioning and support. Leading to increased danger for Black and minoritised women who experience overlapping forms of discrimination or disadvantage based on gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, class and other forms of discrimination which intersect constantly.

- **VAWG Sector**: we use this term to collectively describe specialist VAWG services and by and for specialist services.

- **Domestic violence/domestic abuse**: we recognise that the Convention uses the term ‘domestic violence’. However, in recognition of the law in England and Wales and the term typically used by VAWG organisations, we typically use ‘domestic abuse’ in this report.

---

5 This report subscribes to the definition of ‘by and for’ developed by Imkaan, n.d. Available online: https://www.imkaan.org.uk/by-and-for.
Introduction

Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) is endemic across society and remains disturbingly present in the UK. In the UK, every three days, a woman is killed7 by a man and one in four women experience domestic abuse in their lifetimes.8 In January 2023, the Office for National Statistics (ONS) latest crime figures stated that sexual offences are at the highest level recorded,9 whilst police-recorded offences relating to so-called honour based abuse are also increasing.10 Overall, one in six children are estimated to have been subjected to sexual abuse, with girls being three times more likely to experience sexual abuse than boys,11 and women are 27 times more likely than men to receive online harassment and abuse.12 Behind the statistics and data, there are adult and child survivors of VAWG, and sometimes bereaved families, dealing with the trauma of these harms.

The Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence13 (Istanbul Convention) is the most comprehensive legal framework that exists to tackle violence against women and girls. The Convention sets minimum standards for a state’s approach to addressing violence against women and girls, covering protection, prosecution, prevention, and integrated policies. It is internationally commended as the ‘gold standard’ approach. The Istanbul Convention places at its core the diverse needs of all women experiencing or living in the fear of violence, including disabled, LGBT+ and migrant women.

Ten years after signing the Istanbul Convention on 8th June 2012, the UK government ratified it on 21st July 2022. The Convention came into force on 1st November 2022. One year on the Group of Experts on Action against Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (GREVIO) will be evaluating the extent to which the UK government is meeting its duties under the Convention. Additional to the UK government’s own assessment of their progress,14 GREVIO have asked VAWG sector experts to coordinate and submit evidence and insight to aid their evaluation. This report has been compiled by a coalition of 58 leading organisations working to end VAWG in the UK and is focused on the English and Welsh context (we refer to the expertise and submissions of our sister organisations in Scotland and Northern Ireland to gain the full UK picture).15

We have welcomed cross-party commitment to delivering a strategy to end VAWG in the UK over the past 14 years. In the context of a number of devastating and high-profile murders of

---

15 Please see the responses coordinated by Scottish Women’s Aid and Rape Crisis Scotland, and the Women’s Platform in Northern Ireland.
women and the exposure of misogyny, homophobia and racism in UK police forces, we welcome the UK government’s restated commitment to tackling violence against women and girls and we recognise that the law on VAWG in our jurisdiction is advanced in comparison to other nations. However, as leading VAWG experts in the UK, it is critical to draw attention to the gaps between government commitment and the reality for women experiencing VAWG. There remain major challenges in implementation and resourcing, and a lack of cross-governmental coordination and strategic oversight in England and Wales. Whilst there are hundreds of specialist VAWG services delivering lifesaving support to women and children across England and Wales, these services are not funded sustainably and they are disadvantaged within local commissioning processes.

It is also essential that we draw attention to the means in which the government is undermining its own commitments to tackle VAWG - both in its attack on human rights, and its drive of hostile immigration policies which form a huge barrier to support and harm migrant women. As a sector, we were dismayed by the UK government’s reservations on two key articles (44 and 59) in the Istanbul Convention which set out commitments to provide support and protection for migrant women. In May 2022, over 80 specialist VAWG organisations signed a letter to the UK government calling on them to ratify the Convention without reservations.

It is also important to situate this report, and the lives of survivors and realities for frontline VAWG services, in the context of a cost of living crisis, twelve years of austerity policies, alarming poverty levels in the UK, and the lasting impact of the Covid19 pandemic. Alongside recognition of the realities of how sexism, racism, homophobia, transphobia, ableism, ageism and socio-economic status plays out and intersects in the UK context.

“After a year of fallout, I was still homeless and on my backside - it felt like I was worse off for going through ‘the system’ … the experience really took its toll on my resilience and fortitude, let alone my self-belief, confidence and positive outlook” 

Survivor

We call on the UK government to take note of the recommendations set out in this report, work with the specialist VAWG sector to ensure they are meeting their obligations under the Istanbul Convention and take a comprehensive whole-society approach to addressing VAWG, which centres the most marginalised. We look forward to discussing these issues and our recommendations with GREVIO when they visit the UK in 2024.

---

N.B. This report has been compiled with no funding or additional resource at a time when specialist VAWG organisations and services are incredibly stretched. This report builds on the extensive evidence and policy work undertaken by the sector, and we encourage GREVIO to take note of the wider work referenced. However, due to capacity challenges and short timeframes, it is important to note that this report is not a comprehensive assessment of how well the UK government is meeting its obligations under the Convention in England and Wales.

We also note that not all organisations endorsing the report may agree with the entirety of every statement or recommendation within it. We look forward to meeting with GREVIO in 2024 as part of their UK visit to provide further insight, and also signpost in submissions by our sister organisations in Scotland (coordinated by Scottish Women’s Aid and Rape Crisis Scotland) and Northern Ireland (coordinated by Women’s Platform) to provide insight into the realities in these devolved nations.
Chapter One: Purpose, definitions, equality and non-discrimination, general obligations

Article 3 – Definitions

Human rights

Article 3a notes that violence against women must be understood as a violation of human rights. The UK Government’s commitment to tackling VAWG is frequently undermined and threatened by the tirade of attacks they have made on the frameworks which underpin our human rights and therefore the protections women rely on in the face of VAWG.26

Women’s right to live free from violence is inextricable from the principle of universal human rights. We know that survivors can easily fall outside of the mould of “perfect victim”; for example, those who have contact with the criminal justice system (whose offending is often driven by their experiences of VAWG), women who have been trafficked, women involved in sex work or prostitution, those who have irregular immigration status, or any other experience that may mean people and services render them as “undeserving” of protection. These women often find that their human rights are denied. It is therefore very concerning to see the creeping undermining of the universality of human rights in legislation such as the Victims and Prisoners Bill and ‘Illegal’ Migration Act – which the government could not state was compatible with the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and disapplyed part of the Human Rights Act (HRA)27 – and in the UK’s reservations to the ratification of the Istanbul Convention which denies certain rights to migrant women. This deeply worrying direction of travel in the UK appears set to continue with recent comments from the former Home Secretary on the ECHR.28

This sits alongside the broader threat to rights fundamental to the feminist movement, such as the right to protest.29 Protest is a feminist issue, firmly embedded in the struggle for women’s rights – particularly the rights of Black and minoritised women. Our fight to end violence against women relies heavily upon our ability to gather together, to mourn our sisters, to expose injustice, and to collectively demand change. However, the Public Order Act, which limits our rights to protest, is now in force.

A coordinated strategy to end VAWG must be grounded in a human rights framework and states’ obligations to take positive action to prevent and protect women from violence. Domestic legislation such as the HRA, and international conventions such as the ECHR, are vital instruments in the pursuit of ending VAWG. We must support people to know their rights, empower people to ensure their rights are upheld, and ensure people’s rights are integrated into national and local policy and practice. Political parties should work towards eliminating the conditions that create violations of human rights; for example, by improving governance and public service delivery, and enhancing access to justice and accountability. Proposals that reduce or restrict the realisation of human rights in the UK, including for particular groups,

undermine our cause. We are clear that the promotion of human rights, civil liberties and justice are crucial in the fight to end violence against women and girls.

Recommendations:

- Uphold the established international and human rights-based definitions of VAWG.
- Preserve and promote domestic and international human rights and equalities legislation, including upholding the principle of universal human rights.
- Protect the right to protest.

Continuum of VAWG, and the ‘othering’ and lack of prioritisation of certain forms of VAWG

Article 3a requires the government to use a definition of VAWG which covers ‘all acts of gender-based violence’ against women.\(^{30}\) Although the UK government may refer to the umbrella term of VAWG in much of its work, we would question how this plays out in regard to government resourcing and prioritisation, and the government’s framing and coordination. The UK government tends to focus its VAWG resourcing on domestic abuse, rather than other categories of VAWG, alongside an often ‘othering’ approach to forms of VAWG that disproportionately impact Black and minoritised women—such as so-called honour-based abuse and Female Genital Mutilation (FGM). It also often fails to join the dots between these different forms of VAWG and view it as a continuum.\(^{31}\) We see this most notably in the creation of a separate domestic abuse strategy to the government’s tackling VAWG strategy, a decision that the VAWG sector raised serious concerns about, which is further discussed in our response to Article 7.

This lack of joined up thinking and poor understanding of the continuum of VAWG is also illustrated in how so-called ‘lower level’ sexual violence offences like indecent exposure are not taken seriously enough in the UK. This behaviour is often minimised and even tolerated as a normal part of life for women and girls, rather than being recognised as a potential indicator of a pattern of sexual and abusive behaviour. This is highlighted by a number of recent cases in the UK. For example, the investigations into Wayne Couzens, who raped and murdered Sarah Everard in 2021, and the subsequent (and on-going) Angiolini inquiry.\(^{12}\) As shown in the investigation and inquiry, Couzens’ case demonstrates grave consequences of not taking action earlier against so called ‘lower level sexual violence’, as he was found to have engaged in other forms of abuse in the lead up to murdering Sarah Everard, including indecent exposure. Couzen’s history of indecent exposure is mirrored by Pawel Relowic, who raped and murdered Libby Squire in 2019.\(^{13}\) The lack of action taken at those earlier stages in response to ‘lower level sexual offences’ can reinforce a sense to these men that they can get away with it, and we see behaviour escalating, as appreciated by the judge in Relowic’s case who stated “in the weeks and months before you [Relowic] raped and murdered Liberty Squire your offending escalated. You grew increasingly emboldened, no doubt because you were confident that you would not, and could not, be caught.”\(^{14}\) Furthermore, HM Inspectorate of Probation’s review of Jordan McSweeney, who murdered Zara Aleena in 2022, found McSweeney’s long history of

---

\(^{30}\) Article 3d, “Gender-based violence against women” shall mean violence that is directed against a woman because she is a woman or that affects women disproportionately, Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence.

convictions was ample evidence of his level of risk to women.\textsuperscript{15}

These issues are also mirrored in recent data on up-skirting. A recent Sky News investigation has highlighted how few men have been convicted of up-skirting offences and, where they have, perpetrators have also been investigated for other sexual offences.\textsuperscript{32} This highlights how the creation of new laws (such as the criminalisation of up-skirting) does not equate to effective intervention or prevention of escalation. In light of this, and the harm caused by the criminal justice system (CJS), it is therefore essential we look beyond CJS responses alone.\textsuperscript{33}

**Definition of ‘domestic’ - non-family carers**

Article 3b defines ‘domestic violence’ as occurring within ‘the family or domestic unit or between former or current spouses or partners’. However, we endorse a wider definition of ‘personal connection’ to cover those formal or informal carers who assist or support disabled people and with whom a disabled person might form a personal connection. The current definition of domestic abuse has a discriminatory impact on disabled victims of domestic abuse by non-family carers, who have no access to an Independent Domestic Violence Adviser, refuges or to the network of therapeutic and other domestic abuse services open to other victims.\textsuperscript{34}

**Recommendation:**
- Update the definition of domestic abuse to reflect abuse by non-family carers.

**Reality for girls**

Article 3f notes that the definition of ‘violence against women’ includes girls under the age of 18. However, despite children now being seen as victims in their own right in the statutory definition of domestic abuse in the Domestic Abuse (DA) Act 2021, there remains huge gaps in support for those under 18. A report from the Domestic Abuse Commissioner\textsuperscript{35} found that only 29% of survivors of domestic abuse who wanted support for their children were able to access it. Further information on gaps in support is provided in our response to Article 26.

We also frequently find that the government’s response to children impacted by VAWG lacks a gendered and intersectional lens, and it is notable that the government’s baseline report for GREVIO’s evaluation failed to mention the Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse\textsuperscript{36} as this remains a key component in the government’s plans to tackle child sexual abuse. There is a wealth of evidence of how girls are being impacted by VAWG, including within schools – from the End Violence Against Women Coalition’s 2010 call to tackle VAWG in schools,\textsuperscript{37} the Women and Equalities Select Committee Review in 2016,\textsuperscript{38} to the watershed moment of Everyone’s


Invited in 2020, the subsequent Ofsted Review in 2021, EVAW’s recent Whole Schools Approach report and survey with children and young people 2022, Girlguiding’s annual girl attitudes survey 2023, and the Women and Equalities Select Committee 2023 Report. Far more action is needed to meet girls needs and protect their right to live free from violence, alongside their right to education, which is further discussed in our response to Article 14.

**Article 4 – Fundamental rights, equality and non-discrimination**

**Right to live free from violence**

As outlined in our response to Article 3, the UK Government has taken significant steps to try and undermine the rights of those living in the UK and is failing to ensure women live free from violence. Please see our evidence outlined under Article 3, evidence below relating to Article 4 as a whole, and subsequent chapters which document the way in which the government is failing to meet its duties to ensure women are living free from violence in England and Wales.

**Discrimination against women**

Article 4.2 requires parties to condemn all forms of discrimination against women and take, without delay, the necessary legislative and other measures to prevent it. However, we have seen significant and concerning failures from the UK government in regard to addressing inequality between women and men. For example, a lack of a gendered approach to responding to the COVID 19 pandemic and to the on-going cost of living crisis, as well as over a decade of austerity measures which have had a disproportionate impact on women and have been labelled by Oxfam and the Women’s Budget Group in 2022 as a form of gender based violence. These issues are explored further in our response to Article 20.

Economic inequality is a significant component of women’s inequality in the UK, and a key contributing factor to the scale of VAWG we see today. For example, the impact of No Recourse to Public Funds (NRPF) conditions on migrant women, who have experienced VAWG and are financially or otherwise dependent on their spouse or partner, has been devastating. Women’s economic inequality significantly impacts experiences of VAWG and the ability to escape and recover - for example, the high cost of renting privately creates a barrier for women leaving and moving on from a relationship with an abusive partner. A recent report found that there is no region in England where private rented housing is affordable on women’s median earnings, whereas men can afford to rent a median home (median private sector rental cost) in all regions

---

Recommendations:
- Equip all relevant government departments and statutory agencies to deliver reforms across government to tackle gender inequality (such as equal pay and shared parental leave), paying close attention to intersecting inequalities and recognising that gender inequality cannot be separated from other forms of inequality.
- Conduct and publish equality impact assessments of all spending and revenue raising policies.

Non-discrimination

Article 4.3 states the provisions of the Convention should be secured 'without discrimination on any grounds', including sex, gender, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, state of health, disability, marital status, migrant or refugee status, or other status. In England and Wales the Equality Act 2010 protects against discrimination on a number, but not all, of these grounds. The Act includes protection from discrimination on the basis of both sex and gender, yet as this report will detail, male violence remains endemic within England and Wales and is one of the most devastating and societally prevalent form of discrimination against women. There is also a concerning lack of visibility of both sex and gender as protected characteristics within responses to VAWG – including in data collection, needs assessments that inform service provision, commissioning practices and national and local strategies (which we will return to in later chapters).

We also have significant concerns about other forms of discrimination creating on-going barriers for marginalised survivors in accessing support, safety and justice which the UK government is not only failing to address, but is often actively upholding. These issues have been brought to the attention of the UK government extensively, particularly in recent years during the passage of the DA Act, yet the government has refused to take the necessary steps to ensure non-discrimination for all survivors of VAWG.

Migrant women
The UK government has repeatedly refused and failed to meet the support and safety needs of migrant women in contravention of Article 4.3. There are women living in the UK whose immigration status means they are more vulnerable to abuse and less likely to access support, advocacy, and criminal justice measures. Yet successive immigration policies and the 'hostile environment' exacerbates this risk, creating a context in which women are more vulnerable to violence, while at the same time making them less able to access specialist support, public services or justice. For example, only 9.1% of refuge vacancies in England in 2021-22 would consider migrant women subjected to the No Recourse to Public Funds rule. The Istanbul Convention requires that victims of VAWG are protected regardless of their immigration status. For this to happen it is essential immigration policies are designed so they cannot be used as a

---

52 The following are protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010: age; disability; gender reassignment; marriage and civil partnership; pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or belief; sex; sexual orientation.
weapon by abusers or as an excuse by authorities not to help women. During the passage of the Domestic Abuse Bill, which is now the Domestic Abuse Act 2021, the VAWG sector called on the UK government to remedy the lack of protection for migrant women in the bill and to ratify the Istanbul Convention. Several organisations, including the VAWG and migrant women’s sector, provided comprehensive evidence demonstrating the consequences of not providing equal protection for migrant women. Despite this evidence, the UK government was not prepared to make significant changes to the Domestic Abuse Bill and has continued to infringe on the basic fundamental rights of migrant women to live a life free from violence, denying them the necessary support mechanisms to aid recovery from trauma. The situation has been further exacerbatced by the UK government’s refusal to implement the Istanbul Convention in full, reserving Article 59, denying some migrant women victims protection and support to flee abusive relationships.

Before ratification on 1st November 2022, the UK government produced their 5th progress report on the steps they had taken to become compliant with the Convention, stating that “the government is committed to supporting all victims of domestic abuse. Furthermore, anyone who has suffered domestic abuse must be treated as a victim first and foremost, regardless of immigration status.” However, the reality is that the government are treating migrant women experiencing VAWG as second-class citizens, implementing discriminatory policies which have negatively impacted many victims of gender-based violence, heightening their risk of abuse and subjecting them to the hostile environment and its dire consequences. This is further discussed in our response Articles 59, 60 and 61.

Black and minoritised survivors
Black and minoritised survivors also face discrimination in their access to support and justice, contrary to Article 4. Black, minoritised and migrant women in England experience higher rates of domestic homicide and need specialist support but are often not able to access the specialist by and for services they need. The racism and discrimination faced by Black and minoritised survivors has been well documented by the sector, including:

- Imkaan and Centre for Women’s Justice report: Life or Death: Preventing Domestic Homicides and Suicides of Black and Minoritised women.
- Ravi K. Thiara and Christine Harrison, University of Warwick, and Women’s Aid Federation of England: Reframing the links: Black and minoritised women, domestic violence and abuse, and mental health – A review of the literature.

LGBT+ survivors
The UK government is also failing to meet the needs of LGBT+ survivors and thus meet its obligations under Article 4.3. The Council of Europe is clear that the Istanbul Convention protects transgender women, stating ‘it is crucial to ensure that measures to end gender-based

58 Imkaan and Centre for Women’s Justice, ‘Life or Death: Preventing Domestic Homicides and Suicides of Black and Minoritised Women’, 2023. Available online: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa9b4a2f2e6b1ba0c874e42/1/65569dcd55be306e7dafa5c5/1700149727418/Life-or-Death-Report---Reframing-the-links-black-and-minoritised-women-domestic-abuse-and-mental-health/.
violence extend systematically to these groups of women, are accessible to them and tailored to their specific needs.\textsuperscript{60} However, there are no mentions of transgender women in the government’s baseline report, despite the gender-based violence that they experience, and the only mention of LGBT+ people in the government’s response comes from the devolved administrations in Wales and Northern Ireland and not from Westminster.

The UK government has consistently inflamed tensions around the issue of trans women’s experiences of VAWG and access to women’s services, rather than focusing on delivering the support that meets their needs. We have also seen a concerning government response to a backlash to Relationship, Sex and Health Education (RSHE) which appears largely fuelled by anti-LGBT+ rhetoric.\textsuperscript{61} Whilst the Government has been doing this, police reported hate crime targeting a person because of their transgender identity has increased by 11\% – and since 2021/22 has nearly doubled.\textsuperscript{62} The Home Office’s own report stated ‘heavy discussion by politicians, the media and on social media over the last year may have led to an increase in these offences or more awareness in the police in the identification and recording of these crimes’. It is critical that the government does not inflame tensions on this issue by attacking transgender women and undermining a gendered understanding which is central to the Convention.

Deaf and disabled survivors
The government is also failing to meet the needs of Deaf and disabled survivors and thus meet its obligations under Article 4.3. Deaf and disabled survivors of VAWG often face huge barriers to support and justice. For example, the Women’s Aid Annual Audit data showed that during 2021-22 less than 1\% of all refuge vacancies were suitable for a woman requiring a wheelchair accessible space.\textsuperscript{63} A recent report\textsuperscript{64} by a group of VAWG sector organisations documented the raft of communication barriers faced by disabled, Deaf and Black, minoritised, and migrant women which prevents their access to safety, support and justice. This report documents how these communication barriers constitute a failing on part of the UK state under its Article 4 obligations, and is explored more in chapter four.\textsuperscript{65}

For more evidence on how the discrimination of marginalised victims is playing out in the UK please see chapter four - protection and support.

**Recommendations:**

- Lead legal, policy and funding reform to deliver equal protection for all women - embedding the specialist women-led and by and for sector’s practice of intersectionality to meet the needs of all women and girls, and the intersecting forms of oppression they face\textsuperscript{66} including:

\textsuperscript{60} Council of Europe, ‘Key facts about the Istanbul Convention’, 2021. Available online: https://www.coe.int/en/web/istanbul-convention/key-facts
\textsuperscript{61} End Violence Against Women Coalition, ‘Concerns vital Relationships & Sex Education review is based on contested claims and anti-LGBTQ+ rhetoric’, 2023. Available online: https://www.endviolenceagainstwomen.org.uk/concerns-vital-relationships-sex-education-review-is-based-on-contested-claims-and-anti-lgbtq-rhetoric/
\textsuperscript{65} Imkaan, ‘Our sector, our voice, our work: A Participatory Evaluation of the Comic Relief Supporting and Sustaining Specialism Programme for the ending-VAWG Black & Minoritised women-led by and for sector’, 2023. Available online:
○ Identify and address inequalities in the prevalence of VAWG and outcomes for Black and minoritised, migrant, D/deaf and disabled and LGBT+ survivors.
○ Ensure migrant women have equal access to support to escape abuse and can access statutory services without fear of immigration enforcement. This includes:
  ■ Full ratification of the Istanbul Convention, ensuring the gold standard framework for addressing VAWG underpins the next government’s work; removing reservations on Articles 44 and 59.
  ■ Introduction of a complete firewall to stop data-sharing between statutory agencies and immigration enforcement to enable victims to come forward to report abuse and access help.
  ■ End the hostile environment, including scrapping the No Recourse to Public Funds policy67,68, National Health Service (NHS) charging systems, and right to rent.
  ■ Build an asylum system based on belief, compassion and support, including the repeal of harmful legislation which punishes people seeking safety in the UK, such as the ‘Illegal’ Migration Act, the damaging provisions in the Nationality and Borders Act, and the Rwanda plan.
  ■ End the use of immigration detention which harms and re-traumatises women seeking safety.
  ■ Please also see recommendations under article 59 and 60.
○ Introduce Valerie’s Law for mandatory cultural competency training for professions around the cultural nuances and barriers, colloquialisms, languages and customs that make up the diverse black community, as called for by Sistah Space.69
○ Full inclusion for D/deaf and disabled survivors’ experiences and needs into the VAWG response, and the recommendations of the Communication Barriers Working Group report to be implemented in full.70
○ Bring forward a comprehensive ban on so-called “conversion therapy” - a form of gender-based violence that includes domestic abuse, so-called honour-based abuse, trafficking and forced marriage.71 To be effective, this must include:
  ■ Protection for everyone in the LGBTQ+ community, including trans, non-binary and gender diverse people and people on the asexual and aromatic spectrums.

---
Article 5 – State obligations and due diligence

Under Article 5.1 parties are prohibited from perpetrating VAWG and must ensure that state agencies and officials act in conformity within this obligation. However, in recent years we have seen the scale of misogyny, racism and police perpetrated abuse against women revealed. These organisations have long spoken out about a culture of misogyny and racism in the police that masks and enables police perpetrators to abuse their position of power and creates an environment in which this behaviour is normalised and institutionalised. This has now been evidenced by numerous official reviews. We have seen these concerning realities mirrored in other reviews of institutions from the fire service to the military and politics. We have also seen abuse experienced by those in the care system and mental health system by state actors. For example, following a freedom of information request the NHS released data documenting 36,506 “sexual safety incidents” between 2017 and 2022, with three-quarters of the reports (26,434) made in mental health trusts, and nearly 2,500 of the alleged incidents of sexual violence and misconduct perpetrated by staff between 2017 and 2022, with three-quarters of the reports (26,434) made in mental health trusts, and nearly 2,500 of the alleged incidents of sexual violence and misconduct perpetrated by staff.

72 The Government consultation on the proposed ban on conversion practices suggested that the Act would make any cases against under 18s illegal but would not criminalise conversion practices in those over the age of 18 who had “consented” to what happened to them. This would create an example in British law where it is possible to consent to abuse as an adult and does not take into account how coercive control and the risk of familial or community ostracisation plays into many of these cases.


80 Centre for Women’s Justice, ‘Police Super Complaint: Failure to address police perpetrated domestic abuse’, 2020. Available online: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c874e42/t/5e65fd0ba29cd569b4f3ca3c/1583742221663/super-complaint2-reportFINAL.pdf.


Recommendations:

- Ensure each police and crime area has independent and specialist VAWG service for survivors of police-perpetrated abuse.
- Introduce more robust police vetting and suspension pending investigation for all officers charged with VAWG-related misconduct.
- Introduce a bespoke reporting mechanism of victims of police perpetrated abuse and ensure investigations are conducted independently from the police force complained of.

Article 6 – Gender-sensitive policies

As previously noted, there are major concerns to the extent to which the government is seeking to address gender inequality and in cases exacerbate such inequalities (please see our response to Article 4.2), and to tackle discrimination (see response to Article 4.3). We have also evidenced a series of other issues relevant to this Article - for example, concerns around gender-neutral commissioning of service provision in our response to Chapter 4. A gendered, intersectional framework is essential if the UK Government’s actions are to effectively tackle perpetrators of VAWG and meet the needs for women and girls. Such a framework also creates an understanding of the context of patriarchy, of the link between gender inequality and VAWG, and therefore also the gender-based violence experienced by GBT+ men and non-binary people.

Recommendation:

- Ensure the Public Sector Equality Duty and equality impact assessments are routinely used by national government and local authorities and other statutory agencies, to ensure that women are treated equally in all decision-making processes that affect them, including taking into consideration any intersecting protected characteristics.
Chapter Two: Integrated policies and data collection

Article 7 – Comprehensive and coordinated policies

We welcome the ambition of the current 2021-2025 VAWG Strategy in England, the fact that it covers prevention, the provision of support, pursuing perpetrators and a comprehensive, multi-agency response. Many specialist VAWG organisations did, however, raise significant concerns with the government’s decision to ‘separate’ domestic abuse from this comprehensive strategy in 2021. We highlighted that this would undermine a gendered understanding of domestic abuse and artificially separate it from wider forms of overlapping and intersecting forms of VAWG.

In particular, as noted in a briefing by Southall Black Sisters86, organisations led by and for Black and minoritised women emphasised how disconnecting the two strategies was a regressive step which failed to recognise that Black and minoritised women were disproportionately likely to experience forms of VAWG such as forced marriage and so-called honour-based abuse, which very often occur in a domestic setting. The VAWG sector was concerned that different individual strategies for different forms of VAWG risked widening inequalities and undermining the integrated responses required by the Istanbul Convention and CEDAW. We are similarly concerned about the fact that other connected strategies within government, statutory agencies and local authorities do not adopt a gendered, human rights-based approach to VAWG. Across England we continue to see ‘gender neutral’ domestic abuse strategies and a lack of a holistic, joined up response to VAWG.

Whilst the cross-government VAWG strategy includes a range of commitments from different government departments, we are concerned that there remains the lack of meaningful accountability and action required for a truly cross-government approach. As the government response to GREVIO notes, only 30% of the commitments in the VAWG Strategy have been delivered. Unlike Wales, the Westminster government has not published their implementation and outcome indicators for the VAWG Strategy or Tackling Domestic Abuse Plan. The gaps in the cross-government approach were laid bare during the COVID 19 pandemic, when despite clear evidence that VAWG would be exacerbated during this time, there was a serious lack of coordinated action to ensure VAWG was factored into the pandemic response.87

We are particularly concerned by the lack of commitment and implementation by departments which are critical to prevention, early intervention and responding to women and children experiencing violence and abuse – such as the Department for Education and Department for Health and Social Care, as outlined in our response to Articles 14 and 20. There are also a number of programmes currently implemented across government which fail to acknowledge the strong likelihood of engagement with survivors and have had a concerning lack of VAWG expertise in their development, such as the Reducing Parental Conflict Programme (led by the Department for Work and Pensions) and the Families First For Children programme (led by the Department for Education).

Further, whilst national government has delivered welcome commitments and measures to tackle VAWG in recent years, implementation of these remains a serious concern. For example,
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the Home Office published the National Statement of Expectations for VAWG services in 2016, updated in 2022, which aims to outline the actions local areas should take to ensure victims of VAWG can access the right help and support\textsuperscript{88}. However, this document remains guidance only and there is no review, accountability mechanism or sanction available when it is not followed.

Similarly, the government’s response states that ‘almost all of the provisions’ in the DA Act 2021 have been implemented, yet the VAWG sector continues to highlight the gap between enacting provisions of the law and true implementation. For example, the Act banned the abhorrent practice of ‘cross examination’ of victims of domestic abuse by their perpetrators within the family courts. However the ban relies on sufficient training and funding to enable lawyers to become Qualified Legal Representatives and undertake cross examination. The President of the Family Division has stated that the Ministry of Justice has been “\textit{unable to attract anything like sufficient numbers of advocates to act as a QLR in individual cases}”.\textsuperscript{89} VAWG organisations have highlighted that without oversight and scrutiny of the implementation of these commitments, women are left unprotected, terrified and subject to further abuse.\textsuperscript{90}

In Wales, the Welsh Government implemented the Violence Against Women, Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence (Wales) Act 2015 alongside the VAWDSV Strategy, which is due to be renewed in 2026. This was a long-awaited document for survivors and organisations that support survivors within Wales. Welsh Government’s ambition of making Wales ‘the safest place to be a woman’ is a bold one when we consider the reality of epidemic rates of violence and abuse that far too many are experiencing - such as many migrant survivors, who are still unable to access even fundamental levels of sanctuary and safety. We are pleased that the Strategy acknowledges that violence against women is a whole society issue and that if we want to eliminate it, cultural change is needed with the onus of responsibility taken off women and girls modifying their actions and placed on those perpetrating toxic, misogynistic and dangerous behaviour. The Strategy acknowledges a public health approach, but there needs to be assurances from the Health Boards that ongoing training is completed.

We are disappointed to see a lack of commitment and energy given to seeking a Welsh solution for migrant survivors who have NRPF. While this Strategy emphasises the government’s ongoing ambition for Wales to be “the safest place in Europe for everyone”, this appears to stop short of providing safety for some of the most vulnerable individuals within our society. While Wales is proud of its status as a Nation of Sanctuary, this particular group of survivors continue to be in the margins of the conversation.

\textbf{Article 8 – Financial resources}

\textbf{Funding for VAWG}

The government’s response details the central government funding commitments for VAWG within England, stating that: funding for domestic abuse between 2022-25 totals £230 million, and funding for victim and witness support services from the Ministry of Justice totals £147 million per year between 2022-23 and 2024-25 – including funding for community based


\textsuperscript{89}President of the Family Division, ‘A View from The President’s Chambers’, 2023. Available online: https://www.judiciary.uk/guidance-and-resources/a-view-from-the-presidents-chambers-july-2023/.

domestic abuse and sexual violence services and advocacy roles. The government response does not indicate what percentage of the total state budget this amounts to - we estimate it is 0.02% of current UK government spending.91

While it is not always clear how and when this funding is allocated within the Plan, or how funding is divided between England and Wales, some information has been made publicly available since the implementation of the VAWG Strategy and Tackling Domestic Abuse Plan from 2022-25:

- In 2022, the Home Office awarded over £17 million to programmes across England and Wales to support children affected by Domestic Abuse, with over £10 million being awarded through the Children Affected by Domestic Abuse (CADA) fund and over £7 million under the What Works to Prevent Violence Against Women and Girls Fund. Over £2.5 million of this total funding was awarded directly to organisations in Wales.
- The Home Office committed to a £3 million multi-year campaign aimed at creating long-term behaviour change. The campaign, called ‘Enough’ launched in March 2022, and supported the roll out of a 24/7 Rape and Sexual Abuse Support Line launched in 2022, delivered by Rape Crisis England and Wales supported by the Live Fear Free Helpline in Wales.
- In March 2023, the UK Government announced £300,000 of funding as part of the Tackling Domestic Abuse Plan, which will be made available for one-off payments for survivors fleeing abuse in England and Wales (see our response to Article 20 for further details.)
- In 2022, the Government committed to a further two years of funding for the statutory duty on local authorities to deliver support in safe accommodation for victims of domestic abuse; £127.3 million in 2023/4 and £129.7million in 2024/25.
- In July 2023, an extra £8.3 million was announced to fund frontline services in England and Wales as well as specialist support projects through the VAWG Specialist and Support Services Fund, building on commitments made in the Plan and the Strategy.
- £27.7 million for projects to improve the safety of women in public spaces.
- Through the Tackling Domestic Abuse Plan, the Home Office is providing £75 million from 2023-25 to invest in and evaluate perpetrator interventions such as the Drive Project.
- The Ministry of Justice funds a Rape and Sexual Abuse Support Fund (RASASF) which provides support to survivors of rape and sexual abuse in England and Wales through the Victims and Witnesses Funding Programme. Between 2019 and 2022, this totalled £24 million and included services in Wales. In 2023, this fund was renewed to the total of £26 million.

Beyond the scope of the VAWG Strategy and Tackling Domestic Abuse Plan, the UK Government Victims Funding Strategy contains £440 million from 2021-24 for core victim support services. This covers funding allocated to Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) in England and Wales as well local authorities, some of which is then allocated to VAWG services. This does not include direct funding for specialist VAWG services in Wales, and it is unclear how much of this funding as a percentage is allocated to VAWG explicitly or directly to Wales,

but research does show that funding allocated to VAWG services by commissioners is relatively small, with half of funding being less than £50,000.92

Funding from Welsh Government

The majority of Welsh government funding comes from a block grant from the UK Treasury, the amount of which is calculated using the Barnett formula with adjustments made to reflect tax and welfare devolution in Wales (and Scotland). In December 2021,93 this was set at £18 billion per year for the next three years. The UK government have said this system is not perfect94. Any remaining monies are raised from devolved taxes and limited borrowing power.

The Welsh Government VAWDASV team use this money to fund regional VAWDASV teams and specialist services. This includes services that provide lifesaving, first-response support directly to survivors as well as early intervention and prevention, perpetrator programmes, public awareness and education, Independent Domestic and Sexual Violence Advocates (IDVAs and ISVAs) and training through the National Training Framework.

In 2021-22, the Welsh Government VAWDASV Budget was £7.825 million in revenue and £2.2 million in capital, in 2022-23 it was £8.005 million and £2.2 million in capital. It remained at this level in 2023-24 and indicative projections for 2024-25 suggest it is to stay the same, although the Welsh Government is currently consulting ahead of the draft budget, which is due to be published in December 2023. In 2019, Welsh Government published statutory guidance95 for the commissioning of VAWDASV services to support high-quality, collaborative commissioning of specialist and non-specialist services.

In 2022, the Welsh Government announced96 their intention to establish a last resort crisis fund for survivors with NRPF, however, when scrutinising the 2023-24 Welsh Government budget, the Equality and Social Justice committee noted97 that no dedicated budget has been allocated to the fund, with the Minister for Social Justice confirming it will be paid for out of the already extant VAWDASV Budget. There are concerns that the lack of additional, dedicated resource for this Fund undermines migrant survivors’ access to timely and adequate support.

Cross-directorate funding for VAWDASV also comes from the Housing Support Grant, financed by Welsh Government. This contains a dedicated fund directed at supporting victims who are fleeing domestic abuse to obtain and retain housing. In 2022-23, Welsh Government funding for this was £166 million, and the level was maintained in 2023-24.

Other Sources of Funding

Quantifying support provided by other sources of income such as charitable grants is much more difficult across the UK. However, a recent report98 by the National Lottery Community Fund, Esmeé Fairbairn Foundation, and Rosa found that income data for women and girls’ charities across the UK indicated £1.3 billion of income from charitable grants for the sector in 2022.
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93 HM Treasury, Block Grant Transparency, December 2021
94 HL5383, Question for HM Treasury: Public Expenditure
the financial year ending 2021, accounting for just over 2% of total UK charity income. Data on sources of income is only available for charities in England and Wales with an annual income over £500k. Of these, the majority of funding (71%) comes from fees and contracts for charitable activities, with 23% coming from donations, grants, and legacies. Notably, just over half the recorded grants awarded to women and girls organisations were worth under £10,000, a lower percentage than for other organisations in general (57%). Further, the mean grants awarded for women and girls organisations was significantly lower (an average of £40,804) when compared with all charitable organisations (£73,217).

To conclude, women’s and girls’ organisations receive a smaller proportion of charitable funding and when they do receive charitable income, it is for a smaller monetary value when compared with all charitable organisations. Notably, VAWG organisations were the most reliant on government funding, and received the largest amount of this overall, with the Ministry of Justice being the most frequently named funder, awarding 26 contracts in the 2020-21 financial year, mostly for VAWG and health-related services. In the Welsh context, this report found that Wales has the fewest registered women and girls’ charities per head of population than all of the UK home nations, and that the amount of charities registered differs regionally.

How funding is delivered

Our organisations wish to highlight three key concerns with funding for VAWG in England and Wales - firstly that there is a lack of transparency in the level of public sector investment in responding to VAWG, secondly that funding is short-term and insufficient, and thirdly that the way in which funding is delivered (often through competitive procurement processes) does not work effectively for specialist VAWG services. We also wish to note that wider reductions in public spending since the global financial crisis (‘austerity measures’) have had severe implications for survivors of VAWG and our organisations are supporting women and children experiencing high levels of deprivation, hardship and poverty.

Transparency

Statutory funding for VAWG in England and Wales includes:

- central government funding pots for VAWG services which are distributed by local authorities in England;
- central government funding pots for VAWG services which are distributed by Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) in England and Wales;
- central government block grant funding to Wales, which is allocated to regional VAWDASV teams and specialist services;
- wider central government funding to public services in England, such as the local government revenue support grant, core funding for PCCs, and health funding, of which it is not clear how much is spent on VAWG services or responses;
- central government funding directly awarded to national VAWG organisations, such as for helplines or specific projects;
- one off national funding pots which are open to both local and national organisations to bid for, such as the recent VAWG Support and Specialist Services fund.

In particular, funding that is devolved to local commissioners is not accompanied with robust reporting or monitoring requirements, and it is therefore not possible to monitor or assess local
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spending accurately. In particular it is not possible to know which type of organisations are funded by local commissioners – whether it is specialist women’s VAWG services, specialist by and for VAWG services, generic organisations who provide domestic abuse services, or statutory agencies, such as local authorities.

Understanding which organisations receive this funding is critical, as survivors continue to report poor responses from public services, and specialist women’s domestic abuse services and by and for services have unique expertise, knowledge and a proven track record in supporting women and children experiencing domestic abuse. The distinction between specialist and generic services for VAWG is recognised in Article 22 of the Convention, yet in England it is often impossible to determine which are receiving public funding.

**Funding is short-term and inadequate**
The specialist VAWG sector, most acutely by and for organisations, continue to face a funding crisis, resulting in a postcode lottery of support for women and girls who are being turned away daily at the point of need. The rising costs of living, the continued aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic and an increase in the complexities of cases is having severe impacts on survivors of VAWG and the sustainability of the specialist VAWG sector. This is evident in the fact that:

- Domestic abuse services led by and for Black and minoritised women in England and Wales are five times less likely to receive statutory funding than other support services.\(^\text{101}\)
- 14,000 victims and survivors are currently waiting for a Rape Crisis service.\(^\text{102}\)
- In 2021-22, Women’s Aid estimated that 61.6% of all the referrals received by women’s refuge services in England were rejected\(^\text{103}\) and the most common challenge cited by local domestic abuse services was funding.\(^\text{104}\)
- Of the 1,542 survivors who were refused space in Wales in 2022-23, 39% (n=609) were refused space whilst 46% (n=712) of survivors were not able to be supported for reasons such as availability of space, safety, and individual needs. A further breakdown reveals that of those refused space and where data on refusal reason was recorded (590) 28% (n=164) were due to the refuge being at full capacity.\(^\text{105}\)

Funding is rarely allocated beyond one to two year periods, which severely limits the sector’s ability to recruit and retain staff or plan ahead. Further details of the funding crisis facing specialist VAWG services is provided in the response to Article 22.

**Procurement**
Despite the fact that government guidance\(^\text{106}\) makes clear that grant funding and partnership approaches are best practice when funding VAWG services, at local and regional level specialist VAWG services are typically funded through procurement processes. These force life-saving women’s services to compete in an ‘open market’ to access funding. Too often, we see procurement processes which judge organisations on cost over quality - despite the fact they
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\(^\text{102}\) Rape Crisis England & Wales, Summary of Member Centre 2021 - 2022 Rape and Sexual Abuse Support Fund, August 2023.


have the expertise and track record in supporting women and children who've experienced violence and abuse. Local authorities and PCCs also often want 'one provider for all victims’ in their area – an approach which disadvantages services which are specifically designed for women, particularly those that deliver support led by and for Black and minoritised women and other marginalised groups.

These commercial processes put specialist VAWG services at a severe disadvantage; they are competing against large organisations with marketing and bid writing teams and are forced to spend huge amounts of time and resource on procurement processes – rather than delivering life-saving support. We are clear that without urgent action to reform the use of procurement and competitive tendering for specialist VAWG services, the sector will be at severe risk.

Recommendations:

- Deliver a secure, national multi-year funding settlement for the specialist VAWG sector, that is accessible to these services:
  - This must ensure all forms of service provision for survivors, children and young people and perpetrators are resilient for the future.
  - It must provide equity of provision for survivors across the UK nations and be delivered by all government departments responsible for VAWG.
  - It must include national ring-fenced funding for specialist services led by and for Black and minoritised women, D/deaf and disabled women and LGBT+ survivors.

- Systematic reform of the current competitive funding and commissioning landscape to ensure the specialist VAWG sector can fairly access funding. This requires:
  - Returning to long-term grant funding for VAWG provision.
  - Ensuring that all commissioning process are proportionate, end competitive tendering where it is not required.
  - Ensuring all VAWG funding and commissioning processes recognise and value specialist support provision as required under the Istanbul Convention.
  - Guaranteeing that local funding processes adhere fully to the Equality Act and the Public Sector Equality Duty.
  - Adopting established quality standards in the VAWG sector as the basis for funding.
  - Ensuring that funding for VAWG organisations supports the full running costs of services, makes provision for cost of living increases over the funding period and allows for the remuneration of staff that reflects their specialist knowledge and skills.

Article 9 – Non-governmental organisations and civil society

The government’s response outlines the regular engagement opportunities it holds with stakeholders to tackle VAWG. Specialist VAWG organisations welcome these opportunities to engage with ministers and civil servants on the delivery of the VAWG strategy and the challenges facing survivors and the sector; such meetings are well attended by our organisations. We also work closely with the Domestic Abuse and Victims Commissioners in
England and Wales, and the Welsh Government VAWDSV Advisers in Wales. We consider that our expertise is recognised within the government departments leading on VAWG, namely the Home Office, Ministry of Justice and Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities. However, as noted in the response to Article 7, other areas of government fail to engage properly with the VAWG sector when developing policies and programmes that have significant impacts on survivors.

We do also have serious concerns that whilst our views and expertise is regularly sought by the government, this is rarely fully inclusive and accessible to all services or specialist support services. Organisations such as Stay Safe East, a specialist service led by and for disabled women in London, have long highlighted that government engagement methods, particularly from the Home Office, are inaccessible. Consultation papers and other materials are not consistently produced in easy read format, or available in British Sign Language or other commonly spoken languages, or only when requested. The timeframes often required by the government also mean that specialist organisations, and particularly by and for services are unable to meaningfully consult with their staff or survivors and therefore provide their expertise.

The VAWG sector is also rarely supported with the capacity or resources to be able to effectively undertake the level of consultation and engagement that is requested of us. We are rarely, if ever, compensated for our time or expertise in consultation or engagement processes despite being asked to regularly attend multiple government and agency advisory groups for our insight. This is a particular barrier for smaller, specialist by and for VAWG services. As noted in the introduction, our organisations received no funding or support from government with this shadow reporting process.

Finally, we note that consultation with the VAWG sector rarely delivers the changes and recommendations our organisations advocate for. For example, despite the unified and repeated calls of our organisations to ensure migrant women can access equal protection and support the government continues reject any meaningful reform in this area - further detail on this is provided in our response to Chapter 7.

The Welsh Government does include Welsh Women’s Aid and other specialist VAWG services on all elements of the VAWDASV Blueprint Workstream, as well as a Survivor Voice Scrutiny and Involvement Panel which informs the delivery of the VAWDSV strategy. However, with the exception of the National Expert Steering Group for Domestic Abuse Safe Accommodation, specialist VAWG organisations have a very limited accountability or oversight role for the response to VAWG in England. Minutes of the VAWG Ministerial Steering Group mentioned in the government response are not publicly available and we are unclear what decisions are made in this forum. Unlike in Scotland and Wales, the Westminster government has not included specialist VAWG organisations on a national steering or oversight group for VAWG. In our experience, this is often replicated at local level, with specialist VAWG services not consistently included in local or regional oversight bodies for VAWG.

Recommendations

- Establish robust cross-government and agency mechanisms for accountability and action on VAWG, at ministerial, civil service and local levels, which include representatives from the specialist VAWG sector and by and for organisations. Such groups should meet regularly, review
the implementation and progress of action to tackle VAWG, and minutes and actions of meetings should be made public.

- Ensure all government and statutory agency consultation and engagement processes for VAWG are fully inclusive and accessible to all survivors and specialist organisations, and ensure sufficient time, capacity and resources for engagement are provided.

### Article 10 – Co-ordinating body

We note that the government response states that the Home Office is the co-ordinating body for the Convention. As stated in our response to Article 9, we have concerns about the effectiveness of the current cross-government approach to VAWG and whether the Home Office has the mechanisms required to monitor and evaluate the implementation of the Convention across departments, agencies and local areas. It is notable that the government has not provided any information on the budget and human resources within the Home Office for co-ordinating and implementation of the Convention, or how it engages with the specialist VAWG sector to do so.

### Article 11 – Data Collection & Research

**Criminal justice system**

The government response lists data publications relating to domestic abuse, most of which concern criminal justice system data. We consider there to be three main issues with criminal justice system data on VAWG: it is not transparent, it is not comparable and it is not consistently disaggregated.

On the first point, the Government’s 2021 Rape Review committed to creating accountability through data transparency.\(^{107}\) The Criminal Justice Dashboards (formerly scorecards) were actioned but have gone through various iterations since. There continues to be some very significant issues with transparency, as the data displayed on the dashboards speak to multiple data sets, some of which are publicly available, many of which are not. It has been observed that at some points there has been additional data included, only to be removed later. It remains very challenging to use the data effectively, in order to have a better understanding of the proportion of police-reported rapes.\(^{108}\) As the data produced impacts on commissioning decisions around service provision, it is essential to be able to understand its source, usefulness and accuracy.

On comparability, the same information is not being collected in the same way and there is no national requirement to do so. Official statistics relating to crime and policing are maintained by the Home Office and Office for National Statistics. Official statistics relating to criminal courts including caseload, timeliness, convictions and sentencing outcomes are maintained by the Ministry of Justice. Crown Prosecution Service data is operational management information.
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Across these agencies, data is broken down by different geographic regions and is not collected consistently. In particular, not all data collected includes the sex and age of the victim and perpetrator and the relationship between them: key, internationally recommended, requirements for effective data collection. This means there is no consistent way of monitoring convictions, sentences and reporting, and no way of tracking a case through the system from report to court.

On disaggregation, not all publications break down data by sex, age and ethnicity, and none of the sources mentioned in the government response break data down by disability, sexuality, gender identity, migration status and relationship. This is concerning because many decades of evidence from the specialist VAWG sector shows that women from Black, minoritised and marginalised communities have a disproportionately negative experience of the police, courts and justice system and face multiple barriers at an individual, institutional and community level. This could lead to women from marginalised communities being less likely to report VAWG to the police and more likely to drop out of the criminal justice system.

Specialist VAWG organisations have therefore recommended that government fund research to better understand who does and does not access the criminal justice system, and to further investigate the experiences of Black, minoritised and marginalised women’s experience of criminal justice interventions. In order to make progress towards addressing such disparities, data must allow us to identify what, how and where inequalities manifest across the protected characteristics before, during and after survivor interactions with the criminal justice system. Rape Crisis, Centre for Women’s Justice, Imkaan and EVAW have therefore called for these research findings to inform the development of separate and specific equalities-based scorecards to run in parallel with the rape scorecards (now known as data dashboards). They also recommended a parallel investigation of what rape and sexual abuse survivors actually want from the justice system, from other agencies, and their communities. None of these calls have been taken forward to date.

**Wider data collection**

Beyond the criminal justice system, data on VAWG is limited. For example, the Ministry of Justice Harm Panel in 2020 highlighted that the family justice system does not collect consistent and comprehensive administrative data, which hinders understanding of how domestic abuse, child sexual abuse and other safeguarding concerns are raised and addressed in the family courts. Following this report, the government agreed that the Domestic Abuse Commissioner would maintain oversight of and report regularly on the family courts’ performance in protecting children and victims from domestic abuse and other risks of harm in private law children’s proceedings. However, three and a half years on from this, the pilot is only just commencing and several HMCTS datasets needed for the monitoring do not yet exist.
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In social security policy, too, there are key gaps in understanding how social security does or does not work for survivors of VAWG. It is not clear that DWP collects data on the sex or gender of Universal Credit claimants. Given the damning conclusions of the UN Special Rapporteur on Poverty – “if you got a group of misogynists in a room and said how can we make this system work for men and not for women they would not have come up with too many ideas that are not already in place”\(^\text{114}\) – it is very worrying that fundamental data collection needed to ensure adequate equalities monitoring seems not to be in place.

As a result of responsibility for VAWG being increasingly devolved to local areas, there is a lack of consistent and comparable official data collected on specialist service provision and survivor outcomes. Much of the data held on VAWG is collected and published by specialist VAWG services. As data impacts on needs assessments and commissioning decisions for service provision, it is essential to be able to get sufficient detail for it to be useful, accurate and comparable. National leadership from the government to ensure the collection of comparable data on VAWG at local level is critical. Central government, the devolved government in Wales and local commissioners should engage in active examination of the data available, and the valuable data held by national and local charities.

In terms of examples of best practice, we would highlight the following:
- The Department of Levelling Up, Housing and Communities funds Women’s Aid to collect the national data set on refuges and community-based services, which gives deep insight into the characteristics and needs of the survivors using these services.
- The Domestic Homicide Project, set up during Covid-19, to interrogate the data on domestic homicides\(^\text{115}\) delivers insights related to victim suicides and homicide victims with protected characteristics, in particular, and gives recommendations for improving the prevention and investigations of domestic homicides.
- The funded and independently commissioned research for the Rape Review covers the support needs of disabled adult survivors of sexual violence.\(^\text{116}\) This research points to urgent need for more effective and accessible engagement, referral, and support recovery pathways for disabled adult survivors of sexual violence.
- Women’s Aid Federation England and Welsh Women’s Aid, along with Women’s Aid Federation Northern Ireland and Scottish Women’s Aid, have produced a Research Integrity Framework on Domestic Violence and Abuse, which sets out how to empower survivors and keep them safe through meaningful research.\(^\text{117}\)

### Recommendations

- The government should ensure the collection of comprehensive, comparable data on VAWG across government. As a minimum, national police, CPS and judicial data should be collected on the protected characteristics of both victim and perpetrator and their relationship.

---


The government should provide national leadership, standards and requirements for consistent, comparable data collection on VAWG within all departments, statutory agencies and at local level.
Chapter Three: Prevention

Article 12 – General obligations

VAWG is not inevitable yet remains one of the most pervasive human rights violations in the UK. We must be able to respond to VAWG when it happens, but we also know that we cannot eradicate it without tackling the structures, institutions and attitudes which uphold and facilitate it. Without due attention to gender inequality, discrimination, harmful gender norms and attitudes - and the cultures they promote - the root causes and harmful consequences of VAWG will persist. The government must embed prevention and early intervention as an integral part of their approach to VAWG; challenging myths, stereotypes and misogyny across society including in our schools and online spaces.

The government’s VAWG Strategy includes prevention as a priority and we have been heartened by series of government public awareness campaigns on VAWG, further detail on which is provided in our response to Article 13. However, there remains an on-going challenge in which the UK government predominantly frames VAWG as a criminal justice issue, seeking to punish individuals rather than sufficiently investing and prioritising in the systemic and societal change needed. As part of the VAWG Strategy, the government allocated just £6.6 million over three years to look at prevention of VAWG and work with children and young people, but this was time-limited, project funding. We need to see far greater investment in a long-term prevention strategy (beyond what is documented in the government’s baseline report), taking a whole-society approach and public health response to VAWG. This means long-term, multi-year investment in public awareness campaigns produced in partnership with experts in tackling VAWG, including the specialist VAWG sector.

Furthermore, little of the current public awareness pieces have met specific requirements under 12.3, 12.5 or 12.6.

Engaging men and boys

Article 12.4 requires ensuring that men are accountable and taking responsibility to reflect, learn and challenge harmful attitudes and behaviour, learning how to be allies to women and girls and actively working towards ending VAWG. This is done effectively through programmes that focus on restrictive and harmful gender norms, understanding how these are ‘normalised’ through media, policy, education and workplaces, providing space for reflection, learning about women’s rights and realities, and empowering them with the skills to appropriately challenge and show solidarity.

There are a number of third sector organisations delivering this work, such as White Ribbon UK. However, much of the work being delivered is funded and paid for by public and private organisations and companies, with no real direction or coordination by central government.

---

119 For example, one of the UK’s leading charity engaging men and boys to end violence against women and girls, White Ribbon UK, organises a campaign every year to coincide with White Ribbon Day and the United Nations’ 16 Days of Activism to End Gender-Based Violence, as do White Ribbon Scotland and White Ribbon Northern Ireland. The White Ribbon is the international symbol to end men’s violence against women and girls. White Ribbon Day is the internationally recognised day where men show their year-long commitment to ending violence against women and girls, alongside marking an important day to recognise the crisis of gender-based violence. The annual campaign focuses on men learning what constitutes as violence against women, how to challenge harmful gender norms, and be allies to women. The campaign is aimed at men taking responsibility for the need to prevent violence, and not taking over the UN’s Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women.
There is indication that men, schools, universities, sport clubs, organisations and companies, are looking for this work to be delivered to support them to transform cultures, whether due to internal issues, external pressure or because they are committed to working towards a more gender equal society. However, without political will to coordinate and invest in this work the UK will not be able to meet its obligations under Article 12 effectively. Despite some positive progress (as outlined in our response to Article 13), the government has not made available adequate funding for services specifically delivering and specialising in primary prevention approaches who are engaging men and boys, and organisations, to positively transform cultures to prevent violence happening in the first place.

We are keen to see greater development of work targeted at boys and men regarding the prevention of VAWG, and noted a recent recommendation by the Women and Equalities Committee calling on the Department for Education and the Government Equalities Office to develop a specific strategy for engaging with boys and young men in primary and secondary schools on the topics of sexual harassment and gender-based violence. However, it was very disappointing to see the government’s refusal to commit to such action.

Article 13 – Awareness-raising

There are examples of some positive awareness raising campaigns within the UK, led by central government and regional authorities, which have been developed in consultation with the VAWG sector. The success of these campaigns in their prevention efforts is that they focus on engaging men to learn, reflect, and challenge the harmful attitudes and behaviours being displayed. This speaks directly to empowering individuals, especially men, to be active allies in ending VAWG and removes the onus from women to change or police their own behaviour, focusing on male behaviour change.

Examples of campaigns include the launch of ‘Enough’ in 2022 by the Home Office, the Welsh Government’s ‘Sound’ campaign in 2023, and the Mayor of London’s recently launched ‘Say Maaate to a Mate’. All campaigns have included resources to support men’s learning about issues surrounding VAWG, practical ideas to challenge them, and some have signposted to specialist organisations. These campaigns are significant positive developments, but its is essential we see long term commitment and resourcing to this work to create the societal and cultural change needed to end VAWG.

Recommendation:
- Funding and delivery of multi-year, long-term effective public communication campaigns and community responses that challenge harmful social norms and perpetrator and bystander behaviour.

Article 14 – Education

A meaningful commitment and subsequent resourcing for prevention work and tackling VAWG

---

in our schools remains elusive – as highlighted by a recent report by the Women’s and Equalities Committee, and a report by the End Violence Against Women Coalition. Our schools are a critical site for the protection of children and young people and present the best opportunity to challenge attitudes which condone abuse and transform the long-term likelihood of abuse in adult relationships. Although Relationships, Sex and Health Education (RSHE) in England and Relationships and Sexuality Education (RSE) in Wales, is now mandatory in schools, we are concerned by the barriers to the delivery of a robust RSH/E/RSE curriculum and more widely to a whole school approach to tackling VAWG – including:

- a lack of political will and prioritisation
- inadequate funding
- lack of prioritisation from schools
- lack of training, support and time for school staff
- issues with government guidance, and its implementation, on how to respond to harm and keep children safe
- greater need to tackle gender inequality and other intersecting forms of oppression
- the need to value the specialist VAWG sector, including by and for organisations, and the importance of partnership work
- more investment in research and evaluation of prevention interventions.

A recent survey with young people by Sex Education Forum found that the topics children and young people felt had not been covered enough or at all included in their RSHE lessons were power imbalances in relationships (58%), pornography (58%), culture and faith-based perspectives (57%), LGBTQ+–relevant information (54%), the attitudes and behaviour of boys and men towards women and girls (55%), and what a healthy relationship looks like, including online relationships (54%). Women’s Aid’s recent report found that one in three young women felt RSHE was rushed and awkward, and 61% of children and young people were unsure or did not know where to go for help regarding domestic abuse.

Furthermore, recent progress has been threatened by a troubling backlash to RSHE/RSE in schools which appears to have been fuelled by largely anti-LGBTQ+ rhetoric and contested claims about inappropriate content, and a concerning response from the UK government.

It is also important to note that RSHE/RSE is only the beginning of the change needed – schools should be supported to embrace this curriculum and go further to take proactive steps to create a culture in which girls can thrive and fully access their right to education, free from violence and abuse. We want to see the government take steps to implement a ‘Whole School Approach’ in education – a model recommended in the 2021 Ofsted report. This will require not only the essential training for teachers and school staff, but also the necessary changes in

policy and transformation of the school culture and community. It is essential that a Whole School Approach model tackles intersecting forms of inequality and marginalisation.

Recommendations:

- Government must commit to strategic investment to prevent and respond to VAWG in all schools and higher education settings, including the delivery of a Whole School Approach. This should include sufficient investment in school staff to enable training, resourcing and dedicated capacity for RSHE/RSE delivery, and dedicated funding for specialist local VAWG services, including by and for organisations, to design and implement prevention interventions.
- A commitment to protect the future of RSHE/RSE delivery – ensuring it takes an intersectional, inclusive and holistic approach, centring the voices and needs of children and young people, and valuing the expertise of the specialist VAWG sector, including in the development and delivery of curriculum materials.
- The Women and Equalities Select Committee also made a series of relevant recommendations in their 2023 report.¹³¹

Article 15 – Training of professionals

A lack of understanding of VAWG, victim blaming attitudes, and discriminatory views and actions remain common in the UK across many professions and organisations – from police and judges to health, housing and social care professionals, and are major barriers to survivors seeking support.

Health

Health care professionals play a vital role in our national response to VAWG. They hold a unique position in their access to survivors, perpetrators and children.¹³² These professionals in every hospital, General Practice (GP) surgery and mental health service will be seeing those impacted by VAWG on a daily basis, and can often be one of the few services survivors can attend without perpetrator(s) present (though not often the case for disabled survivors).¹³³ Healthcare professionals are often trusted by those affected by VAWG and expected to know how to respond. Yet there remains insufficient awareness, and/or understanding, from health professionals about how to tackle these issues. Whilst the government’s response to GREVIO notes mandatory safeguarding training for health professionals, there is very limited information about the provision of initial and in-service training for doctors, nurses and midwives or psychologists on VAWG specifically, and concerningly there are no details provided in Appendix A and B on this.

Poor information sharing and engagement from health bodies are regularly cited in Domestic

¹³³ Disabled women are often accompanied to medical appointments by their “carer”, who may be a family member, a paid worker from their supported housing or residential care unit. They may never see a health professional alone which can mean that there is no opportunity to disclose or to be asked about abuse. See Stay Safe East, ‘Stay Safe East Response to Women’s Health Strategy’, 2021. Available online: https://www.staysafe-east.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Stay-Safe-East-response-to-Women’s-Health-Strategy-Call-for-Evidence-June-2021.pdf.
Homicide Reviews, with a case analysis of domestic homicide reviews by Standing Together Against Domestic Violence finding that just over half of domestic homicide reviews report that, within general practice, there were missed opportunities to ask victims about domestic violence and abuse. Furthermore, the Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse (IICSA) provided ample evidence of how health issues that arose from child rape and sexual abuse were not identified, questioned, or followed up by GPs, hospitals, and other health professionals.

Children’s social care
A recent report by AVA on domestic abuse, mothering and child removal has highlighted the vast amount of work still needed to transform the children’s social care response to VAWG, including training needs. The lack of clarity on the initial or in-service training that social workers receive on VAWG in the government’s response to VAWG mirrors these concerns. We are also concerned that there are a number of programmes currently implemented across government which fail to acknowledge the strong likelihood of engagement with survivors and have a concerning lack of domestic abuse and VAWG expertise in their development, such as the Reducing Parental Conflict Programme and the Families First For Children (FFFC) programme. Without this VAWG expertise, these programmes will continue to be unsafe or ineffective. We regularly hear that these programmes are not working for survivors, with inconsistent approaches across local areas and messaging that perpetuates victim-blaming and fails to recognise the seriousness of the harms perpetrated by abusers, who are solely responsible for their actions.

Children’s social services understanding of forms of VAWG disproportionately impacting Black and minoritised communities – including FGM, forced marriage and so-called honour-based abuse – remains a serious concern. Karma Nirvana’s research has found that only 22 per cent of local authority children’s social services who responded to FOI requests had a method for identifying and recording so-called honour-based abuse cases. IKWRO’s FOI research to all children’s social services departments in England in 2020 found that 56% were not recording the number of children at risk of child marriage. IKWRO has highlighted that social services are not properly equipped to understand the dynamics of so-called honour-based abuse and able to safeguard children from this form of VAWG.

Adult social care
As it stands, existing adult safeguarding processes often fail disabled survivors of VAWG and, in some cases, increase the risk of harm. VAWG experienced by disabled survivors is poorly recognised or identified by social care and other statutory services. Again, no clarity is provided in the government’s response to GREVIO on the training adult social workers receive on VAWG, there is only limited mention of domestic abuse. Much VAWG experienced by disabled women is also hidden in safeguarding data, which is poorly disaggregated by gender. Please see our response to Article 20 for further commentary on the response by adult social care.

Housing
There are also significant training needs within housing services to improve the response to survivors of VAWG. For example, a report into the housing experiences of Black and minoritised survivors in London also found evidence of local housing team “gatekeeping” practices, and that inconsistent testing of vulnerability prevented women from accessing safe, emergency housing.\(^\text{140}\) No mention of training for housing professionals is mentioned in the government’s response to GREVIO. Please see our response to Article 20 for further commentary on the response from housing services.

Criminal Justice Agencies
There is a wealth of evidence of the impact of poor understanding of VAWG, especially coercive control and so-called honour-based abuse within the police, judiciary, probation and other criminal justice agencies, and the impact of victim blaming attitudes within the criminal justice system.\(^\text{141} \text{142} \text{143}\) Please see our response to Chapter 6 for further commentary on criminal justice agencies response to VAWG.

Training on responding to perpetrators
Training of professionals must include training on responding to perpetrators of domestic abuse, as well as victim-survivors. Perpetrators are often overlooked and remain invisible in professional responses but, where specialised training is made free and accessible, it is well received. Make a Change is a community-based response to perpetrators developed in partnership between Respect and Women’s Aid. In 2022/23, practitioners trained 430 professionals from across a range of professions that interact with perpetrators, such as children’s services, housing, health and police. For 89% of attendees, it was their first training on working with perpetrators, and 43% had no prior training on any area of domestic abuse. Among the 27 who attended from the police, these figures were 93% and 41% respectively.\(^\text{144}\)

VAWG sector
The ability for specialist VAWG services to cover the costs of staff training, development and professional accreditations is significantly more difficult in the context of the global cost of living crisis. In a survey of women’s organisations,\(^\text{145}\) rising costs, increasingly complex workloads, staff wellbeing and burnout, and recruitment and retention emerged as a pressing concern for nearly a third of responding organisations. We are highly concerned that the sector is facing a huge recruitment and retention crisis.\(^\text{146}\)

**Recommendations:**
- Deliver adequate funding for all public sector agencies to tackle VAWG, ensuring that they have the capacity to participate in a public health approach to preventing and responding to VAWG effectively. This must include training
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\(^\text{141}\) Home Office, Operation Soteria Year One Report, 2022.
\(^\text{142}\) The Telegraph, ‘Police lack training to spot coercive control as only three per cent of reports result in charges’, 23 April 2022. Available online: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2022/04/23/police-lack-training-spot-coercive-control-three-per-cent-reports/.
\(^\text{143}\) HICFRS and College of Policing, Police response to victims of sexual abuse from ethnic minority backgrounds who may be at risk of honour-based abuse: Super-complaint from the Tees Valley Inclusion Project, 2022.
delivered by specialist VAWG services to ensure professionals provide the right response to survivors, and funded care pathways for survivors to access specialist VAWG services that is ring-fenced and sustained.

- Mandatory, regular and in-depth training for GPs and other health practitioners on sexual violence and abuse indicators, particularly in girls and in children more broadly, delivered by sexual violence and abuse specialists. Training should include appropriate safeguarding and referrals to long-term specialist sexual violence and abuse services.
- Mandatory, continuous training on VAWG and mental health for healthcare professionals, delivered by specialists.
- The Judicial College should work collaboratively with specialist VAWG organisations to improve judicial understanding and awareness around VAWG, particularly on less recognised forms such as economic abuse as recognised in the statutory definition of domestic abuse in the DA Act 2021. All agencies with responsibility for training family court professionals should work together on the multi-disciplinary training recommended by the Harm Panel.
- Specialist domestic abuse organisations to quality assure children’s social care programmes in terms of training, assessment and screening tools and other materials.
- Make training on controlling or coercive behaviour, including less recognised forms such as economic abuse, mandatory for the police, judges and other criminal justice agencies, to ensure that evidence gathering is robust, survivors are properly supported, and perpetrators are held to account for their crimes.
- Introduce Valerie’s Law for mandatory cultural competency training for professions around the cultural nuances and barriers, colloquialisms, languages and customs that make up the diverse black community, as called for by Sistah Space.147
- To take a ‘social model approach’ which addresses disability as a social and economic as well as health issue, and does not assume that disability automatically equates to poor health.

Multi-agency work

Article 15.1 requires parties to ensure training covers a coordinated multi-agency response to VAWG, which is essential as women and girls’ lives cannot be fragmented, and neither can society’s response to the abuse they experience. Multi-agency partnership working needs to be prioritised if we are to see the whole picture of a survivor’s situation and ensure they receive the most effective safety and support planning from agencies.

As things stand, multi-agency structures are dealing with excessive caseloads and often manage demand through poor risk assessment and other practices. We are concerned that multi-agency responses too often fail to keep survivors safe, do not meet the needs of women and children, and do not adequately respond to their experiences of abuse — resulting in repeat victimisation rather than early intervention to prevent further harm. Multiagency working can be especially poor for survivors of sexual violence and for Black and minoritised women experiencing so-called honour-based abuse and forced marriage. Major gaps, in particularly an

appropriate multi-agency approach to safeguarding children subjected to rape and sexual abuse, are further harming and endangering girls, and children more widely. A recent Women and Equalities Select Committee Inquiry into so-called honour-based abuse found that the police, health and social services have inconsistent and, at times, unsafe responses to this form of VAWG. A recent report by Imkaan and the Centre for Women’s Justice into 44 domestic homicides of Black and minoritised women concluded that enforcement and implementation of multi-agency guidance on forced marriage and so-called honour-based abuse has been poor, and found multiple failings – including poor risk assessment, racial stereotypes, lack of cultural competence and disbelieving women – by state agencies and professionals which preceded the homicides.

A Coordinated Community Response (CCR) that brings together services, including health, housing, social care, education, criminal justice, debt advice organisations, financial services and communities, is needed to ensure local systems keep survivors safe, hold abusers to account, and prevent VAWG. In order to do this, shared responsibility across agencies, good governance and strong coordination is vital. This response needs to be locally developed and owned in order to appropriately reflect and meet nuanced local practices, challenges and opportunities. An intersectional approach that centres the survivor’s voice and experience is paramount and can only be achieved through the full and equal representation of specialist support services in multi-agency responses. Such partnerships should be the foundation of local ending-VAWG plans, strategies and practices, and must be backed by adequate resourcing for the specialist VAWG sector to ensure their meaningful involvement.

Recommendations:

- Incentivise and encourage local areas to work together to respond to the changing nature of all forms of VAWG in their area – recognising the diversity of survivor experiences, understanding their local population and the specific needs of their communities, so that they are adequately meeting the needs of, in particular, minoritised and marginalised survivors.
- Equip Coordinated Community Responses to not only deliver a crisis response to VAWG but work to identify abuse early on and prevent it from happening in the first place.
- In relation to so-called honour-based abuse –
  - In relation to forms of abuse that are motivated by so-called honour, training developed and delivered across agencies in consultation with specialist by and for BME women’s organisations is crucial to improvements in prevention and identification of such abuse. We recommend the development and delivery of such training as mandatory under Art. 15.
  - Training for professionals should be accompanied by multi-agency statutory guidance that is informed by the experiences of victims. Specialist by and for BME women’s organisations should be

---


149 Imkaan and Centre for Women’s Justice, ‘Life or Death: Preventing Domestic Homicides and Suicides of Black and Minoritised Women’, 2023. Available online: [https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c874e42/t/655639ddc55be306a7dfa5c5/1700149727418/Life+or+Death+Report+-+Nov+2023.pdf](https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c874e42/t/655639ddc55be306a7dfa5c5/1700149727418/Life+or+Death+Report+-+Nov+2023.pdf)

150 Standing Together, ‘What is a Coordinated Community Response (CCR)’, n.d. Available online: [https://www.standingtogether.org.uk/what-is-ccr](https://www.standingtogether.org.uk/what-is-ccr)
consulted in the development and delivery of, and training on, such guidance.

- In relation to migrant victims of crime –
  - Mandatory training modules on responding to victims of crime with insecure immigration status should be delivered to police forces, with specific focus on the rights of victims and police duties to protect and investigate crimes overriding surveillance of immigration status.
  - Specialist VAWG organisations with experience in understanding the dynamics of abuse and its overlap with immigration status as a risk factor should be consulted in the local and national delivery of such mandatory training.

Article 16 – Preventive intervention and treatment programmes

The UK government has progressed the implementation of the Tackling Domestic Abuse Plan\(^{151}\) by including a pillar on tackling perpetrators with funding of £75 million across three years. Whilst this is a positive start, this funding only goes part of the way towards addressing the perpetration of domestic abuse. The initial £39 million for 2023-25 was allocated to PCCs and aimed to take a multi-agency approach, albeit through a criminal justice lens. We also welcome the Welsh Government’s commitment to tackling perpetration, as outlined in the Blueprint for Prevention and reaffirmed in the VAWDASV Strategy 2022 to 2026.\(^{152,153}\)

There is a need to take a broader, whole systems approach that goes beyond criminal justice solutions if we are to fully implement Article 16. In regard to perpetrator interventions, we continue to see an emphasis on perpetrators of domestic abuse specifically, in both policy and practice. While there is emerging good practice in multi-agency stalking interventions\(^{154}\), existing provision largely focuses on intimate partner violence in adult relationships, and often at the point that it is assessed as high risk. We welcome the work being undertaken to tackle perpetrators of domestic abuse, but also call for safe and effective responses to all forms of violence against women and girls, across a broad range of behaviours and risk levels.

It is key that the government’s work to address perpetrators changes focus from a purely “pursuing” and “tackling” perpetrators approach through the criminal justice system, towards a societal change approach that appeals to perpetrators directly to take action if they are concerned about their own behaviour and publicises to them the routes by which they can do this. For example, through accredited behaviour change programmes, early intervention models and helplines such as the national helpline delivered by Respect. Broad collaboration is needed with community-based and specialist services in order to achieve the whole system approach needed. This collaboration must be supported by long-term, sustainable funding that supports a holistic response and combats the uncertainty that services are currently facing.

---

Funding and Provision

The sector welcomes the UK Home Office’s investment in perpetrator work, including the most recent iteration for 2023-25 provision. However, it has not succeeded in addressing the patchwork of provision that the Domestic Abuse Commissioner has identified across the entire range of services needed to support victim-survivors across England and Wales. Seventeen PCCs did not receive any allocation from the latest competition for funding, including large, interconnected areas such as North and West Yorkshire, and Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall. As a membership organisation, Respect has heard from multiple members with significant concerns about the ongoing sustainability of their service.

The continued trend for short-term funding contracts also impacts services’ ability to provide safe and consistent support. Community-based services take time to integrate and embed within local systems and, as many perpetrator programmes take six months or more to complete, a two-year contract provides a small window of opportunity for service users to begin the work with time to finish. To ensure the entire programme can be delivered, many services are unable to accept referrals from six months prior to the contract end date. The sector recommends that services are given contracts for a minimum of three years unless it would not be justifiable and proportionate to do so.

Standards

The Government Standards for domestic abuse perpetrator interventions support the vital message that all interventions must be focused on increasing the safety and wellbeing of adult and child victim-survivors as their priority. Respect was pleased to work alongside the Home Office to ensure the standards aligned with the fourth edition of the Respect Standard. We hope to see the continued promotion of both standards to encourage uptake of the rigorous accreditation process that is attached to the Respect Standard, which allows services to be quality assured for safety and effectiveness.

In order to ensure the safety of survivors and children, government needs to ensure that allied professionals such as children’s social workers, education and health professionals are trained to spot the signs of domestic abuse and feel confident in addressing it in terms of its perpetration. This is essential if survivors and children are not to be placed at risk.

Family Court and Domestic Abuse Perpetrator Programmes

Funding concerns are currently being compounded by the ongoing breakdown of the pathway between the family courts and Domestic Abuse Perpetrator Programmes (DAPPs). Previously, family courts could make an order for a Family Courts Advisor to refer perpetrators to undertake a DAPP with an Approved Provider. In April 2022, Cafcass, the independent advisor to the family courts about what is in the best interests of children, notified Approved Providers of DAPPs that contracts to deliver these programmes would not be renewed in March 2023. Due to the 6–9-month length of the programmes, this has meant that from 30th June 2022, no new referrals could be made to a DAPP. As a result, there is currently no established referral pathway to a quality-assured programme for perpetrators of domestic abuse who seek contact with their children.

The Ministry of Justice (MoJ) has committed to developing a new commissioning framework for DAPPs, but this is not expected to be in place before 2024-5. The sector is extremely concerned about the impact of the current gap in provision on adult and child victim-survivors of
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domestic abuse and have been calling for the UK government to put in place interim measures as a matter of urgency. To date, no such solution has been identified or implemented, and neither DAPP providers nor the Judiciary have, to our knowledge, received guidance from the MoJ as to what families in need of DAPP pathways should currently do.

DAPPs are utilised to support safe and ethical child arrangement order proceedings in cases where a parent has used abusive behaviour towards their partner or ex-partner. Crucially, they are quality assured, victim-survivor/child focused, and accompanied by support for those who have experienced abuse. Participants are challenged to reflect on how their abusive behaviour not only impacted their partner/ex-partner, but also their child and must demonstrate to the family courts both their understanding of such impact and their commitment to lasting change. Ultimately, DAPPs reduce the risk of further violence and abuse, and support parents to rebuild relationships with their children.

Health

The development of perpetrator responses and pathways within NHS Trusts across England is a necessary element of adopting a public health approach to preventing VAWG. Multiple sector organisations are involved in the Inter-Collegiate and Agency Domestic Violence Abuse (ICADVA) working group\(^\text{156}\) on responding to perpetrators in health settings and are keen to see the priority given to this work that will result in identifying and implementing interventions to effectively prevent VAWG in health settings as a matter of urgency. Creating consistency across Integrated Care Boards will be crucial, and NHS Trusts should take into account existing services and interventions in the local area to best utilise available expertise.

Prisons and Probation

The depiction of the response to perpetrators within His Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS) in the government’s response to GREVIO is, sadly, inaccurate. In July 2023, the HM Inspectorate of Probation (HMIP) published a thematic inspection of work undertaken, and progress made, to reduce domestic abuse.\(^\text{157}\) The report analyses 143 cases and reveals a picture of the Probation Service as understaffed, undertrained and overwhelmed. Key findings of the report include:

- Poor risk assessments: Only 28% of assessments in the sample provided a sufficiently clear and thorough analysis of the risks of domestic abuse.
- Poor planning: Overall, the report concluded that planning sufficiently addressed the risks of domestic abuse in only 37% of cases.
- Poor implementation and delivery: In 73% of cases, the inspectorate concluded that implementation and delivery were insufficient to manage the risks of domestic abuse.
- Poor reviewing practices: 77% of cases were found to focus insufficiently on the risks of domestic abuse in their review process.

With regards to perpetrator interventions, the report reveals that 45% of the case sample should have had access to an intervention but had not. Given that many of these cases have participation in an intervention built into sentencing, this raises questions about the viability of court-mandated participation in perpetrator interventions. There are concerning findings around victim-survivor support, with inconsistency found in training and support of Domestic Abuse

\(^{156}\) INCADVA (Inter-Collegiate and Agency Domestic Violence Abuse) is a policy forum which brings together the expertise and knowledge of national health and social care bodies, medical royal colleges and the domestic abuse sector.

Safety Officers (DASOs), a lack of timely referrals and important information missed due to insufficient contact.

The inspection also found that in too many cases information is not being shared, or joint action planned, between probation and other agencies like the police and children’s social care to minimise the risk of domestic abuse. It does however highlight that where specialist, multidisciplinary teams are in place, the response is more effective. We therefore strongly support the report’s recommendations that we need a more cohesive, multi-agency approach to addressing domestic abuse, holding perpetrators to account and keeping victim-survivors safe.

Examples of perpetrator responses

There is some positive work happening in the UK regarding perpetrator intervention, led by the specialist VAWG sector. For example, Respect is a pioneering domestic abuse membership organisation developing safe, effective work with perpetrators, male victims, and young people who use harm in their close relationships. Alongside their national helpline, they lead on the development, growth and implementation of a variety of responses to those who perpetrate domestic abuse, in partnership with Police and Crime Commissioners and other local and national organisations. Examples of such work and their project evaluations:

- Respect Young People’s Programme for families experiencing child and adolescent to parent violence and abuse.\(^{158}\)
- Make a Change – a community-wide, early response to perpetrators of domestic abuse.\(^{159}\)
- The Drive Project – a partnership between Respect, SafeLives, and Social Finance working with service users who have been assessed as posing a high-risk, high-harm level of domestic abuse to the people that they are in intimate or family relationships with.\(^{160}\)
- Restart – brings together expertise from Respect, SafeLives, DAHA and the Drive Partnership for the delivery of a project that builds on learning from an emergency response trial initiated during the Covid-19 pandemic. The pilot project provides earlier intervention for families at risk of experiencing domestic abuse by bringing together children’s social care, housing and domestic abuse services to identify and respond to patterns of harmful behaviour at an earlier stage.\(^{161}\)

Recommendations:

- Ensure that quality assured perpetrator responses are consistently available addressing risks from primary prevention (like bystander responses and awareness raising communication campaigns) to early intervention and behaviour change group work, to specialist responses for the most dangerous and serial perpetrators.
- Support effective survivor-centred quality assurance systems for perpetrator work which ensures that interventions funded by public

---


sector agencies are always accredited, designed to keep survivors and their children safe, and delivered alongside survivor support provided by specialist VAWG organisations.

- A whole systems approach must include well-published, well funded and accessible helplines for those using harmful behaviour.
- Ensure better alignment between civil and criminal systems ensuring family courts do not place child victims of domestic abuse in the home of the abuser.
- Deliver effective leadership and multi-agency arrangements, ensuring all government departments and public services are actively holding perpetrators to account, that professionals are trained to identify and respond to perpetrators, and there are clear pathways into safe and effective perpetrator interventions.
- Review the effectiveness of sexual harm prevention orders given that criminal justice neither sanctions nor deters the vast majority of offenders.
- Connect sexual violence and domestic abuse offences to any new online harms strategy, where a large amount of connected ‘online offending’ takes place and where new forms of abuse are rapidly emerging and expanding.

**Article 17 – Participation of the private sector and the media**

**Tech companies**

Online forms of VAWG are rife and ever expanding. In recent years we have seen the growth of online misogynist influencers who promote violence against women and girls which have had a real impact on boys and men’s attitudes and behaviour in the UK. For example, Women’s Aid’s recent report found that children and young people exposed to misogynistic social media content were almost 5x more likely than those not exposed to view hurting someone physically as acceptable if you say sorry afterwards. Furthermore, a recent report by Children’s Commissioner noted the ease and young age that children are now accessing pornography, and the impact it is having in regard to harmful sexual behaviour amongst children. We also continue to see abusers utilise developments in technology to further their abuse with the National Police Chief’s Council recognising this as a key threat within their VAWG risk assessment. Image-based sexual abuse is highly prevalent, especially amongst children.
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young people\textsuperscript{170,171}, and we are concerned by the UK government’s largely criminal justice approach to this form of harm.\textsuperscript{172} What is essential to note is that tech companies promote and profit from such harmful content. It is therefore essential that the Government does more to get tech companies on board, and takes a more holistic and preventative approach to ensuring women and girls right to live free from abuse online.

The UK government has noted the Online Safety Act (OSA) as a key piece of legislation to tackle online VAWG, a sentiment we would support. However, there were many missed opportunities within the act, and the requirement for Ofcom to develop guidance for tech companies to reduce harm to women and girls was hard-won by the VAWG sector, and a late government concession after substantial pressure highlighting the flaws in the government’s approach.\textsuperscript{173} This also came after the government had watered down the bill via removal of measures to tackle ‘legal but harmful’ content such as online misogyny\textsuperscript{174}. Furthermore, we are not expecting to see this new guidance for public consultation until Spring 2025 and there remain questions as to whether this guidance will have sufficient influence to switch the current direction of travel for tech companies in tackling VAWG and if it will be take the necessary holistic and preventative approach needed, akin to the VAWG Code of Practice developed by the sector.\textsuperscript{175} There also remains a great deal of uncertainty about the effective implementation of the OSA (from Ofcom’s effectiveness in holding tech companies to account and the infrastructure to support a rise in reporting of online VAWG), and how future proofed the legislation will prove to be in light of the fast changing environment. The government has frequently failed to recognise how online harms effects marginalised groups of women,\textsuperscript{176} and take an intersectional approach nor future proof this work, for example in its approach to deepfakes and AI.\textsuperscript{177,178} It is also essential that we see greater resourcing and commitment to media literacy if the UK government is to fulfil its requirements under Article 17.2.

\begin{itemize}
  \item A commitment through legislation, and other mechanisms, to better address online VAWG – with a preventative, holistic and intersectional approach. Solutions should focus on safety-by-design and product security and require accountability and transparency from tech companies within a human rights framework. It should also be future-proofed to tackle emerging harms.
  \item A Tech Tax that ringfences tax collected from tech companies to fund preventative online gender-based violence work, for example 10% of the
\end{itemize}

\begin{flushright}
Recommendations:
\end{flushright}

\textsuperscript{172} End Violence Against Women Coalition, 'New offence for image-based abuse won’t stop violence against women and girls online', 2022. Available online: https://www.endviolenceagainstwomen.org.uk/new-offences-for-image-based-abuse-wont-stop-violence-against-women-and-girls-online/.
\textsuperscript{177} Refuge, 'Amidst the excitement for AI innovation, the government must not forget its responsibility for protecting women and girls', 2023. Available online: https://refuge.org.uk/news/amidst-the-excitement-for-ai-innovation-the-government-must-not-forget-its-responsibility-for-protecting-women-and-girls/.
revenue raised from the Digital Services Tax ring-fenced to fund specialist VAWG sector efforts to effectively address online VAWG, with 50% of this ring-fenced for specialist by and for services for Black and minoritised women and girls.

- A public health approach to ending online gender based violence, with increased media literacy and enhanced digital citizenship across the UK.

Media companies

Entrenched gender stereotypes facilitate inequality and violence, and the media has a significant role to play in its prevalence, as the information it provides can either challenge or enforce harmful attitudes, beliefs and stereotypes. Although there is some good reporting on violence against women, a large proportion of current reporting perpetuates myths and stereotypes and contributes to attitudes that condone and excuse violence. Tolerance of violence against women remains very high in our society and outdated misconceptions are still very much present in public discourse.

The specialist VAWG sector and wider women’s sector are all too aware of the damage media reporting can do in shaping and maintaining problematic cultural norms and beliefs which underpin the scale of VAWG we see today. These grave concerns are shared by the Domestic Abuse Commissioner, who recently published her analysis of the problematic media coverage of a number of recent murders of women along with her plans to write to the Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO), Ofcom and the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport on the matter and calling for IPSO to conduct an investigation.\(^\text{179}\) Zero Tolerance’s media monitoring data shows that many journalists, editors and media producers continue to resort to harmful stereotypes when reporting on incidences of violence.\(^\text{180}\) Considering the link between media reporting and public attitudes, this type of reporting contributes to a culture where violence against women continues to be normalised and accepted.

Furthermore, there is a growing evidence base documenting these links. For example:

- A 2023 academic study on different framings of femicide in the media concluded that “media reporting is a decisive factor in overcoming the downplaying of structural and personal violence against women... Media reports on extreme forms of misogynist violence such as femicides can help to highlight the seriousness of violence against women in everyday life when appropriate frames are used. Already with the choice of certain headlines and crime labels, different emotional reactions can be triggered. Adequate criminological crime labels and critical reporting styles are essential for a change in the social awareness of deadly violence against women”.\(^\text{181}\)
- A 2018 study found that the media can encourage justification of violence against women by focusing on incorrect ‘reasons’ or ‘causes’ for it.\(^\text{182}\)
- A 2016 review of media representations of violence against women found that ‘[t]here is clear link between media reporting and attitudes and beliefs in relation to violence against women, with audiences’ emotional responses and attributions of responsibility


\(^{180}\) https://www.zerotolerance.org.uk/media-monitoring/.


affected by how the media frames news.  

- According to Level Up’s 2022 research, 93% of respondents did not think rules on reporting fatal domestic abuse are strong enough. In the same study, no respondent could say that they could confidently trust journalists to report on fatal domestic abuse.
- We are also awaiting research due to be published by the Crown Prosecution Service and Equally Ours on the impact of rape myths on prosecuting cases of rape and serious sexual violence, which includes discourse analysis of media coverage of VAWG.

We acknowledge that some relevant guidance already exists in different parts of the IPSO Editors Code of Practice and accompanying guidance, and we were encouraged that this year, IPSO upheld a complaint on the basis of sexism – the first time it has done so; requiring newspaper The Sun to inform its readers of the finding against it. However, the damage of this type of reporting occurs at the point of publication, with remedial action unable to undo the harmful attitudes promoted in the original piece. Stronger regulatory and enforcement action is therefore needed to prevent such discriminatory and prejudicial content from being published in the first place.

Women who are the victim-survivors of violence and abuse, and their families, deserve to be able to tell their stories on their own terms. Stronger regulation is needed to offer them protection from unethical, sensationalist coverage that:

- contributes to victim-blaming narratives,
- justifies or excuses actions of the perpetrators,
- ignores the dignity of women who have lost their lives,
- trivialises women’s experiences of violence,
- and re-traumatises victim-survivors by including unnecessary details of the crime and disclosure of personal information that can lead to their identification.

Please see media guidelines developed by Level Up and Zero Tolerance as examples of best practice.

Financial services

The financial services sector has a critical role to play in preventing violence against women and girls, but more specifically, in response to how their products and services are used as a form of economic abuse in the wider context of domestic abuse. The government’s response to GREVIO does not reference the role of the financial services sector as a private sector body and does not mention economic abuse. However, economic abuse is now included in the statutory definition of domestic abuse through the DA Act, and the financial services role to play is increasingly recognised by government and other key players. For example, the statutory guidance which underpins the DA Act formally recognises financial services such as banks and building societies as stakeholders; the government’s Tackling Domestic Abuse Plan calls on firms to sign up to the Financial Abuse Code developed by UK Finance and strengthen

---


responses to domestic abuse\textsuperscript{188}; and the Financial Conduct Authority’s new Consumer Duty places a responsibility on financial services to prevent foreseeable harm to vulnerable customers, including victim-survivors of economic abuse. There are also examples of good practice, including banking partnerships with the charity Surviving Economic Abuse (SEA) contained within the Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA) Guidance on the Fair Treatment of Vulnerable Customers (2021).\textsuperscript{189} Such work with financial services should sit alongside other businesses and services, whose products and services could be used to perpetrate economic abuse, for example, utility companies and businesses with credit and loan plans.

While there have been great strides in the development of the financial services sector (FSS) response to economic abuse, there is still inconsistency across the FSS with some firms taking pioneering steps to respond, while some take no action. The UK government, and public bodies, such as the FCA can play a critical role in developing the sector’s response, and should recognise and encourage the role of the financial services sector within a wider coordinated community response to domestic abuse. There is also a critical role for the Financial Ombudsman Service, to be able to use their insights to demonstrate both poor and positive practice across the FSS in response to economic abuse. UK government and the regulator should also take action to encourage FSS to share good practice in supporting vulnerable customers and reassure firms that doing so is not a violation of competition laws.

\begin{tcolorbox}
\textbf{Recommendations:}
\begin{itemize}
  \item The government should work with the Financial Conduct Authority to identify and remove regulatory barriers to de-linking financial products, particularly joint mortgages, without the perpetrator’s consent; and provide guidance to firms to help them review their internal processes around joint mortgages.
\end{itemize}
\end{tcolorbox}

\textbf{In the workplace}

There is increasingly recognition of the role that employers play in supporting women experiencing VAWG. It is vital that survivors are not just dependent on the good will and financial capacity of their employer to employee assistance – such as paid leave – and the UK Government should offer a statutory leave entitlement to victim-survivors. Recently, Northern Ireland passed legislation to provide for paid employment leave for domestic abuse victims, the Domestic Abuse (Safe Leave) Act (Northern Ireland) 2022. New Zealand, Australia and Canada are examples of countries which also have legislation in place which provides domestic abuse victims with entitlement to paid employment leave. The government should introduce a requirement for employers to provide paid leave to employees who have experienced domestic abuse.

As a sector we welcomed the Worker Protection Act. This law will create a ‘preventative duty’ – a requirement that employers prevent sexual harassment from happening in their workplaces and moves us from a culture of redress to one of prevention. This means clear policies, training, and proper, impartial investigations into reported harassment. The Equalities and Human Rights Commission will be able to take enforcement action against firms that breach this duty, and employers will also be liable to individuals as part of wider sexual harassment claims at an employment tribunal. However, the sector was disappointed by the removal of ‘third party

protections’ from the bill, which would have created a similar onus on employers to protect their staff from harassment at the hands of third parties, such as customers and patients.\footnote{Fawcett Society, ‘The worker protection bill will become law’, 2023. Available online: https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/news/the-worker-protection-bill-will-become-law.} There is also much more that needs to be done to prevent sexual harassment and violence against women in the workplace, both for employees and communities organisations work with.

Further detail on the workplace and employer response is provided in our response to Article 20.

**Recommendations:**

- Ensure there is monitoring of the prevalence and nature of sexual harassment, including racialised forms of sexual harassment to which Black and minoritised women are subjected, and a statutory Code of Practice for employers to prevent and respond to sexual harassment and victimisation at work.
- Ensure that women and girls in the precarious job sector, who often experience sexual harassment and sexual violence in the workplace, are protected by ensuring rights in the workplace and ending zero-hours contracts.
- Follow Northern Ireland’s lead by introducing a statutory paid leave entitlement for survivors of domestic abuse in the rest of the UK. This would enable survivors to leave the abuser and deal with the aftermath of leaving while maintaining access to an income so they can safely rebuild their lives.
- Ensure government departments and statutory agencies lead by example by introducing robust VAWG policies to support their staff and encourage employers in the private sector to follow suit.
Chapter Four: Protection and support

Article 18 – General obligations

We wish to note that the provision of protection and support for victims of VAWG in England and Wales is not consistently delivered within the framework required under Article 18. In particular, we have serious concerns about the lack of a gendered, human rights-based understanding in the response to VAWG. Policies and practices on VAWG in England are increasingly gender neutral and aim for equal treatment for all, thereby disregarding the need for gender specific responses which reflect women’s experiences of violence, inequality and discrimination.

The VAWG sector is particularly concerned about the impact of the shift to gender neutrality within the funding and commissioning landscape for support services, where decisions have severe implications for specialist women’s services and those led by and for minoritised groups. Procurement processes for VAWG services increasingly favour a gender-neutral approach and ‘one provider for all victims’. This not only fails to meet women’s needs, but inherently disadvantages women-only services and those led by and for Black and minoritised women’s services, Deaf and disabled organisations, and LGBT+ services. The push for ‘universal’ or ‘one size fits all’ services disadvantages and devalues the expertise of specialist women’s services, which are delivered by staff with in-depth knowledge of VAWG and within organisations which hold a gendered and intersectional understanding.

These are concerns at both local and national level. Local domestic abuse services responding to Women’s Aid’s Annual Survey 2022 raised continuing concerns about the decommissioning of specialist services, particularly those run by and for Black and minoritised women, due to poor competitive procurement processes, generic, non-specialist providers and services being taken ‘in-house’ within local authorities. At the national level, specialist VAWG organisations have recently raised concerns about the distribution of the Home Office’s £8.5 million in funding for ‘VAWG Support and Specialist Services’ between 2023 and 2025. The design of this funding competition presented severe barriers for small, specialist women’s organisations and by and for services and the definitions of ‘specialist’ and ‘by and for’ were criticised within our sector. Analysis of the funding distribution shows that, in a number of cases, it has been delivered to generic, non-specialist organisations and that over a third of the total £1.48 million funding stream dedicated for specialist VAWG services is going to organisations that support male victims.

Article 19 – Information

There are a wide number of support services and legal protections available for survivors in England and Wales, and information on such support is shared in various ways at the national and local level, both by the government and statutory agencies and the efforts of specialist VAWG services. However, reaching out for help remains a huge challenge for women and children, and survivors can face significant barriers in understanding what support is available – due to lack of awareness, accessible information, inequalities, and isolation, fear and control exerted by perpetrators. Below we highlight some of the key barriers facing women and children in accessing this information and understanding their rights as victims of VAWG.

“The main barrier is lack of awareness around the fact that such support exists and not knowing that such support exists.” (Survivor)\textsuperscript{192}

“I didn’t know what to search for as I was still struggling to name what was happening.” (Survivor)\textsuperscript{193}

Communication barriers

Women and children who are Black, minoritised, migrant, Deaf, disabled, or refugee and asylum-seeking face complex barriers in accessing services to which they are entitled. We have concerns that information on VAWG is rarely fully accessible to those who are blind or have visual impairments, those who do not speak English as a first language, women who are Deaf or hard of hearing, or those with learning difficulties or communication impairments.

Some recent examples of the failure to provide accessible information include the Home Office’s #YouAreNotAlone awareness raising campaign on domestic abuse in 2020, which was not translated into community languages or BSL, and the materials for the Ask for ANI codeword scheme with pharmacies and Jobcentres, which are similarly not accessible for those who do not speak English as a first language or who have other communication barriers. In 2022, the Domestic Abuse Commissioner concluded that:

“there is still much to be done in raising awareness of domestic abuse [...] victims and survivors told us that they often didn’t realise that what was happening was abusive, and this was particularly marked for victims and survivors with learning disabilities.”

The sector recently documented a catalogue of failings by state agencies relating to communication barriers faced by survivors.\textsuperscript{194} These include:

“Women are prevented from seeking help from the police because of language barriers primarily, they do not speak English, and do not know that they can ask for an interpreter. They also do not know where to go to ask for support or find out about their rights and options. They are fearful of perpetrators becoming more violent if they know they are seeking help or want to leave the relationship.” (Opoka, specialist by and for service supporting Polish women)

“A Deaf person needed the assistance of the police. However, they did not want their family to be involved and she requested to make her disclosure outside the home. The police officer asked if they could go into the car as they were cold. In the car, they proceeded to take a statement from the BSL user with a pen, paper and gestures. The client was left exceptionally vulnerable in this scenario, unable to fluently express herself and exposed to further distress as a consequence of not being able to communicate at an appropriate level.” (SignHealth, specialist by and for service supporting Deaf women)


Information and signposting from statutory services

We have continued concerns that the statutory agencies responsible for responding to survivors – including the police, court systems, healthcare professionals and social workers – lack consistent, robust understanding of VAWG, support services and the rights and entitlements of victims. Our organisations consistently support women who have not been provided with accurate information or signposting by the professionals who should be helping them. Women’s Aid’s recent No Woman Turned Away report, which documents the journeys of 254 women facing barriers to accessing a refuge space in 2022, reveals a lack of knowledge or resources within statutory agencies such as housing authorities and social services, meaning women and children are not aware of or able to access their rights. The report details 75 instances in which a statutory agency had responded inappropriately to a survivor seeking help in that year – including giving advice which put the survivor at risk of further harm from perpetrator, demonstrating a lack of knowledge about domestic abuse, and giving inaccurate information.195 Our response to Articles 49 and 50 detail similar concerns with the police response to VAWG.

Tailored information

It is crucial for ensuring that survivors of VAWG can receive information on support services that is accessible and specifically targeted at the groups it is aiming to reach – including for Black and minoritised women, LGBT+ survivors, children and young people. 2023 research by Women’s Aid found that whilst 70% of around 1000 children and young people surveyed stated that they would be likely to seek support if they were worried that domestic abuse was affecting them, six in ten of these were unsure (50%) or did not know where to go (11%) for this.196 In a recent study of LGBT+ survivors, 54% of LGBT+ survivors living in rural areas reported not knowing any support services that were available to them.197

“I felt unable to access any support because I was worthless” – LGTQ+ survivor198

Improvements are also needed to ensure that national awareness raising campaigns effectively link to local responses, ensuring that women and children are aware of the specialist support services available in their area.

Victims’ Code

The government’s response highlights the role of Victims’ Code, which is set to be strengthened through the forthcoming Victims and Prisoners Bill, in providing information on rights and entitlements. The Code sets out the minimum level of service victims can expect from criminal justice services, including referral to support services, and the Bill will require criminal justice agencies to raise awareness of the Code.

However, we wish to note that this Code is applicable to all victims of crime, rather than victims of VAWG specifically, and compliance with the Code remains highly inconsistent across England and Wales. The previous Victims’ Commissioner, Dame Vera Baird KC, concluded in her 2022 annual report that often “victims often tell me, and data we collect makes clear, that

---


Data is not collected on compliance with the Code so there is no national picture of how it is working effectively for victims of VAWG, but anecdotally our organisations see consistent breaches of the 12 rights amongst the survivors we support.

There remain particularly serious concerns with regards to the accessibility of the Code to Deaf and disabled women and others with communication barriers, despite the fact that the first right in the Code is “to be able to understand and to be understood”. The previous Victims’ Commissioner stated that “the promotion of the Victims’ Code has been consistently woeful […] The Ministry of Justice has still not issued BSL or other accessible language editions […] It’s high time we saw a national campaign raising awareness of the Code, of victim’s rights, and highlighting the diversity of victims and victims’ needs.”

Recommendations:

- Make information about VAWG, support and legal entitlements fully accessible, translate it into community languages, BSL and provide it in accessible formats (e.g. easy words and pictures, Braille and audio format). It should be made available in public spaces and through different mediums (e.g. through radio, television, on social media and in print media) to reach as many women as possible.
- Improve how national communications and awareness campaigns on VAWG align to local responses, particularly to raise awareness of the availability of local support.
- Ensure that information and awareness materials are targeted to reach a range of different groups experiencing violence and abuse, including Black and minoritised communities, Deaf and disabled women, children and young people, older women and LGBT+ survivors.
- The Victims and Prisoners Bill should:
  - Include a legal duty to ensure victims’ rights to communication support, similar to the rights of those accused of a crime.
  - Ensure the Victims’ Code applies to all victims without discrimination and signpost victims of VAWG to appropriate specialist support VAWG services.
  - Establish a national oversight mechanism to monitor compliance with the Victims’ Code and ensure that it is enforced.

Article 20 – General support services

Despite increased awareness and new policies and approaches to VAWG within general support services, we remain concerned that too often they are failing to meet the needs of women and children experiencing VAWG. We note that these services are often struggling to cope with excessive caseloads, budget and staffing challenges. Too often we see approaches to ‘manage demand’, which are means of gatekeeping survivors’ access to the support they need but can result in significant risk and harm to women experiencing VAWG. Analysis of Domestic Homicide Reviews has found that poor multi-agency working, a lack of integration and information sharing, poor training and gaps in risk identification and assessment are key


concerns within statutory agencies. Further details about our concerns about the training of professionals within these services are included in our response to Article 15.

Financial Assistance

The inclusion of economic abuse within the statutory definition of domestic abuse in the DA Act 2021 was welcomed by our sector as a critical reform, recognising the tactics perpetrators use to interfere with the ability of survivors to acquire, use and maintain economic resources. However, a report by Surviving Economic Abuse found that there remain major gaps in criminal justice agencies’ response to economic abuse and the financial services sector should take a greater role in holding perpetrators accountable.

Economic barriers remain key constraints for women’s safety, independence and long-term recovery. The rising costs of living are having a significant impact on these economic barriers, making it even harder to leave an abuser. Research by Women’s Aid in 2022 found that almost three quarters (73%) of women who lived with and had financial links with the abuser said that the cost of living crisis had either prevented them from leaving or made it harder for them to leave. Galop, a specialist by and for service for LGBT+ survivors, found in a survey of its specialist frontline staff that 100% reported the unaffordable cost of housing and the unavailability of safe emergency accommodation was placing LGBT+ survivors at much more risk of abuse and harm.

“When asked what she can do for self-care that day, after going through a traumatic court hearing, the client replied that she’s ‘going to put the heating on for an hour’.”

(frontline support worker)

The government responded to these concerns by launching a £300,000 ‘emergency fund’ for survivors of domestic abuse. The fund was distributed via Women’s Aid and Welsh Women’s Aid’s member services, with a proportion of the funding ring-fenced for Wales and for Black and minoritised women’s services. The non-ring-fenced funding ran out within five days, and all funding was allocated within 12 working days. No by and for LGBT+ services were able to access the fund to support LGBT+ survivors. Whilst this fund was welcomed within the VAWG sector, it was clear that the level of funding allocated was inadequate and the exceptionally high demand from survivors to access these payments shows the severe levels of hardship currently facing women and children experiencing VAWG.

The cost of living crisis is compounding the impact of years of austerity and welfare policies, which have disproportionately impacted women and children. Policies related to Universal Credit, the benefit cap, the two-child limit, the ‘bedroom tax’, the benefits freeze and other changes have all worsened gender inequality and other inequalities, disproportionately affecting Black and minoritised women, disabled women and single mothers. In particular, the design


of Universal Credit (as a single household payment) has been widely criticised, including by the UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, for exacerbating unequal gendered dynamics within a couple by giving control of the payments to a financially or physically abusive partner.\textsuperscript{207} The ‘two child tax credit’ limit has exemptions for women who have had a child as a result of a ‘non-consensual conception’, however it requires them to disclose this – a policy we believe to be inhumane and unworkable, given the barriers to disclosing rape. Economic barriers are particularly acute for asylum-seeking women who, due to the current workings of the asylum system, are often trapped economically and forced into destitution.

Meanwhile, women’s access to legal aid is restricted by the need to give evidence of domestic abuse to a threshold which women can struggle to provide, and a means-test which leaves far too many unable to access the legal help they need because they cannot afford it.\textsuperscript{208} The result is that women experiencing VAWG often continue to face significant financial challenges when entering into legal proceedings.

\textbf{Recommendations:}

- Reform the welfare system so that it supports survivors’ economic independence and does not facilitate economic abuse, including:
  - Lifting the No Recourse to Public Funds condition.
  - Splitting all Universal Credit joint claims by default, so each adult in the household receives a payment.
  - Making all benefit advances for survivors payable as grants not loans.
  - Ending the two-child tax credit limit.
  - Exempting survivors from the benefit cap.
  - Reforming the Child Maintenance System by abolishing all fees for survivors and implementing robust enforcement measures for non-paying parents.
- Ensure the VAWG National Statement of Expectations identifies the need for specialist economic advocacy, in partnership with money, debt, and benefits advice as well as financial services, to help survivors re-establish their economic independence and rebuild their lives.
- Government to consider what role the financial services sector can play in supporting criminal prosecutions of controlling or coercive behaviour and how they can hold perpetrators accountable for economic abuse.
- Expand and improve legal services for survivors; introducing an exemption for the means test in civil, family and immigration proceedings for all survivors so they can access justice and the protections they and their families need.
- Make emergency funding available for domestic abuse survivors, to assist them to flee their abuser and mitigate the impact of the current cost of living crisis. The fund should be available to all survivors of domestic abuse equally and without discrimination, including migrant women with No Recourse to Public Funds.

**Housing services**

Homelessness and housing insecurity continue to be a reality for many survivors of VAWG. The severe lack of social housing, the impact of welfare benefit changes, and the inadequacy and unaffordability of the private rented sector are serious challenges for the women and children our sector supports. Latin American Women’s Aid’s research has found that Black and minoritised survivors face complex structural barriers to accessing safe and stable accommodation, including systemic and institutional failures and discrimination in how housing authorities respond.\(^\text{209}\) This creates a high risk of homelessness and re-victimisation. The situation is particularly acute for migrant survivors due to their exclusion from most forms of social security, and there remains a lack of understanding about the rights for EEA national women experiencing VAWG for homelessness assistance.

The government’s response notes the homelessness pathways that are available to women and children experiencing VAWG and our organisations welcomed the reforms to ‘priority need’ for accommodation for victims of domestic abuse in 2021. However, we wish to highlight that there remain severe inconsistencies in the implementation of survivors’ housing rights and entitlements, including priority need and the Homeless Code of Guidance. Reviews of the priority need legislation by Solace Women’s Aid\(^\text{210}\) and Latin American Women’s Aid\(^\text{211}\) have both found that a lack of social and affordable housing supply results in local authority housing teams refusing women’s homelessness applications. These ‘gatekeeping’ practices include requiring police evidence of domestic abuse and turning women away as they aren’t ‘local’ (a condition which should not apply to domestic abuse survivors for their safety). In 2022, the government consulted on a statutory ban from such ‘local connection’ restrictions but disappointingly the outcome has not yet been published, despite the urgency of this issue. As noted above, migrant women with No Recourse to Public Funds are not eligible for this homelessness support and Solace’s research has found that survivors of sexual violence, unless perpetrated by an intimate partner or family member, are also excluded from priority need unless they have children or other vulnerabilities.

Even where housing duties are accepted, VAWG organisations report that local authorities are often unable to find suitable accommodation for women and children. There is increasing reliance on bed and breakfasts, hotels and other unsuitable forms of temporary accommodation, which may not be women-only spaces and do not have adequate facilities for families. VAWG organisations report that women escaping VAWG can be placed in unsuitable and unsafe mixed-sex accommodation, including large hostels with men who have substance use issues.\(^\text{212}\) This can result in women experiencing further violence, abuse and exploitation and highlights the critical importance of women-only accommodation with support delivered by specialist VAWG providers. The lack of affordable housing also poses significant challenges for women and children ready to move on from refuge services, causing ‘bed-blocking’, or meaning that families have to move several times after leaving a refuge between different forms of temporary and short-term accommodation, prolonging instability and trauma.

Other housing tenures also pose challenges for survivors. Those who share a joint tenancy with a perpetrator are currently often dependent on perpetrators to voluntarily remove themselves.


from the joint tenancy, and if unable to achieve this, they face significant legal and financial barriers which can result in homelessness and in women carrying the economic, practical, and emotional burden of starting again. Again, the government consulted on joint tenancy reform in 2022 but the conclusion of this has not been published. The private rented sector remains unaffordable to many; recent research found no region in England where private rented housing is affordable on women’s median earnings, whereas men can afford to rent a median home (median private sector rental cost) in all regions except London.\(^{213}\) Women who own their own homes may experience economic abuse through their mortgage and face significant barriers in ensuring perpetrators are removed from the mortgage agreement, as well as the risk of repossession and homelessness.

Survivors of domestic abuse are significantly more likely than other tenants to have anti-social behaviour (ASB) complaints made against them, often due to the misidentification of domestic abuse as ASB.\(^{214}\) Survivors are also more likely to be in rent arrears, both as a direct result of economic abuse and due to the economic and practical burden of fleeing abuse and becoming homeless, often with their children. With no proposed safeguards currently in place to protect victims from evictions related to domestic abuse, we fear that the government’s proposed changes to ASB and rent arrears eviction grounds within the Renter’s Reform Bill will lead to harm and homelessness for vulnerable women and children.

### Recommendations:

- Improve access to, and availability of, adequate social housing and safe accommodation, and establish clearer local authority allocation schemes to transform our response to the housing needs of survivors.
- Update Local Housing Allowance rates each year and ensure they are linked to market rent levels and availability of housing at those levels.
- Support local authorities to implement the automatic priority need for housing to survivors of domestic abuse including training, co-location of housing IDVAs and administrative burdens funding.
- Exempt survivors of domestic abuse from local connections or residency requirements for applicants of social housing.
- Introduce a simplified legal mechanism for survivors of domestic abuse to apply directly to the county court to remove a perpetrator of domestic abuse from a secure or assured social tenancy.
- Improve the use of occupation orders to ensure it is on the perpetrator to leave and the woman to stay, where she wants to and it is safe for her to do so.
- Ensure all asylum-seeking women have access to safe and dignified accommodation which recognises women’s specific experiences and needs, while they wait for a decision on their asylum claims.
- Ensure that, on receipt of their refugee status, women have appropriate time and support to move onto safe and suitable accommodation (56 days).
- Work with the Financial Conduct Authority to identify and remove regulatory barriers to de-linking financial products, particularly joint mortgages, without the perpetrator’s consent, and provide guidance to firms to help them review their internal processes around joint mortgages.

---


Legal counselling services

Legal counselling services are provided largely by charities and grassroots organisations, including Rights of Women, Citizens Advice, Support Through the Court and specialist domestic abuse services. The Domestic Abuse Commissioner’s *Patchwork of Provision* mapping report revealed the extent of the need for these services. A survey of 4,000 survivors found that 69% of survivors wanted legal support or advice for the family courts and 71% wanted legal support or advice for the criminal court. However, this support is not readily available. The percentage of survivors who got community-based legal support and advice that they wanted was only 34% for the family court and 26% for the criminal court. There were also regional differences; for family court support, this ranged between 42% who got this support in Yorkshire to 31% who got it in London or the East of England.

In the family court, survivors are likely to be unrepresented due to the limited availability of legal aid for family court proceedings and the strict eligibility criteria, concerns which are detailed further in our response to Article 57. A 2021 survey by Surviving Economic Abuse found that the number of survivors who were self-representing (33%) was higher than the number who were able to access legal aid (20%). The survivors we support tell us that the family court is confusing, overwhelming and traumatising to navigate without representation – and this is made even worse by the lack of legal counselling available to provide emotional and practical support, as well as general, impartial information.

Education and training services

Please see the response to Article 14 for our response on the approach to VAWG within schools.

There remain significant concerns about the scale and impact of VAWG within universities, and the adequacy of measures to tackle this. In 2020, fulltime students were more likely to have experienced sexual assault in the past year than any other occupational group and an estimated 162,000 higher education students experience domestic abuse each year.

In 2021, the Office for Students (OFS) within government published a ‘statement of expectations for preventing and addressing harassment and sexual misconduct affecting students in higher education’, to set out recommendations for effective systems, policies and processes to prevent and respond to incidents of harassment and sexual misconduct. However, the OFS has found that universities have not consistently improved practice and in some cases are insufficiently prioritising the issue. In 2023, OFS launched a consultation on the formal regulation of university responses to harassment and sexual misconduct. Whilst this is a welcome step forward, VAWG organisations are concerned that the proposals were not taking an integrated, holistic approach to VAWG; the OFS stated that they would not include domestic abuse within
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their definition as it is a “complex area” and “one in which additional regulation could bring additional burden and complexity for higher education providers”.

Research in 2021 found that the response from universities to domestic abuse has, in the most part, been slow and unsystematic. The report found that only nine of 133 UK universities had a specific domestic abuse policy – despite over 185,000 UK university staff and students experiencing domestic abuse every year.221 This poor response is compounded by the fact that full-time students often cannot access refuge, as they are not eligible for benefits to cover the cost – with some exceptions, e.g. for those who are responsible for a child or who are disabled. In addition, local authorities often refuse students who are experiencing domestic abuse temporary accommodation on the basis that they will not be able to afford it, directing them instead to welfare or safeguarding support from their university. This practice is in contradiction to housing law but it is common – and results in many students being unable to access the protection they need.

**Employment services**

The statutory guidance for the Domestic Abuse Act 2021 acknowledged that:

“Employers have an important role to play in helping victims of domestic abuse to remain in work, in the workplace itself, and to help victims access the support they need through signposting to specialist services and raising awareness about domestic abuse.”222

The new Employment Relations (Flexible Working) Act 2023 gives employees’ rights to request flexible working earlier in their employment and reduces waiting times for decisions,223 which could benefit survivors whose work is often impacted directly or indirectly by abuse.

However, the other best practice measures cited in the Domestic Abuse Act guidance are voluntary and not statutory: offering paid domestic abuse leave, developing an organisational policy on domestic abuse and provide training on domestic abuse to staff.224 Whilst some businesses have implemented these forms of best practice, it is far from the norm, leaving many survivors without the right to these protections. The government’s 2021 workplace support for victims of domestic abuse review committed to “establish a working group of government, employers, representatives of domestic abuse victims and trade unions to convene regularly to establish practical solutions and to drive culture change and best practice.” However, as far as we know, this group has not been convened.

As survivors do not consistently have access to domestic abuse measures and support from their workplace, many rely on specialist services for this. In Women’s Aid’s 2019 *Economics of Abuse* report, 69% of the specialist services responding to the survey supported survivors to remain in paid employment. This included advice on safety planning at work, or advocacy work
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with employers. Furthermore, 72% of services supported survivors to develop employability skills, including access to training, help with job applications and developing interview skills. The vast majority of specialist services are not funded to provide this employment support.

**Recommendations:**
- Introduce two weeks paid statutory domestic abuse leave per year as a right for all employees.
- Require employers to have a VAWG policy, which sets out their approach to survivors and perpetrators, summarises the support available to survivors through the workplace and outlines training requirements for employees to improve their understanding of domestic abuse.

**Health care and social services, including psychological support services**

The last year has seen positive changes to the national health response to VAWG, including a focus on mental health and wellbeing, the health impacts of VAWG, and a focus on prevention as priority areas within the ten year Women’s Health Strategy. However, a chronic lack of funding and resources facing the National Health Service (NHS), as well as a lack of training and awareness raising across statutory health and care agencies, means there remain significant gaps in the health and social service response to VAWG.

Whilst many healthcare professionals are trusted by women and girls affected by VAWG, there remains insufficient awareness and training among statutory health agencies around the mechanics of violence against women and girls (VAWG), as well as a lack of clarity about the role of health services in the local and national response to VAWG. This results in patchy, inconsistent support pathways and varied commitment to commissioned service provision. Poor information sharing and engagement from health bodies are regularly cited in Domestic Homicide Reviews, and IICSA provided ample evidence of how health issues that arose from child rape and sexual abuse were not identified, questioned, or followed up by GPs, hospitals, and other health professionals.

For disabled survivors, impairment continues to be perceived as being de facto ill-health, which serves to hide structural inequalities in health. Research shows that disability is an added barrier to accessing health services, not only because of poorer access but also due to discrimination and exclusion.

The complexities of VAWG and its impacts are often not recognised, and the patient is not supported or treated in a holistic way. Within healthcare settings, there is a tendency to focus overwhelmingly on clinical interventions when supporting survivors. For instance, there continues to be a lack of funding for specialist VAWG services funded by health
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commissioners, despite research highlighting that, for example, domestic abuse costs the NHS £2.7 billion per year. Sexual violence and abuse survivors accessing general mental health support provided by statutory services often see generic modalities of therapy, particularly cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), which can pathologise survivors for their normal and natural trauma responses to distress, leading to empirically inaccurate and controversial diagnoses, such as so-called ‘personality disorders’.

In particular, primary care services have a crucial role to play in responding to VAWG. Despite being a common point of contact for survivors, the prevalence and impact of VAWG frequently goes unidentified in general practice unless clinicians have the knowledge to identify the symptoms and presentations, the skills and confidence to ask patients about abuse sensitively and the access to a simple referral pathway to for appropriate support. General practice and sexual health services are in particular a unique and strong position to help people who experience VAWG to get the support they need and have duties to safeguard vulnerable adults and their children.

A unique programme has been developed to address these issues; IRIS is a specialist domestic violence and abuse training, support and referral programme for general practices that has been positively evaluated in a randomised controlled trial. IRISi, the social enterprise who developed IRIS, also lead the ADViSE programme (Assessing for Domestic Violence in Sexual Health Environments) – which supports sexual health clinicians to identify, respond and refer patients affected by domestic abuse. IRIS has informed guidance by the National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE) on effective primary care responses to domestic abuse, but the programme is not funded or commissioned consistently across England and Wales.

Following the Health and Social Care Act in 2022, Integrated Care Boards (ICBs) now lead on health commissioning and are essential partnerships that bring together NHS organisations, local authorities, and others to take collective responsibility for improving health and reducing inequalities across local areas. ICBs now have a direct responsibility to address the needs of survivors of domestic abuse and sexual violence in published guidance for ‘Joint Forward Plans’ – a five-year strategy to meet the local population’s health needs. This presents a huge opportunity to ensure the health system prioritises the health needs of survivors. Nevertheless, since these new duties came into effect in 2022, only 11 of the 40 available Joint Forward Plans include specific, time-based actions to ensure they fulfil the duty on ICBs to meet the needs of survivors of domestic abuse. Most of the published plans only briefly mention the duty, and include no new commitments made to address its requirements, or any measurable actions to achieve their stated aims. Without tangible and measurable actions, healthcare services will not fulfil their duties under the Convention to support survivors.

Given these responsibilities, and the requirement that ICBs name a strategic lead on domestic abuse and sexual violence, it is critical that health leaders responsible for implementing their respective Joint Forward Plans, draw on the expertise from specialist women’s services in their local areas, to deliver evidence-based health interventions for survivors. The available evidence of the effectiveness of mid to long-term specialist trauma counselling, emotional support, and psychoeducational support, which contextualises mental health within broader socio-political
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systems and experiences\textsuperscript{235} needs to be utilised by health commissioners in order to provide adequate care to women victims. To ensure all survivors have access to the same standard of care, specific provision should be made available to meet the needs of Black and minoritised, D/deaf, disabled and LGBT+ survivors.

In regard to social services, existing safeguarding processes often fail disabled women victims, and in some cases, increase their risk of harm. Raising a safeguarding alert can sometimes lead to a survivor obtaining a care package to mitigate risk of harm. However, D/deaf and disabled people’s organisations highlight that adult safeguarding professionals lack the understanding of VAWG needed to safely support disabled survivors and signpost them to appropriate services. For instance, adult safeguarding professionals often fail to make referrals to Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC), as demonstrated by the omission of disabled survivors from the data on referrals to adult social care and mental health services for disabled survivor. Similarly, the existing data shows a severe lack of referrals from adult safeguarding for disabled women victims to specialist domestic or sexual abuse services, including to by and for organisations. As a result, most disabled victims whose case is referred to adult safeguarding are denied access to advice, advocacy, re-housing, confidential access to therapeutic services and contact with organisations which understand their culture, faith, sexuality and support their identity as disabled women.\textsuperscript{236}

Currently, much of VAWG experienced by disabled women is also hidden in safeguarding data, which is poorly disaggregated by sex.\textsuperscript{237} Dramatic changes are required for the collection of data on female survivors’ access to health and social services in order to deliver a more accurate picture of the UK’s effectiveness in the provision of these services for female survivors.

Recommendations:

- Roll out nationally-funded long term, trauma-informed, specialist counselling, therapeutic and psychoeducational support for all survivors of VAWG. There should be requirements on ICBs to commission local specialist VAWG services, and commit to only implementing evidence-based health interventions for female survivors, such as IRIS in General Practice and ADViSE in Sexual Health.
- Ensure that health referrals to specialist Rape Crisis centres and other VAWG services are followed by appropriate funding pathways.
- Implement mandatory, regular and in-depth training for GPs and other health practitioners, including mental health professionals, on VAWG indicators, particularly in girls and in children more broadly, delivered by VAWG specialists. Training should include appropriate safeguarding and referrals to long-term specialist VAWG services.
- Place a duty on adult safeguarding professionals to follow basic safety protocols for victims of abuse by people known to them – such as speaking


to the victim without the abuser present and referring victims to MARAC and specialist VAWG services.

- Introduce regulations that give victims an automatic right to be supported by an advocate within the safeguarding process, whatever the disabled person’s level of capacity.
- Nationally resource and implement a review of outcomes for disabled survivors of abuse who go through the safeguarding process.
- ICBs to commit to adopting a ‘social model approach’ which addresses disability as a social and economic as well as health issue and does not assume that disability automatically equates to poor health.
- Disaggregate adult and children’s safeguarding data must disaggregate fully, including type of abuse, the gender of the survivor and perpetrator, and relationship to victim (family member, paid or unpaid carer etc).

**Article 21 – Assistance in individual/collective complaints**

In our view, the UK government is not compliant with this article. The explanatory report to the Convention makes clear that this Article sets out the obligation of parties to ensure that victims have information on and access to applicable regional and international complaints mechanisms. The government’s response refers to the Government Equality Office’s Equality Advisory and Support Service, but we wish to note that this service does not provide formal legal advice, or specific advice about applying to the European Court of Human Rights, CEDAW or other international bodies. Similarly, the complaints mechanisms outlined for the Victims’ Code are not specifically relevant. The government does not provide information on access to assistance in individual or collective complaints or promote the NGOs or individual lawyers who provide representation in such cases – where legal aid is not provided.

**Article 22 – Specialist support services**

We are concerned that the Government is failing to meet Article 22 which highlights the importance of specialist support “to address the different kinds of violence, and provide support to all groups of victims, including hard-to-reach groups”. The Domestic Abuse Commissioner’s mapping research highlighted that there is a ‘patchwork’ of provision for survivors of domestic abuse, with fewer than half of survivors able to access the community-based support they needed, and even higher barriers to support for survivors from marginalised communities. Notably, provision is highly variable across regions, and ‘large swathes’ of England and Wales do not have any specialist support at all for survivors who are Deaf and disabled and survivors from that LGBTQ+ community.238

**Defining specialism**

Since inception, VAWG sector/activists have pioneered, evolved, and defined what specialism means and what is effective in responding to women and children subjected to different forms of VAWG. What is considered to be a specialist VAWG response is rooted in well-established and evidenced principles which includes being led by women’s organisations, survivor-centred and
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informed, responsive to different typologies and interconnected forms of VAWG, operating within gendered, intersectional human rights-based framework, independence from the state; offering holistic package of wrap-around support which is VAWG trauma-informed and holistic (housing, health, therapeutic, finance, justice); accessible and available at the point of need and delivered by organisations that hold specialist knowledge and skills.

These principles form the basis of the Violence Against Women and Girls Sector Shared Core Standards developed by Imkaan, Rape Crisis England & Wales, Respect, SafeLives and Women’s Aid Federation of England which provides a guiding framework for delivering high-quality support.240

In the UK, the specialist by and for sector has developed specific specialist approaches underpinned by intersectionality which provide a useful framework to define and address VAWG.241 Intersectionality242 suggests that all ways in which women mark their identity and define their experience of oppression are valid and reflective of the conditions they live, in other words, their lived experience, and that there is no hierarchy of oppression. Within the VAWG landscape, there are some organisations that have a history and expertise in providing support which is underpinned by intersectional practice, including services led by and for Black and minoritised women,243 Deaf and disabled women, and LGBT+ groups.244

Understanding specialism

There is no UK government definition of ‘specialist’ VAWG services. The VAWG sector is concerned about a narrow and reductive understanding of VAWG specialism amongst commissioners and decision-makers and, as highlighted in our response to Article 8, there is a lack of publicly available information to provide a clear picture of the actual level of public funding invested into specialist provision. This narrow understanding leads to excessive focus on funding short-term, time-limited specialist support interventions, often when women are in immediate crisis, or funding interventions which are solely linked to their engagement with the police or courts.

Higher risk thresholds for accessing support have also been observed as an increasing trend within statutory services who then rely on under-resourced specialist sector to manage a higher, more complex workload. Funding is not designed to meet the core principles defined by the VAWG sector – independent and non-statutory, gendered, VAWG and trauma-informed, intersectional (across different forms of violence) and survivor centred. An example of this is the lack of specialist support for women in the community once they have moved from crisis-based accommodation. Another common example is the lack of provision for the depth of therapeutic work (longer than 12 weeks) to unpick the layers of VAWG-related trauma when the
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239 There are a range of specialist VAWG organisations that have expertise and specialise in dedicated responses to domestic violence, rape and sexual violence, female genital mutilation (FGM), economic abuse, ‘honour-based’ violence, forced marriage, economic abuse, femicide, stalking, online abuse.
241 Imkaan, The Alternative Bill: From the Margin to the Centre Addressing Violence Against Women and Girls, 2018. Available online: https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/wz5f5d_915a8e3394372c427265904e1e1e1eb633.pdf
243 See Imkaan: definition for ‘by and for’ Black, minoritised women https://www.imkaan.org.uk/by-and-for
VAWG specialist is only funded to deliver time-limited 12 weeks of counselling provision - with 44% of services running such critical services without any dedicated funding.  

By and for VAWG sector providers are concerned about the loss of specialism, unequal partnerships and reduction in self-determination and equity in leadership that result from the way in which funding is designed and allocated, even if it is described as by and for. The Home Office’s recent VAWG Support and Specialist Services 2023-25 fund excluded small, specialist providers to bid on their own terms as leaders in the field because they were unable to meet the high-income thresholds set within the funding criteria. The by and for component of this fund enabled large mainstream and statutory organisations to self-identify as by and for organisations and thus the funding has been subsumed into generic provision.

The uncertainty and instability of VAWG specialist provision is also identified by statutory commissioners with a responsibility for VAWG on a local / regional level who feel that the political environment and election cycles are a key driver for funding VAWG work rather than service needs and commissioning cycles /processes. They comment on the significant disconnect between understanding of need by government departments and ministers, and the feedback from survivors. This perpetuates an unstable environment for specialist services to sustain and develop appropriate support.

Lack of specialist provision

The importance of funding organisations with specialist knowledge and skills is emphasised in the Convention. In practice, it is challenging for VAWG providers to secure full cost recovery from both government and non-government sources. Consequently, organisations often have to use their limited reserves, utilise in-kind support and generate donations to support infrastructure costs.

The government has emphasised the importance of specialist provision, including by and for provision as part of its guidance to Local Authorities on the funding and commissioning of VAWG provision (2016, updated 2022) which is accompanied by a National Statement of Expectations. Whilst we welcome this guidance and the development of a national standard, there are no accountability mechanisms at a national level to monitor its impact and implementation at a local level, and the definitions lack the specific criteria noted above. In the absence of appropriate scrutiny, the VAWG sector has serious concerns about fragmented and inconsistent nature of VAWG provision which contribute to stark regional differences in the availability of support. As recognised in the Convention, survivors need a range of holistic and integrated support. Recent research shows that only a minority of survivors can access the support they want.
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245 Imkaan, ‘Our sector, our voice, our work: A Participatory Evaluation of the Comic Relief Supporting and Sustaining Specialist Programme for the ending-VAWG Black & Minoritised women-led by and for sector’, 2023. Available online: https://assets.ctfassets.net/zsfivwzfgl3t/6gMpiSDmePxz1YiYdwmtOc/84a18937cd71f141396d60ac79e6984a01/Sustaining_Specialism_Final_Evaluation_Report.pdf.


In its GREVIO response, the Government highlight the importance of funding specialist accommodation provision, also noting that all safe accommodation commissioned under the Part 4 duty in the DA Act 2021 must be single-gender or single-sex and must meet either Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC), Women’s Aid, Imkaan, or other nationally recognised quality standards for domestic abuse support services. However, there is no accountability mechanism for ensuring that local areas are both funding the statutory requirement and providing holistic, integrated pathways of specialist support. There is a lack of data to monitor and assess the extent to which national quality standards developed by different organisations are used to inform and influence commissioning.

Furthermore, in its GREVIO, response the government identified a funding commitment by the Ministry of Justice and Home Office of up to £6 million in ring-fenced grant funding for by and for services over two years, from 2023/24 to 2024/25. As highlighted in our response to Article 8, funding for VAWG represents 0.02% of current UK government spending and mechanisms primarily used to fund VAWG provision does not address the need for long term funding, supply and demand, regional gaps in by and for provision, the availability of holistic support (not only linked to accommodation-based services) and support for all survivors. Current approaches to funding structurally disadvantage by and for organisations who are working to represent and support communities subject to more statutory scrutiny, discrimination and exclusion.

Specialist provision in Wales

Welsh Women’s Aid has highlighted in numerous reports that factors such as the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union, inflation, austerity and a lack of sustainable funding are impacting specialist services in Wales.\(^{252,253}\) Insecure funding and contracts for VAWDASV services, particularly core services, and the disparity between statutory and non-statutory sector pay means staff turnover and service costs are high. Many specialist services have reported that while their costs are rising and demand on their services is increasing, yearly funding cycles based on retroactive costs means grant funding is often insufficient to cover core costs, leaving them in a state of financial precarity.

While the Welsh government has set up a sustainable commissioning workstream as part of their high-level Blueprint action plan,\(^{254}\) designed to deliver the VAWDASV Strategy 2022-2026, the sector is yet to see the impact of this, and continues to operate largely from short, insecure funding cycles from a range of different pots. The cost of this for specialist services cannot be overstated, both in terms of preventing forward planning and the administrative hours for personnel when applying for funding, and this impact of this on the sector. In particular, competitive tendering processes actively disadvantage smaller, more specialist and by and for organisations.

Access to specialist provision for all survivors

There is a strong body of evidence to show that many survivors from Black and minoritised, LBGT+, disabled/deaf, young women and other minoritised groups safer receiving support from organisations in the VAWG sector that are led and represented by the communities they come from. By and for organisations offer support that addresses specific and distinct intersectional
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needs, and responds to the impacts of interpersonal violence and systemic discrimination, racism and secondary trauma which shape minoritised women’s experiences of violence and pathways to accessing support. However, there are significant gaps in by and for provision. The National Domestic Abuse Commissioner\textsuperscript{255} reports that:

“Only 51\% of Black and minoritised survivors who wanted access to specialist by and for support were able to [get it]. 19\% of LGBT+ survivors who wanted specialist by and for support received it, and for disabled survivors, just 14 of the 190 people who wanted to access a specialist by and for organisation were able to (7\%). For Deaf survivors, only two of the 30 people who wanted to access specialist by and for support were able to get it.”

The importance of by and for support is also starkly highlighted in a recent report on the femicides of Black and minoritised women, which found that most of the women had been in contact with agencies but not by and for organisations. The report concludes that a lack of police referral to by and for organisations and under/dis-investment in these services are likely to be contributory factors to the homicides.\textsuperscript{256}

Deaf and disabled survivors
SignHealth offers one of the few holistic models of support for deaf women. Most agencies rely on outside agencies to provide individual BSL / English interpreters but with in-house expertise (including staff with lived experience) organisations can respond more quickly, build trust and address barriers to access. SignHealth runs the UK’s first and only specialist service for deaf women subject to domestic violence and their families, highlighting significant gaps in support for disabled/Deaf women.

Provision is often commissioned in ways that homogenise the needs of all disabled/Deaf survivors and their contexts of violence and abuse. Responding to the Government’s VAWG strategy, Stay Safe East identified the failure of commissioners to meaningfully integrate the experiences and expertise of Deaf and disabled women when planning service provision. Disabled/Deaf women and children are more likely to experience violence in and outside of the home from intimate partners and other individuals they rely on in their lives including paid carers, guardians, family members. However, specialist provision for those subject to abuse within domestic or institutional settings is not sufficiently prioritised, e.g. day centres, residential care, nursing homes. The lack of specific pathways of specialist support leads to violence and abuse in Deaf/disabled women’s lives being rendered invisible by being labelled as a ‘care’ rather than violence and abuse.\textsuperscript{257}

LGBT+ survivors
There is inconsistent support for LGBT+ survivors of the UK across the country, meaning inequitable outcomes based on place alone. There are a number of specialist services for LGBT+ survivors across the country, which are delivered by LGBT+ organisations, specialist VAWG organisations and as part of wider consortiums or partnerships. These services have had a long history of supporting LGBT+ survivors, providing a range of services and often


\textsuperscript{256} Imkaan and Centre for Women’s Justice, ‘Life or Death: Preventing Domestic Homicides and Suicides of Black and Minoritised Women, 2023. Available online: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c874e42/t/655639ddc56ba306e7d7afa5c5/1700149727418/Life+or+Death+Report+Nov+2023.pdf.

working beyond their capacity and geographical area to meet the needs of LGBT+ survivors. In England, they are largely based in London, Manchester, Brighton and Birmingham and, in Scotland, in Edinburgh and Glasgow. However, recent research by Galop has found the vast majority (81%) of LGBT+ survivors of abuse by a family member or intimate partner experienced this abuse in places outside of these cities — that is, in places in the UK where there are few or no specialist LGBT+ services. Most (73%) LGBT+ support seekers have to rely on non-specialist support services, which we know are not as effective as by-and-for services. Compared with those in the above cities (37%), LGBT+ survivors living in a village (54%) or any other city (50%) at the time of the abuse were more likely to report being unaware that any support was available for them.

In comparison to the wider LGBT+ community, this research found that trans, non-binary and gender-diverse+, and pan/queer survivors also reported higher levels of fear of further discrimination from providers who may not understand their needs and their identities.A 2022 report by Galop found that a significant number of LGBT+ survivors who were subjected to abuse from their families think support would have been helpful, but did not, or were not able to access it. This includes advocacy (42%), practical assistance (40%), formal advice and information (38%) and therapeutic services (24%).

Galop notes that the LGBT+ specialist helplines are historically the only nationally commissioned service, pointing to gaps in holistic provision. This is notable for support for survivors of forms of gender-based violence that are unique or predominantly experienced by minoritised survivors. For example, the National Conversion Therapy helpline is currently the only government funded provision for victims and survivors of so-called conversion practices. This is despite representative research finding that nearly one in five (18%) LGBT+ people in the UK have been subjected to someone trying to change, ‘cure’ or suppress their sexual orientation or gender identity. Trans (43%) and non-binary people (36%) were significantly more likely to be subjected to conversion practices.

Migrant survivors
The VAWG sector has serious concerns about the continued two-tier system of support and hostile environment that continues to discriminate against and exclude migrant women from specialist VAWG support. Provision of services to facilitate recovery from violence depends largely on a person’s immigration status. Although there are specialist by and for Black and minoritised women’s services that provide support to migrant victims regardless of their immigration status, they are often under-resourced and in huge demand.

It is even worse for women who are undocumented, as they are subjected to the full force of the hostile environment and are unable to rent accommodation, work, access secondary healthcare and bank accounts. These hostile environment policies were introduced to make it intolerable for those migrants that were living in the UK unlawfully but have resulted in perpetrators being able to exploit women’s insecure status as a form of coercive control, whilst support agencies use women’s status to refuse support even if there are statutory obligations in place. Migrant women

face higher risks of returning to violent perpetrators, and of experiencing destitution or deportation and further risk of violence and exploitation.\textsuperscript{264}

These hostile environment policies run counter to the government’s current strategy on eradicating VAWG and are a violation of the human rights of migrant women who have experienced it. The government did undertake a narrow review of their internal data as it relates to the hostile environment\textsuperscript{265}, but we consider this review to be of limited value as there was no engagement or consultation process with relevant NGOs. The government’s Victims & Prisoners Bill is seen as a significant piece of legislation, but migrant women are excluded from support and protection within it. The government will fail to deliver on its promise to improve protection and support unless all women are considered eligible for support.

In response to ongoing lobbying and advocacy from Southall Black Sisters, Latin American Women’s Right Service and the Step-up Migrant Women campaign\textsuperscript{266} to address the gaps in protection for migrant women who are not on a spousal visa or who have complex cases linked to a spousal visa and do not qualify for any support under existing NRPF rules, the Home Office funded the Support for Migrant Victims (SMV) pilots. Through the pilot women can access some costs for housing and subsistence, and receive advocacy support. The rest is provided in kind (wrap around support and counselling) in a partnership project led by Southall Black Sisters. The SMV pilot has been independently evaluated twice and there was also a previous evaluation of a similar scheme.\textsuperscript{267} The evaluations provide a robust evidence base\textsuperscript{268,269} supporting the effectiveness of this scheme. However, the Home Office has not announced a longer term solution, which Southall Black Sisters has argued should include legal reform giving victims access to public funds. The government has disregarded this evidence and the VAWG sector is hugely concerned about potential closure of the scheme and the risks that migrant women will face without access to public funds. Further information on gaps in protection for migrant women is provided in our response to Article 59.

**Specialist support for children/young people**

The VAWG sector has had ongoing concerns about the lack of parity in specialist support for child survivors of violence and abuse, who are directly harmed through witnessing and being subjected to this. It is essential that there is joint and parallel work with the non-abusive parent and the child to strengthen recovery from the harm caused to the relationship by the violence and promote recovery between the parent/guardian and the child.\textsuperscript{270} Children need access to safe housing, play therapy, specialist trauma-informed counselling, and age-appropriate advocacy, including support to access statutory interventions e.g., CAMHs.

The VAWG sector is concerned by the under-investment in support for children/young people. In May 2021,\textsuperscript{271} 65.6% of refuge services had only one dedicated support worker for children and
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\textsuperscript{266} Step Up Migrant Women UK, ‘Step Up Migrant Women Campaign’, n.d. Available online: https://stepupmigrantwomen.org/resources/.


\textsuperscript{270} City Bridge Trust, ‘Meeting the needs of children living with domestic violence in London’, 2021. Available online: https://craigbarlow.co.uk/_webedit/uploaded-files/All%20Files/Risk/meeting-needs-children-living-domestic-violence-london-report.pdf.

young people. A third did not have any support. Only 11.9% were able to provide dedicated counselling for children and young people, and 40% were able to deliver play therapy. The dearth in support for children/young people is further reinforced by Domestic Abuse Commissioner’s mapping survey which found that about a third (29%) of victims and survivors who had needed support for their children had received it.272 The disproportionate adultification of Black children/young people of African Caribbean heritage, who are more likely to be perceived as mature and therefore culpable for violence and abuse, has led to institutional discrimination, racism and harm through the interventions of police and social services. There is a need for specialist age-appropriate by and for interventions and intersectional advocacy for children/young people from Black and minoritised communities.273

Older women
There is a lack of specialist support provision designed to meet the needs of older women experiencing VAWG and respond to the specific barriers to reporting and accessing help that they face. The most recent Femicide Census Report showed that, in 2020, 20% of femicide victims were aged 66 and over, with the oldest victim being 89 years old.274 Older women’s experiences of VAWG are largely absent within data collection, policy and decision making, resulting in severe gaps in appropriate specialist service provision.

Survivor living in rural areas
Survivors from rural communities are half as likely to report abuse despite similar rates of prevalence to survivors located in urban areas. Research has indicated that domestic abuse lasts longer and is more complex in these areas, due to the range of additional barriers women living in rural communities experience in accessing help. Rurality is used as a tool of coercive and controlling behaviour, increasing the physical isolation of survivors and restricting their ability to escape. A range of other factors, including the scarcity of support services, gun owning and traditional and patriarchal values within communities, have also been identified.275 A report by Welsh Women’s Aid276 identified a number of barriers that need to be considered in the development of specialist support for survivors in rural areas. Being more easily identifiable and the challenges of accessing support discretely in small, tight knit communities were identified as barriers, as well as the costs and lack of accessible public transport to enable victims to travel outside of the local area to reach specialist. Support needs linked to rurality are given far less consideration compared to urban needs in policy, law, service design and commissioning.

Recommendations:
● Clarify the legal responsibilities of the government and public bodies to sustainably fund specialist support services, including for women and children, under Article 22 of the Istanbul Convention.
● Introduce national ring-fenced funding for specialist services led by and for Black and minoritised women, D/deaf and disabled women, and LGBT+ survivors.

● Ensure sustainable ring-fenced funding for specialist sexual violence and abuse services which includes appropriate contributions from Health and Education bodies. The government must commit to re-commissioning of the Rape and Sexual Abuse Fund as a multi-year fund beyond 2025.

● Ensure that all public funding for VAWG support promotes gendered, trauma-informed, needs- and risk-led, holistic, accessible, and wrap-around support services as the sustainable way of addressing intersecting needs and preventing repeat victimisation and exposure to further risk. This requires moving away from a focus on funding through criminal justice outcomes, valuing women’s healing, and long-term recovery more holistically and comprehensively, and ensuring women have a voice in the support they can access.

● Conduct a transparent and robust review of the hostile environment and publish exactly how this will be achieved together with a timescale. This must include effective engagement and consultation with relevant NGOs during the entirety of the review process. The review must cover the full range of hostile environment policies – including the prohibitions in claiming public funds, accessing benefits and social housing, and in accessing employment and privately renting properties – considering their impact on equals, particularly on Black and minoritised communities and other groups facing social marginalisation.

● Deliver a robust system of national accountability, based on established quality standards within the VAWG sector, to ensure survivors of all forms of VAWG can access the specialist support services they need – including services led by and for survivors with additional protected characteristics.

**Article 23 – Shelters**

Article 23 (Shelters) states that “Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to provide for the setting-up of appropriate, easily accessible shelters in sufficient numbers to provide safe accommodation for and to reach out pro-actively to victims, especially women and their children”. This includes access to immediate, 24-hour support and the Convention emphasises the importance of specialist accommodation rather than the use of temporary housing / generic homelessness provision.

In the Domestic Abuse Act 2021, the Government introduced a statutory duty on local authorities in England to address the gaps and inconsistency in the funding of refuge accommodation (Part 4 of the Act). The VAWG sector welcomes government funding of safe accommodation for survivors of domestic abuse under Part 4 of the DA Act 2021, however there remain insufficient levels of refuge provision to meet needs and address issues of accessibility for women facing inequalities. Whilst the duty has enabled some providers to expand provision with dedicated funding, concerns remain about inconsistency in the way local authorities interpret the guidance, the fact that many specialist women’s refuges are not receiving funding or contracts as a result of the duty and concerns about the future due to short-term nature of local authority contracts e.g.

277 In 2020, the government committed to £276 million funding for support in shelters including £250 million to local authorities for the delivery of their duties to provide support within refuge accommodation to victims of domestic abuse and their children. In 2022, the Government committed to a further two years of funding: £127.3 million and £129.7 million for the delivery of these duties in 2023/24 and 2024/25, to enable local authorities to make longer-term commissioning decisions and give certainty to local specialist domestic abuse refuge providers.
one-year. These issues create great uncertainty for providers. Funding provided under the duty is not consistently delivered to specialist women’s refuges; Women Aid’s Annual Survey in 2022 found that only 49% of refuge services responding had received funding as a result of the statutory duty. Despite the statutory guidance limitations about what the money should be used for, local councils face little transparency in their allocation of funding for the duty. In some cases, we are aware of local authorities who have spent funding for safe accommodation on services that fall outside the scope of the guidance – for example, general support services within local authorities, or accommodation which is mixed sex/gender.

Issues with meeting need based on existing supply are highlighted in Women’s Aid data which found that 61.6% of all the referrals received in refuge services in England in 2021-22 were rejected, with 26.2% of rejected referrals being due to lack of space or capacity. Welsh Women’s Aid report that of the 1,999 survivors who were referred into refuge services during 2021-22, 44% (n=876) were supported by a service whilst 42% (n=848) of survivors were not able to be supported for reasons such as availability of space, safety and individual needs.

Level of provision

Overall, refuge provision in England does not meet the number of bed spaces recommended by the Council of Europe, falling short by 1,257 (22.2%). On 1st May 2023, there were 271 refuge services in England listed on Routes to Support, the UK wide directory of refuge vacancies and VAWG services, which is part-funded by the UK government. These refuge services provided a total of 4,397 spaces. Women’s Aid data shows that the number of refuge spaces increased by 53 from 2022-23 in England, however this does not take account of the fact that some areas saw an increase whilst other areas saw a decrease in the number of safe accommodation spaces. Even with the increase in spaces, local authority data shows that 20,000 households in England were unable to access support from a refuge. Amongst the reported reasons, 40% noted that it was a lack of sector capacity.

In Wales, there are 272 refuge spaces, which is a shortfall of 39 spaces compared with the Council of Europe recommendation. Access to refuge is particularly difficult in parts of Wales where services are fewer and further between. Welsh Women’s Aid has previously highlighted that inconsistencies in commissioning mean that funding for services across Wales is inconsistent. This is a particular issue for survivors in rural parts of Wales, particularly for disabled and older survivors, for whom the cost of and barriers to accessing services are greater.
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Holistic, specialist support as part of safe accommodation

Article 22 identifies the importance of access to refuge accommodation as part of a larger holistic package of specialist provision to effectively support women and children with their recovery journeys, rebuild lives and community connections, reduce social isolation, and prevent future violence after leaving a refuge. However, very few refuges are able to offer a holistic support package.

Less than three-quarters (68%) could provide therapeutic support or skills-based group work and just over a third were able to provide formal counselling. Added to this, dedicated staff to support women with the traumatic impacts of VAWG are not available in most refuges; only 15% of refuge services could provide a mental health support worker and 9% had specialist staff to support with drug and alcohol. 286

Accessibility

Multiple intersecting needs can create barriers to accessing safe accommodation linked to social identity, immigration status, socio-economic factors, and exacerbated by structural gaps and challenges. The Women’s Aid Annual Audit data shows that during 2021-22 most of the safe accommodation in England was not accessible to disabled women and their children and was difficult to access for women with larger families. The survey found that less than half of refuge vacancies posted on Routes to Support in 2021-22 could accommodate a woman with two children. Fewer than one in five could accommodate a woman with three children. Less than 1% of all vacancies were suitable for a woman requiring a wheelchair accessible space. 287

The responsibility for housing and supporting women with NRPF is disproportionately felt by by and for services for Black and minoritised women and children. The barriers in access place migrant women with NRPF at significant risk and vulnerability of domestic, sexual violence, homicide (‘honour’-based) and suicide. 288 Data on refuge spaces from Routes to Support (2021-2022) shows that only 9.1% are open to women with NRPF. 289 In many cases, women with NRPF will be housed on the condition that funding has already been secured to cover the costs of their stay in a refuge. These patterns are also found in research by the Angelou Centre 290 although women with NRPF make up most referrals to specialist by and for services (between 65% and 80%) who are best qualified to meet their needs, they face huge precarity in funding and are far less likely to receive statutory support.

Another significant barrier to accessing safe accommodation is the residency requirements attached to funding contracts. In a recent mapping survey, over a quarter of accommodation-based services noted that these services were only available to women and children who live, work and study in the local area. 291 This does not take account of the fact that not all women are


able to stay in the local area for their safety and protection. Relocation may initially be forced by the actions of the perpetrator and can then also be reinforced by external structural factors, e.g. lack of available specialist support provision or lack of legal action against perpetrators. A large number of women travel to a refuge located within the same region as their previous home (67.5%), however, over one third of women travel to another region to access a refuge suitable for their needs / that was located in an area away from the perpetrator/s of abuse (32.5%).

The journeys that women take to access safe accommodation provide a strong rationale for treating and funding refuges as regional and national provision to reduce women’s barriers to access. However, successive governments have failed to address this.

Specialist refuge services led by and for Black and minoritised women are a vital part of our sector and are uniquely able to reach Black and minoritised women, tackle the barriers they face to support, and deliver expert support with an understanding of the dynamics of gender, racism and discrimination that shape their experiences of violence and abuse. Often specialist by and for refuge services may be covering a large area, as they are either the only specialist by and for organisation or one of very few in their region. For example, organisations supporting Latin American, African Caribbean women, LGBT+, disabled/Deaf communities may be situated in one area but will need to work nationally and even transnationally. Local Authority data shows that just twenty-seven local authorities reported commissioning specialist by and for services for either Black and minoritised, LGBT+ or disabled victims. Twenty-four of them have Black and minoritised services, five have services for disabled victims, and 11 have services for LGBT+ victims – reinforcing the gaps in by and for commissioning.

An example of the importance of specialist housing support is highlighted by Latin American Women’s Aid’s research which found that Black and minoritised women face more structural barriers and greater risks of being placed in unsuitable and unsafe forms of accommodation including mixed gender B&B style accommodation, for longer than the statutory maximum of six weeks before entering a refuge or following period of stay in a refuge. However, since 2007, over 50% of refuges developed for Black and minoritised women have been decommissioned, forced to close, or been taken over by generic/ non-specialist providers. Women’s Aid data now shows that of the 271 refuge services in England in 2023, just 20 refuge services were delivered by Imkaan member organisations providing by and for Black and minoritised women’s refuges. The failure to sustainably fund by and for women’s refuges essentially cuts a vital lifeline of specialist support for minoritised survivors; by and for services are five times less likely to access
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statutory funding and have less opportunity to expand their services to deliver safe accommodation.\textsuperscript{300}

Positively, under the statutory duty to fund safe accommodation, local authorities are required to report back on ‘specialist characteristics’ of those accessing safe accommodation. However, currently a large number (44\%) do not have adequate systems for collating data. In addition to high rates of under-reporting, this means we can only build a partial picture of access.\textsuperscript{301}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Recommendations} \\
\hline
\textbullet Strengthen national accountability for the Part 4 statutory duty in the Domestic Abuse Act to ensure that local authorities are consistently and sustainably funding specialist women’s refuges and those led by and for Black and minoritised women, Deaf and disabled women, and LGBT+ survivors, and that appropriate action is taken when statutory guidance is not adhered to. \\
\textbullet Address gaps in existing provision regarding accessibility of safe accommodation, including women who are disabled, have NRPF, have two or more children and across the protected characteristics and intersectional needs that require a consideration of alternative models of safe housing. \\
\textbullet Ensure afe accommodation providers can access public funding to expand and develop services that help women and children on entry, during move on and once they rebuild their lives in the community as part of a gendered, trauma-informed, needs- and risk-led, holistic, accessible, and wrap-around support services as the sustainable way of addressing intersecting needs and preventing repeat victimisation and exposure to further risk. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\textbf{Article 24 – Telephone helplines}

The service landscape for helplines in England and Wales is diverse, with a range of different VAWG types and different service user cohorts provided for, offering emotional support, advice and signposting. Most of these services are run by specialist VAWG organisations, but some are held within the children’s sector.

The range of helpline services that exist include:

\textbullet Domestic Abuse – including:
\textbullet\hspace{1em} The 24/7 National Domestic Abuse Helpline in England, commissioned by the Home Office, which offers free, confidential support to any woman experiencing domestic abuse via phone, webchat or webforms.

\textbullet Rape and Sexual Abuse


\textsuperscript{301} Data reports 11,742 instances of individuals supported with at least one specialist characteristic. The most common specialist characteristics were mental health difficulties (6,089 victims), drug (1,519) or alcohol support need (1,469), black and minoritised status (5,466), disabled victims (2,792), and victims aged 16-25 (2,879).

o Including a new service, launched in 2022, commissioned by the Ministry of Justice as part of their action plan following the Rape Review. The service offers 24/7 telephone and webchat support for anyone aged 16+ affected by sexual violence and abuse.

- The Live Fear Free Helpline in Wales
  o Funded by the Welsh government and operated by Welsh Women’s Aid, offers 24/7 support for survivors of all forms of VAWDASV as well offering advice for concerned others and professionals.

- Honour-based abuse
- Intimate image-based abuse
- FGM
- LGBT+ survivors
- Male survivors
- Perpetrators of domestic abuse
- Preventing child sexual abuse
- Stalking

While these helplines are not set up to provide ‘crisis counselling’, as suggested by the Convention, this is increasingly the role that they are playing due to severe gaps and limitations with the statutory response to VAWG. The burden of risk is placed on specialist helpline services, but they have little funding, and are not designed to replace emergency service provision such as police or ambulance services.

The large majority of helplines are designed to support women on a one-off basis. Despite this, operators are frequently going above and beyond to ensure women and children are safeguarded because of the ever-increasing pressures on public services. In some cases, this may include ad-hoc advocating to other agencies for the rights survivors are entitled to. Most helplines in England and Wales face significant demand, which is increasing year on year. For example, the Live Fear Free Helpline in Wales experienced a 16% increase in calls, a 34% increase in webchats and a 51% increase in emails between 2020 and 2022.302 The charities that run them must balance high-quality responses to the immediate crises that frequently present from callers, acting to safeguard and attempt to prevent further harm or even homicide, with the need to speak to as many callers as possible.

A concern shared by all helpline providers is around expectations from the government funders, who expect a vast amount of data to be collected. Providers have seen challenges in some cases where they consider the requested data to be personal information. This makes running a confidential or anonymous service – which is critical for survivors in light of their distrust of statutory agencies – increasingly problematic.

A number of the services referenced recruit specialist workers who speak other languages, the Live Fear Helpline in Wales operates bilingually (English and Welsh) at all times, and some services work with interpreting services to ensure survivors who speak other languages can access support. However, several VAWG helplines state that they have no resource to offer additional languages, and that the language needs of victims and survivors are not always built into the commissioning of the service. Some providers have used voluntary fundraised income to ensure survivors can use their preferred language. This is increasingly unsustainable in an environment where many charities are seeing voluntary income reduce.
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Funding from the Welsh Government ensures the Live Fear Free Helpline in Wales is available to provide 24/7 support for survivors of all forms of VAWDASV in Wales, as well as offering holding support for survivors while they await support from other specialist services. Staff in the Live Fear Free Helpline are fully and robustly trained to support survivors of all forms of VAWDASV as well as concerned others and professionals.

For a number of other services, due funding constraints, it is difficult to recruit and retain operators who have experience of supporting women and the right specialism. Therefore, despite high levels of need, it is not currently realistic or possible for the majority of services to provide helplines that run for 24 hours every day of the week, given the cost of living crisis which continues to threaten the ability of services to work in the way that survivors want and need. Like with other services, AI in the forms of chatbots are seen as a possible part of the solution in delivering services to women and girls. However, there are significant risks to any digital pathways offered to survivors experiencing abuse and control – tech-facilitated abuse is extremely common, and many survivors have their devices, accounts and internet history monitored. Any automation of services that gather information about a survivor to direct them to a certain service pathway also risks losing the nuance of a woman’s experience. VAWG expertise in recognising and responding to the risks and dynamics of violence and abuse and women’s needs will always be vital for these services.

### Recommendations

- Commissioners and funders to work alongside service providers before making demands around data collection for helplines, and to understand how data collection can undermine confidential and anonymous services.
- Create service specifications for helplines with the knowledge and expertise from the specialist VAWG sector.
- Commissioners and funders to include interpreting costs in tenders and grants for helplines.

### Article 25 – Support for victims of sexual violence

The Government response to GREVIO stated that the Rape and Sexual Abuse Support Fund was recommissioned for the period August 2023 – March 2025. This fund remains the only ring-fenced core funding for sexual violence and abuse services, so it is much welcomed and needed funding. However, this fund was set up in recognition of the need for multi-year funding, and the fund currently only runs until March 2025. Although the fund was extended during the pandemic which greatly benefitted rape crisis centres who could focus on service provision, the lack of protection for the infrastructure of the fund means it is subject to government spending cycles, elections, and wider political instability. The short-term commissioning of the fund directly contradicts the governments intentions, as set out in the Victims Funding Strategy, to commit to longer term commissioning. Furthermore, although we have seen significant and much needed increases to ISVA funding to support survivors who access the criminal justice system, these funds far outstrip the provision for counselling, despite referrals for specialist counselling exceeding those of ISVA support. Without urgent action to reform the funding landscape for specialist sexual violence and abuse services, the government will not be compliant with Article 25 of the Istanbul Convention.
The Government response to GREVIO included mention of the newly established Integrated Care Systems (ICSs) and Integrated Care Boards (ICBs), which could provide an opportunity for greater understanding of local health needs of victims of abuse. Rape crisis services understand that ICBs are required to set out in their Joint Forward Plans how they will address the needs of victims of abuse, and that new commissioning bodies and health systems take time to embed and establish. Yet there are serious issues with even finding the contact responsible for sexual violence and abuse, as Integrated Care Boards remain opaque and inaccessible, creating serious barriers to building relationships and open consultation between local service providers and commissioners.

The Serious Violence Duty has also come about recently, and ICBs are under a duty to prevent ‘serious violence’ (which includes sexual violence) with partners such as local authorities and the police.\textsuperscript{303} Whilst there is recognition across the sector that ICBs are still establishing themselves after a very considerable restructure, there is still scant evidence of adherence to the new duty to prevent serious violence insofar as commissioning specialist sexual violence and abuse services are concerned.

The government response to GREVIO also mentions the Victims and Prisoners Bill. There were high hopes that the Bill, touted as “landmark”, would indeed be transformative in scope. Yet it does not go far enough to enforce the compliance of statutory bodies with the Victims’ Code and there is no resource committed within it so far for specialist sexual violence and abuse services, such as rape crisis centres.

**Rape crisis centres**

Specialist sexual violence and abuse services such as rape crisis centres offer holistic, wrap-around and specialist support in the form of counselling, therapies, psychoeducational support, emotional support, group work and advocacy. This trauma-informed, needs-led, and strengths-based approach meets the needs of victims and survivors, and supports them to re-establish life after being subjected to sexual violence and abuse.

The specialist sexual violence and abuse sector faces a funding crisis resulting in a postcode lottery for survivors, with many waiting multiple months and even years to access specialist sexual violence and abuse counselling. As noted in our response to Article 8, specialist sexual violence and abuse services are negatively impacted by competitive procurement processes and short term funding. There has been no statutory funding allocated to set up new rape crisis centres, and there continues to be very limited funds available to the sexual violence and abuse sector. Funds are small and short term, and the data monitoring is disproportionately intensive. Funds are also almost exclusively geared towards service delivery, with little or no funding available for administration, management or support functions that enable service delivery.

A relatively small proportion of VAWG funding goes to rape crisis centres. This is within a context where larger or more generic organisations and charities are awarded funding for work that should go to women’s specialist organisations. ROSA, and other funders of the women and girls’ sector commissioned research that showed: “one third of all grants for ‘women and girls’ focussed activity – worth £24.7m – went to organisations with no specific focus on women and girls. This shows a worrying lack of priority for organisations tackling complex and systemic issues faced by women and girls in the UK.”\textsuperscript{304}


This significantly affects specialist rape crisis centres, which see funding for sexual violence and abuse service provision go to generalist organisations with no specialism in sexual violence and abuse service delivery. Inherent to this issue is the increasing pressure for women and girls' services to deliver services to all survivors and become one-size-fits-all. We note with interest that specialist organisations for men and boys do not see the same pressures to deliver services to women and girls. These issues are exacerbated by the increasingly devolved funding structures; sexual violence and abuse services and resources are subject to political interest and favour and rely too heavily on good relationships.

In terms of specialist sexual violence and abuse services for children, the Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse, which concluded in 2022, recognised the lack of service provision and recommended “a guarantee of specialist therapeutic support for child victims of sexual abuse”.305 Rape crisis centres are very well placed to deliver (and continue to deliver) this work in a holistic, wraparound setting, given their many decades of experience; Rape Crisis England & Wales data (for year 2021-22) evidenced that the accredited network of 39 Rape Crisis Centres provided approximately 182,000 sessions of counselling and therapy to children and young people.306 In the last year (2022-23), over 20,000 children and young people received support from accredited member centres of Rape Crisis England & Wales.307

Despite this very significant output, the continued focus from funders and commissioners is on “innovation” and projects, rather than access to core costs for children and young people’s services which remains a significant issue. There is a lack of urgency into the service provision required for child survivors of rape and sexual abuse, the need for a gender-specific approach to children’s service delivery that considers the specific contexts of boys and girls. Some of the only considerations have been about establishing all-under-one-roof provision, such as Child Houses, which require very high levels of investment, making them impractical to establish. We also note the power imbalance and compromises made by the independent services who have to conform to statutory ways of working. Pre-existing services like rape crisis centres, who hold the skill in working with child survivors of rape and sexual abuse should be identified and resourced much more significantly in order to provide services for this cohort of survivors in particular.

Women and girls’ often multiple and wide-ranging needs cannot be met by statutory services that are unable to deliver a bespoke service and commit to mid to long-term support. Despite this, many commissioners hold the view that rape and sexual abuse counselling can be delivered by generic statutory mental health services. Additionally, if rape crisis centres wish to receive (or do receive) statutory funding, they face pressures to provide services that are in alignment with the medical model despite evidence that victims and survivors most benefit from independent, community-based, long-term and non-medicalised services. Popular clinical modalities of therapy are preferred, but they are not effective for rape and sexual abuse trauma. This is evidenced by the high numbers of survivors who access rape crisis services after having received ineffective generic counselling that does not speak to the specificity of sexual violence and abuse trauma. Rape crisis services note, however, the significant numbers of referrals that come to them from GPs, statutory community mental health teams, psychiatrists, and others working in a clinical setting.

Sexual Violence Referral Centres

306 Rape Crisis England & Wales, ‘Summary of Member Centre 2021 - 2022 Rape and Sexual Abuse Support Fund’. August 2023.
307 Rape Crisis England & Wales, ‘Summary of Member Centre 2022 - 2023 Rape and Sexual Abuse Support Fund’, October 2023.
In England and Wales, we have SARCs – “Sexual Assault Referral Centres”. SARCs can play an important role in offering care to the survivors who have reported their sexual offence, however, this constitutes a small minority of survivors, with only 16% female victims and 19% of male victims reporting it to the police. Although SARCs are not exclusively for the use of those who want to report, there are few survivors accessing support through the VAWG sector who want to undergo medical examination unless absolutely necessary.

The perception from the voluntary sector is that SARCs, which, in the majority of cases, are run by very large private contractors (multinationals and businesses in England and Wales) receive a disproportionate share of funding from the NHS. The apparent prioritisation of funding SARCs over and above other types of support has led to a perceived hierarchy of care, ensuring that those reporting into the criminal justice system have access to a timelier intervention. There is a clear need for SARCs to receive appropriate funding, but a matched level of statutory investment (at the very least) should go to community-based, specialist sexual violence services delivering mid to longer term wraparound support, given that the demand from survivors for these services are far higher. For accredited Rape Crisis England & Wales member Centres in the year 2021-22, there were approximately 14,000 survivors waiting to access a service. In the last year, many Rape Crisis Centres made the very difficult decision to close waiting lists.

From the Department of Health and Social Care, as well as from NHS England, the focus – and therefore the commissioning - tends to remain on clinical interventions such as those provided by SARCs. There are also SARCs that hold ISVA contracts. Given that ISVAs are by definition independent, there are concerns around the appropriateness of ISVAs sitting within statutory services. Some funding from SARCs goes to local services, although this is not the norm. Sometimes NHS funding for counselling is contracted to the rape crisis centre on the basis that the survivor accesses the SARC.

During and after the pandemic, NHS England held a campaign to try and encourage more survivors to access SARCs because the footfall was so low. In contrast, rape crisis centres delivered millions of sessions of support to victims and survivors throughout the pandemic.

By and for sexual violence and abuse support

This report provides ample evidence of the value of specialist by and for organisations for Black and minoritised, Deaf and disabled, and LGBT+ survivors, which is outlined in our response to Article 22, and also applies to the provision of sexual violence and abuse support. For example, research with LGBT+ survivors of sexual violence in the UK identified that survivors often described interactions with professionals who did not have knowledge or expertise in working with LGBT+ people. This resulted in assumptions that they were heterosexual and/or cis. Respondents described having to educate professionals in order for them to understand certain aspects of their experiences, or having professionals make harmful suggestions. The scarcity
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310 Rape Crisis England & Wales, ‘Summary of Member Centre 2021 - 2022 Rape and Sexual Abuse Support Fund’, 2023.


of available funding for sexual violence and abuse specific services within these organisations remains a major problem.

Recommendations

- Establish centralised ring-fenced funding for the expansion of existing rape crisis services and for the creation of new rape crisis services.
- Protect the infrastructure around ring-fenced specialist sexual violence funding, so that rape crisis centres can stabilise. This would support with the retention of experienced staff, and with meeting the high levels of demand from survivors.
- Health commissioners to recognise the value of holistic wraparound support and specialist sexual violence and abuse counselling and how the outcomes are more effective by modalities of medicalised support that pathologize normal and natural trauma responses.
- Ensure adherence to new commissioning frameworks and duties and consult with the specialist community-based sexual violence and abuse sector about the needs of the survivors accessing their service. This requires a fundamental change to how health commissioners view gender-based violence and their responsibilities to prevent and respond to it.
- Whilst funding for ISVAs is welcomed, funding this element of sexual violence service provision to the exclusion of trauma counselling does not address the longer-term needs of survivors of sexual violence and abuse. Core funding and funding for rape crisis counselling must be prioritised.
- Provide by and for services with distinct ring-fenced funding for their work, which includes sexual violence and abuse provision.

Article 26 – Protection and support for child witnesses

Following significant campaigning from the domestic abuse and children’s sector, the definition of domestic abuse within the Domestic Abuse Act 2021 makes clear that children who have seen, heard, or experienced the effects of domestic abuse (including sexual violence), and are related to either the victim, or the perpetrator, are now defined as victims ‘in their own right’. The definition of child victims of domestic abuse is therefore distinct from child victims of sexual violence, who have been raped or sexually abused themselves. The support needs of child victims and survivors of sexual violence is also referred to within Article 25.

The specialist domestic abuse sector has always worked with children who have experienced domestic abuse as part of a whole-family response to protection, safety, and wellbeing, yet there are still major gaps in community-based provision for this particular cohort of survivors who require counselling and psychosocial and psychoeducational support. Funding pots and commissioning processes for support services do not integrate the needs of children and young people as a core part of service delivery, but an ‘optional extra’. Every year domestic abuse services in England
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314 Section 3, Domestic Abuse Act 2021. Available at: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2021/17/enacted
support more children than women.315 Yet too often commissioned contracts for these services do not provide adequate funding to enable services to deliver dedicated, specialist support for children and young people.

In May 2021, 65.6% of refuge services in England had one dedicated support worker for children and young people – meaning a third did not. Only 11.9% were able to provide dedicated counselling for children and young people, and 40% were able to deliver play therapy.316 Just 29% of victims and survivors responding to the Domestic Abuse Commissioner’s mapping survey who had wanted support for their children had received it.317 Welsh Women’s Aid’s recent report commissioned by Joyce Watson MS, found a ‘postcode lottery’ of support for children and young people experiencing VAWDASV in Wales, which is significantly impacting their ability to recover from abuse.318

Rape crisis centres work with children and young people who have witnessed, or who have been exposed to sexual violence and abuse, as well as those who have been directly raped or sexually abused. Exposure to this can be a form of sexual grooming to normalise sexual abuse before inflicting it on the child. These disclosures are often made many years after the event, given the additional layers of taboo and confusion over witnessing sexual or sexually violent acts. Although services offer a wide range of services for children and young people, due to the commissioning landscape and short-term funding commitments, there are often oversubscribed and precarious. The statutory sector struggles to work with child survivors of domestic abuse and sexual violence, and so refer to the specialist women and girls’ services who manage lengthy waiting lists, despite often expediting the waiting times for vulnerable children and young people.

In terms of femicide, in October 2023, the government announced a new amendment to the Victims and Prisoners Bill so that a parent who has been found guilty of murdering the other parent, will have their parental rights and responsibilities automatically removed.319 The Law has been named after Jade Ward, who was murdered by her ex-partner in 2021. The change in law will better protect children and ensure the parent convicted of murder is prevented from exerting control over the child or making decisions about their life.

Statutory agencies’ responses to children as victims remains problematic in many areas, which reflects the status of children in society more broadly. In both the criminal and family courts, children face the same attacks on credibility and truthfulness as adult women do. Children with learning differences and disabilities face additional layers of disbelief and are disadvantaged because of their communication needs. There is a major shortage of intermediaries, whose role it is to bridge communication difficulties. The role is crucial where there are very young children, non-verbal children/young people, those with speech or hearing disabilities, or those with learning difficulties. Witnesses have a right to an intermediary under the ‘Victims’ Code, and it is a special measure.320 However, the shortages of intermediaries in conjunction with major issues around
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320 Special measures are designed to improve the quality of a witness’s evidence given in court, and are detailed in the Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act 1999.
scheduling or “listing” criminal trials has meant that children have not always been able to access this support when needed.

**Recommendations**

- Increase funding for gender-specific services for child victims of VAWG who already work with domestic and sexual violence-based trauma and its impacts. This needs to be long-term grant funding and consistently included in the funding of VAWG services as a core part of service delivery. Prevention programmes for children and young people must address sexual violence and abuse with accompanying rape crisis support provision to support disclosures generated from prevention education.
- As recommended by IICSA, the UK government should commission “a joint inspection of compliance with the Victims’ Code in relation to victims and survivors of child sexual abuse, to be undertaken by His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services, His Majesty’s Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate and His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Probation”.

**Article 27: Reporting**

For Article 27 to be fulfilled, there are several major pre-existing issues to address. Firstly, there is the matter of women and girls’ confidence in the agencies they report to. Both social services and the police are not widely trusted.321 As noted in chapter one, this was made significantly worse by the abduction, rape and murder of Sarah Everard by a serving police officer,322 and the police response to the murders of Nicole Smallman and Bibaa Henry, who took “selfie” photos next to the women’s bodies and shared them on WhatsApp. Major reports and inquiries,323 as well as subsequent media attention detailing the extent of police perpetrated violence against women and girls in the last two years, have exposed the systemic issues of misogyny to the public. The Independent Office for Police Conduct has noted the drop in confidence, and the National Police Chiefs Council has acknowledged the problem of misogyny in policing and is embedding strategies to address it324, although the fruit of this long-term change has not yet been seen.

Trust and confidence in social services and police responses to gender-based violence are even lower for survivors with intersecting minoritised identities due to racism, sexism, homophobia,

---

321 Imkaan and Centre for Women's Justice, ‘Life or Death: Preventing Domestic Homicides and Suicides of Black and Minoritised Women, 2023. Available online: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c874e42/t/655639ddc55be306e7dafa5c5/1700149727418/Life+or+Death+Report+-+Nov+2023.pdf
322 End Violence Against Women Coalition, ‘Almost half of women have less trust in police following Sarah Everard murder’, 2021. Available online: https://www.endviolenceagainstwomen.org.uk/almost-half-of-women-have-less-trust-in-police-following-sarah-everard-murder/
transphobia and ableism. LGBT+ survivors of gender-based violence report in even lower numbers, citing fear that the police would discriminate against them because of their LGBT+ identity (25%) and fear that they would not be taken seriously (51%). While institutional homophobia, misogyny and racism was identified in the Casey Report, there has been a notable absence of the acknowledgement of institutional transphobia within the police and criminal justice system in the UK. This is despite growing evidence from research and specialist services.

It is important to note both the over policing of minorities and the under-policing of VAWG. For Black and minoritised women and girls, and those facing multiple disadvantage, making reports can have far reaching impacts on their relationship to their communities. Migrant women face severe barriers to reporting to the police and other public services due to fears of information sharing and immigration enforcement, as detailed in our response to Article 4.3 and Chapter seven. The failure to create a safe space for migrant women to report abuse requires urgent remedial action. Migrant women presenting to the authorities as a victim of crime should not be subjected to any police action that seeks to investigate immigration-related offences, nor should any information be passed to the Home Office for the purposes of immigration enforcement.

For many of the most marginalised and vulnerable women and girls, the only way to find routes to safety through reporting are through the provision of highly specialist support, provided by trusted, independent community based VAWG services.

It is important to note that Article 27 recognises the role that “individuals – friends, neighbours, family members, colleagues, teachers or other members of the community – can play in breaking the silence that often closes in around violence”. However, in regards to third party reporting from non-professionals to statutory services, it is often vital for highly vulnerable victims and survivors that such third parties try to ensure they obtain consent to report, to avoid further endangering them. It is also worth noting that many members of the public perceive VAWG as exceptional, and therefore some, especially those that are aware they have rights, expect these rights to be enforced after making a report. Reports by third parties very often result in no further action from the police, as the victim or survivor may not support the report due to the complicated dynamics within VAWG.

---

325 Imkaan and Centre for Women’s Justice, ‘Life or Death: Preventing Domestic Homicides and Suicides of Black and Minoritised Women, 2023. Available online: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c874e42/t/655639dcd5be306e7da5c5/1700149727418/Life+or+Death+Report--+Nov+2023.pdf
Case study provided by the Latin American Women’s Rights Service

Lucia came to the UK on a visitor visa. She met her partner online and he said he would marry her before her visa expired. As time passed, he became aggressive and began isolating and controlling her. At the end of 2022, she ended the relationship. After that, he would send her messages and emails insulting and threatening her.

Lucia sought support from the Latin American Women’s Rights Service. She was experiencing high-risk threats and stalking, which led to a deterioration of her mental health and the development of suicidal thoughts.

Lucia was fearful of contacting the police due to her lack of legal status, but her caseworker supported her to report him to the police. When the police came to her home, they asked for an ID and looked through her passport and expired visa. They then called Immigration Enforcement in front of her and told her that she should be ready to leave at any moment. This was the first time Lucia sought support from the police after three years of being in an abusive relationship. She felt let down by the police and fearful of removal from the country as a consequence of having reported the crime. The perpetrator continued to harass and threaten her. Lucia contacted her caseworker extremely distressed, saying she did not want to have any more contact with the police. As the abuse escalated again, her caseworker tried to convince her to make another report, which Lucia opposed as she was more afraid of deportation. Eight days after the police report, Lucia got an immigration enforcement letter. The letter exacerbated Lucia’s fear and made her decide to disengage from LAWRS’ support altogether.

Recommendations

- Establish a firewall between statutory authorities dealing with VAWG and immigration authorities to enable refugee and asylum-seeking women to access protection, support, and safety.
- Provide funding for both local and national services who, if funded to meet demand, can advertise their helplines and details for accessing support.
- Police forces to continue to root out police perpetrated VAWG in order to increase confidence in the long term, which will encourage appropriate reporting.

Article 28: Reporting by professionals

The issues around professionals reporting VAWG in England and Wales are many and are experienced by women and girls differently because of their intersecting identities, but the key issues broadly include:

- Lack of reporting due to a lack of identification and recognition of VAWG and how it manifests physically, mentally, behaviourally and socially.
- Reporting without due consideration for potential safeguarding consequences, and particularly without considering retaliatory violence, stigma and other significant safety planning requirements.
- Professionals not obtaining consent or centring the needs of women and girls.
- Inadequate safeguarding processes following reporting which make survivors less safe. Examples include: placing women and girls in dangerous housing; allowing alleged
perpetrators of child rape and sexual abuse to have ongoing contact with the children who alleged the abuse; arriving to a survivor’s home in a marked police car within a sensitive locality; and exposing survivors and children to data sharing with immigration enforcement.

There are significant and distinct issues with statutory institutions identifying different kinds of VAWG and understanding how to respond appropriately. Identification of gender-based violence remains a large issue, particularly with sexual violence and abuse where there may not be visible signs of it. GPs in particular need to ask about root causes behind mental health issues to ensure that victims and survivors of VAWG can access the services they require.

However, it is central that the process of reporting and safeguarding is not considered one and the same. Whilst reporting can form a part of safeguarding, reporting without the broader consideration of what could happen for the victims and survivor without a safety plan can cause retaliatory violence and abuse from the perpetrator and potentially from their families and/or communities, as well as exposure to forms of state violence such immigration detention. There are particular concerns around the rights of migrant women and girls and the added risks they face around immigration abuse. Due consideration must also be given for racially and religiously minoritised women and girls, who may face ostracization, so-called honour-based abuse and other forms of violence, should a report be made without the appropriate safeguarding considerations. Independent by and for VAWG services that work with different cohorts of survivors are the best placed to advocate for and advise on the most appropriate ways to protect women and girls facing violence.

There are laws already in place for professionals to report when children and young people are being subjected to violence and abuse of all forms. However, there are still very significant issues with the safeguarding of children by child social care, by educational institutions and by health bodies. There is low recognition of the signs of child rape and sexual abuse, as well as with adult survivors of sexual violence and abuse. Furthermore, there are significant and dangerous problems of overriding the voices and wishes of children and young people, who are often not even kept informed about key decisions and processes undertaken by professionals. Much of this was captured in the government’s consultation on Mandatory Reporting of Child Sexual Abuse, which took place between May and August 2023.330

We were surprised and disappointed to see that the government response to GREVIO did not include mention of the wide-ranging recommendations the Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse, of which a Mandatory Reporting duty was one.331 This demonstrates the continued separation of the strategic aims/policies in the Home Office’s Child Sexual Abuse strategy332 and the Home Office’s VAWG Strategy.333 Ultimately the VAWG sector agreed that the Mandatory Reporting duty that ultimately comes into force must be able to distinguish between:

- Those who do not make a report because they are a family member also subject to gender-based violence, and/or coerced and controlled.

---

• Professionals supporting children and young people, but do not make an immediate report for genuine safeguarding reasons, such as when they are engaged in organised crime groups such as gangs and more work is required to make a safety plan.
• Professionals who have not had the required training to recognise and respond to disclosures of sexual violence and abuse.
• Those who are trying to actively conceal or minimise child sexual abuse to protect a perpetrator or the reputation of their organisations.

For all forms of VAWG, professional discretion remains of fundamental importance. It remains crucial to recognise victims and survivors as experts in their own lives, respect their wishes and get consent wherever possible.

**Recommendations**

- A firewall between statutory authorities dealing with VAWG and immigration authorities must be established to enable refugee and asylum-seeking women to access protection, support, and safety.
- Significant Train healthcare professionals on how to identify signs of abuse, and child rape and sexual abuse in particular, so that children and young people are protected from further violence.
- Ensure the government units dealing with child sexual abuse and VAWG should be part of the same team with strategic join-up.
Chapter Five: Substantive Law

Article 29 – Civil lawsuits and remedies

Question C (2) in the questionnaire for the state’s baseline evaluation asks about the procedures available to women victims, to provide them with civil remedies, where applicable, against state authorities that have failed in their duty to take necessary preventive or protective measures within the scope of their powers. The UK government’s response to GREVIO states that it is open to victims seeking to bring a claim for damages under the civil law of negligence. This is inaccurate, given that the UK’s highest court has repeatedly found the law of negligence does not cover failings by the police (and some other statutory bodies) for omissions, as opposed to positive acts that have caused harm (with some very limited exceptions). The law was most recently clarified by the Supreme Court in a case involving a domestic homicide Michael v Chief Constable of South Wales Police [2015] UKSC 2.

However, it is open to survivors and bereaved families to bring claims under the Human Rights Act where a breach of positive obligations can be established, whether systemic or operational obligations, under Articles 2 and 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights. The questionnaire asks the Government to provide data on the number of civil law remedies applied for against state authorities. The state’s baseline report does not address this, and only provides data for civil law remedies against perpetrators.

This is a matter of serious concern because, to the best of our knowledge, there is no data collected on the number of civil claims in VAWG cases brought against the police or other state bodies for failures in their duties to take preventative or protective measures. We are aware that an unknown number of such claims are brought by survivors and bereaved families, represented by specialist lawyers, against police forces around the country, but most end with out of court settlements and do not go to trial. Police forces do not make data available on such claims brought successfully against them, and neither is such data collated nationally to the best of our knowledge. This means that lessons are not being learnt from the issues arising in such cases, and we do not believe that civil claims are feeding into policy considerations at a local or national level.

Recommendations
- Collect and publish national data on the number of civil claims brought against the police and other statutory agencies for failures in the duties to take preventative or protective measures in response to VAWG

Article 30 – Compensation

State compensation is provided by the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme. However, the definition of eligible crimes excludes compensation for impairment of mental health as a result of crimes that do not meet the definition of a “crime of violence”. This means that certain

---

334 Supreme Court, ‘Michael and others (FC) (Appellants) v The Chief Constable of South Wales Police and another (Respondents)’, 2015. Available online: https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/uksc-2013-0043.html

335 Ministry of Justice, Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme, 2012.
where there is no physical violence or threat of immediate violence or physical contact, some forms of abuse are excluded, such as:

- controlling or coercive behaviour
- harassment and stalking
- online sexual offending for example where children are groomed to carry out sexual acts viewed by perpetrators
- disclosing private sexual photographs and films with intent to cause distress
- malicious communications offences

In September 2023 a government consultation took place to consider whether the definition of a “crime of violence” should be broadened. This presents an opportunity to expand the scheme to make it compliant with the Convention by including all VAWG offences where the criteria for mental injury are met, regardless of whether they include physical violence, threat of immediate violence or physical contact.

Paragraph 26, Annex D of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme 2012\(^\text{336}\) denies compensation to victims of crime who have unspent convictions at the time they apply. There is no discretion for decision makers to award compensation to victims, even where there are good reasons to do so. Such discretion existed in every iteration of the Scheme prior to 2012.

We believe this unfairly impacts victims of child sexual abuse - who are more likely to be women and girls - as they often make applications for compensation many years after they were abused. It is widely accepted that such victims are more likely to commit offences and be criminalised when they are older as a direct consequence of being victims of abuse.

Although IICSA recommended that the government reconsider this position based on the evidence they had gathered, it was only following a successful judicial review by a victim of child sex abuse that the government agreed even to consult on the rule. This short consultation ended on 5 August 2022, yet the government has not published the responses nor their decision regarding whether the Scheme will be amended.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Ensure the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme is compliant with the Convention by expanding its scope to cover all VAWG offences where the criteria of mental injury is met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Return discretion to the scheme to enable decision makers to award compensation to victims of child sexual abuse.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Article 31 – Custody, visitation rights and safety**

The government’s response to GREVIO details the legal framework which should be used by the family courts in England and Wales to consider allegations of domestic abuse when making contact orders. In our view, VAWG continues to be minimised, ignored and undermined in the family court system and these proceedings are the source of significant trauma for the women we work with. In England and Wales the family courts strongly promote ongoing relationships between children and both their parents following separation, even in circumstances of VAWG – we define this as a ‘pro-contact’ approach. Extensive evidence demonstrates that the strong

\(^{336}\) Ministry of Justice, Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme, 2012.
presumption of contact leads to VAWG being marginalised, misunderstood, and downgraded within private law children’s proceedings, which undermines the court's ability to prioritise children’s rights and safety.337 Numerous research studies undertaken in England and Wales, and evidence from Women's Aid,338 demonstrates how perpetrators of domestic abuse use family court proceedings as part of an ongoing pattern of control and abuse, which many women report to be, as bad as, or worse than the abuse itself.

In 2020, the Government accepted the findings of the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) Harm Panel report,339 which identified 'unveiled deep-seated and systemic problems with how the family courts identify, assess and manage risk to children and adults'. There were four key barriers identified in the family court's response to domestic abuse and other forms of harm:

- the court's pro-contact culture;
- the adversarial nature of the court system;
- resource limitations affecting all aspects of private law proceedings;
- the lack of coordination with other courts and organisations dealing with domestic abuse.

In the implementation plan for the Harm Panel Report, the MoJ announced that it was 'committed to both immediate action and longer-term reform, to ensure the system fully supports those who are victims of domestic abuse or otherwise vulnerable, and delivers the right outcomes for them and their children'.340 The MoJ reiterated this commitment in its recent Harm Panel progress report.341

Our organisations note that some of the recommendations have been implemented, but without appropriate resourcing or monitoring in relation to their effectiveness, and there remain major concerns about the lack of progress in the implementation of these recommendations in full. For example, the Harm Panel stated 'a review of the presumption of parental involvement in s.1(2A) of the Children Act 1989 is needed urgently in order to address its detrimental effects'; three years later this review has not concluded.

Women report that the understanding by family court professionals, and the judiciary, of coercive and controlling behaviour, its impact on children, and how perpetrators use family proceedings as a form of post-separation abuse, remains inadequate. The pro-contact culture in the family courts is as strong as ever and children's voices, wishes and feelings continue to be ignored. Children continue to be traumatised and harmed by being forced to have unsafe contact with an abusive parent. This trauma can be long lasting and severe in its impact.342

There is a particularly urgent concern in relation to the use of 'parental alienation' as a counter allegation to domestic abuse in the family courts, and the appointment of unregulated experts in the family courts; an issue which was highlighted by the UN Special Rapporteur on VAWG who

---

specifically cited research and evidence on this issue from England and Wales. As the Domestic Abuse Commissioner’s recent report on the family courts in 2023 stated, ‘parental alienation’ is being used as a counter allegation to domestic abuse, drawing the court’s focus away from the perpetrator and undermining the child’s wishes. The Commissioner concluded that the impact of successful claims of so-called ‘parental alienation’ by perpetrators can be devastating on both adult and child victims and survivors - with children being intentionally removed from their primary carers to facilitate a relationship with the non-resident perpetrator parent.

There also remain significant concerns that family courts are appointing people who call themselves ‘psychologists’ to assess adults and children in Family Court proceedings, but who are not qualified to provide such assessments. This is particularly the case for ‘psychologists’ who are assessing children with ‘parental alienation’; as the UN Special Rapporteur stated, such ‘experts’ “may submit child and adult survivors to intrusive and re-traumatising psychological assessments (…) in some cases, they maximise their income by playing both a diagnostic and therapeutic role. The issue was recently subject to a judgement from the President of the Family Division, Re C (‘parental alienation’; instruction of expert) [2023] EWHC 345 (Fam), who stated that regulation of the term ‘psychologist’ was a matter for Parliament.

Recommendations:
- Full implementation of the MoJ Harm Report recommendations.
- Introduce legislation that psychologists appointed to assess adults or children in the family court must be regulated by the Health and Care Professions Council.
- Prohibit the use of parental alienation or related pseudo-concepts in family law cases and the use of so-called experts in parental alienation and related pseudo-concepts, in line with recommendations by the UN Special Rapporteur on VAWG.
- The government should urgently amend Section 1(2A) of the Children Act 1989 to make clear that the presumption of parental involvement does not apply in cases involving allegations of domestic abuse or other forms of serious harm.

Article 37 - Forced Marriage

The Forced Marriage (Civil Protection) Act 2007, followed by the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 made it a criminal offence in England, Wales and Scotland to force someone to marry, and the government has published multi-agency guidance for responding to forced marriage. Organisations led by and for Black and minoritised women have recommended that the statutory definition of forced marriage should be extended to include marital captivity - being forced to remain within a marriage. Recent changes to divorce law, to introduce ‘no fault divorce’ have recognised that no-one should be trapped within a marriage they no longer wish to remain in - but this form of abuse is not reflected in the definition of forced marriage.

The Forced Marriage Unit (FMU) was set up in 2005 to support British nationals being forced into marriage overseas and to assist anyone in the UK, regardless of nationality, faced with the prospect of being forced into a marriage.

However, victims of forced marriage often face hurdles in accessing timely and critical support through the FMU which are exacerbated by the existing FCO policy, guidance, and procedural directions. This enduring issue, underscored by the judiciary, especially in cases involving vulnerable children at risk of child marriage, reflects serious procedural flaws within the FMU. Through the work of specialist VAWG organisations, it can be seen how the FMU is limited by its own policies and procedures in how it carries out forced marriage repatriations.

The changes to the recording practices of the FMU in 2021, without a thorough assessment of their impact on data comparability, has raised concerns about the government's ability to draw annual comparisons and track trends in forced marriage cases. Annual data comparisons are crucial, especially considering the introduction of new legislation recognising all forms of child marriage as forced marriage. While these concerns have been communicated to the FMU, there is a lack of reassurance regarding steps the government is taking to produce statistics that can be monitored and compared annually. The absence of regular and meaningful statistical releases from the FMU raises concerns about the government's ability to understand the problem of forced marriage in England and Wales. These concerns are particularly alarming considering the reported 22% increase in forced marriage offences, as indicated in the policing Annual Data Requirement (ADR) return for Honour-Based Abuse in 2022-2023, against a decline in the number of forced marriages reported to the FMU.346

In October 2010, the FMU conducted a review of the implementation of statutory guidance on forced marriage across public agencies in England and Wales. 347 While awareness of forced marriage had improved over the years, the review revealed that in 2010, many agencies had not fully integrated forced marriage considerations into their existing safeguarding structures and practices for both adults and children. The review identified key issues, including a lack of commitment within agencies to address forced marriage; inconsistent training practices; and variations in how different departments handled and monitored forced marriage cases. While the police recognised the need to proactively address forced marriage, their implementation of the guidance has been inconsistent. Schools, colleges, health services, local authorities, and housing departments were urged to do more to respond effectively to forced marriage, with the review emphasising the need for greater senior management commitment in each agency to fully implement the Statutory Guidance. Despite the 2010 review, subsequent reports published by the Women and Equality Committee in 2023 and His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabularies in 2015 indicate that public authorities continue to face significant challenges in adequately responding to forced marriage. 348

The progressive decline in the FMU’s standing and efficacy over the years is deeply disconcerting, leading to a notable hesitancy within the VAWG sector to refer cases to the unit. The FMU, a pivotal player in providing assistance to victims of forced marriage, stands at a crossroads where rebuilding trust and re-establishing its reputation is imperative. The sector’s confidence in the

FMU’s reliability and effectiveness is indispensable for the unit to fulfil its vital role in safeguarding victims.

**Recommendations:**
- The Forced Marriage (Civil Protection) Act 2007, the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 and the multi-agency guidance on forced marriage should be extended to cover marital captivity.
- There should be a comprehensive and transparent review of the FMU’s operations, engaging stakeholders to identify and address systemic issues or areas needing improvement.
- Ensure that FMU's statistical releases directly inform government activities to combat forced marriage, shaping policies, allocating resources, and implementing targeted interventions.
- Maintain transparency in FMU's activities, regularly publishing reports on its outcomes, and ensure accountability for responding to concerns and feedback from stakeholders.
- Ensure effective implementation of statutory guidance on forced marriage across public agencies, addressing challenges highlighted in previous reviews.
- Undertake strategic actions identified through the comprehensive review to improve FMU's operations, effectiveness, and overall standing within the sector.

**Article 42 - Unacceptable justifications for crimes, including crimes committed in the name of so-called ‘honour’**

As noted in the introduction of this report, police-recorded offences relating to so-called honour-based abuse (HBA) are increasing, but there remains a great deal of work still to do to increase understanding of HBA and its intersections with other forms of VAWG, and critically to improve access to support, safety and justice for survivors. The Women and Equalities Committee recently conducted an inquiry into so-called honour-based abuse to which many VAWG sector specialists submitted evidence. The report highlighted:

- the limited and inconsistent data collection by police forces
- significant variation in the understanding of so-called honour-based abuse, not least across statutory agencies
- the issue of abusers using a victim’s insecure immigration status as a tool of control.

The recent Imkaan and Centre for Women’s Justice report on preventing domestic homicides and suicides of Black and minoritised women includes vital evidence on so-called honour-based abuse and the current failings of the police and statutory agencies to identify it and assess the risks to women effectively.

---
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Article 48 – Prohibition of mandatory alternative dispute resolution processes

Mediation is currently not compulsory in family courts in England and Wales. However, the Government strongly encourages mediation as an alternative to court – and therefore requires a person applying for a family court order to attend a MIAM (Mediation Information and Assessment Meeting). The purpose of this MIAM is for the parties in the case to discuss what the issues are, for the mediator to provide information about the mediation process and whether it could resolve matters, and for the mediator to consider whether the case is suitable for mediation – including by screening for domestic abuse. There are also a number of exemptions for the MIAM system – including for domestic abuse and other child protection concerns.

The evidence requirements to access an exemption to a MIAM currently mirror those required for accessing legal aid under the domestic violence gateway – including convictions for domestic violence offences, protection orders, findings in court, and evidence from third party professionals. Survivors can face significant barriers to providing such evidence – in particular because many have never disclosed the abuse to a professional. Any exemption relying on evidence will always exclude some survivors, particularly the most isolated and minoritised. In particular, organisations led by and for Black and minoritised women and Deaf and disabled survivors have highlighted that the women they support face significant challenges in navigating the existing system and accessing MIAM exemptions, particularly where they do not have legal representation and have unmet language and communication needs.

As a result, even though there is a MIAM exemption for domestic abuse, survivors may still end up attending a MIAM and going into mediation with an abuser. Of 15 VAWG organisations and survivors surveyed by the Women’s Resource Centre in 2023, 53% stated that the current evidence requirements for accessing a MIAM exemption were not working, with a further 27% believing it only worked ‘sometimes’.

A participant in Women’s Aid’s research with Queen Mary University of London stated:
‘the problem is the courts are saying you really should go to mediation before you launch court proceedings. Well how can you mediate with someone who intimidates and frightens you? If you’ve got no previous evidence that that person has intimidated and frightened you, ‘cause you’ve never reported it, ‘cause you’re too frightened and

Recommendations:
- So-called honour-based abuse should be regarded as an aggravating factor for sentencing in violence against women and girls cases. Campaigners refer to this as Banaz’s law named in memory of Banaz Mahmod, who was subjected to a so-called ‘honour’ killing in 2006. The law is advocated by Banaz’s sister, Bekhal Mahmod, and supported by Southall Black Sisters.
- A statutory review of each key statutory service (including police, social services, housing, health, education) on their recognition and responses to so-called honour-based abuse. Following the findings of failings and the recommendations in successive Homicide Reviews, the statutory reviews must address data collection and information sharing across and between the services.

Even with evidence of domestic abuse, survivors are still pushed into mediation against their preferences. This was found by the Ministry of Justice’s Harm Panel Report, which stated that: ‘Many mothers responding to the call for evidence reported being advised and, they felt, required or directed to engage in conciliation by Cafcass/Cymru at court or to attend mediation, and being criticised for not attempting mediation, despite having provided information about domestic abuse.’

When survivors end up in mediation, the experience of Women’s Aid shows that mediators are not all adequately trained to identify and respond to abuse, which risks giving perpetrators more tools and power to abuse, and ultimately, results in unsafe court decisions.

In March 2023 the Ministry of Justice launched a consultation on ‘supporting earlier resolution of private family law arrangements’. This proposed to:

- Introduce compulsory pre-court mediation in the family courts, with exemptions for DA cases and other child protection cases
- Make attendance at a co-parenting programme offered by Cafcass and Cafcass Cymru compulsory before an application can be made to court

VAWG organisations in England and Wales have raised serious concerns about these proposals, on the grounds that they would threaten the safety of survivors. Whilst again an exemption for domestic abuse cases was proposed, organisations highlighted that issues with the current evidence test for the MIAM exemption would again apply. At the time of submitting this report, the Government has not published its response to the consultation.

**Recommendations:**

- Reverse plans to introduce ‘compulsory’ mediation and co-parenting programmes in the family courts
- Reform the current exemption system for MIAMs, ensuring that it tackles the barriers which survivors face to disclosing and reporting VAWG
- Deliver multidisciplinary training on domestic abuse delivered by specialist VAWG organisations, to be rolled out across all family justice related professions, including for mediators, as per the recommendation in the Harm Panel report.

**Deaths of women**

The UK Government was asked a question relating to deaths of women in question O of the baseline GREVIO evaluation survey. The disaggregated data requested is not available, which

---


reflects a wider problem with the disaggregation of data relating to domestic homicides. The key analysis of domestic homicides is the Home Office analysis of Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHRs), however it fails to distinguish between intimate partner killings and other killings by family members. Many of the family member deaths involve male victims and male perpetrators, such as sons and fathers, and brothers, and are not relevant to VAWG. Therefore, disaggregation of the total by sex or ethnicity or other criteria does not provide relevant data for analysis of VAWG. A national DHR repository is being built by the Home Office, which allows breakdowns by a broad range of criteria. This is useful for researchers, but it does not represent annual data gathered and provided by the state authorities, nor does the proposed repository necessarily include all relevant cases.

**Recommendations:**
- The Home Office produce data for intimate partner killings of women as a distinct group - disaggregated by sex, ethnicity and other protected characteristics, as an essential part of a national strategy for addressing such deaths.
- Further disaggregation should be provided by the criteria in the Questionnaire (in Section I Introduction) with the addition of ethnicity and disability.

---
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Chapter Six: Investigation, prosecution, procedural law and protective measures

**Article 49 – General obligations**

Whilst the Government’s baseline report provided figures of prosecutions for the years 2020 to 2022, what it does not disclose is severe inadequacies in the prosecution of a range of VAWG offences. Overall, prosecution rates are at such low levels that it cannot be said that due diligence is being applied to ensure that acts of violence are being investigated and prosecuted in an effective manner. Where prosecutions do take place, court delays particularly in the Crown Court are at unprecedented historic levels, hugely impacting on the experience of survivors and in some cases resulting in cases not being brought to justice at all.

Whilst the UK’s baseline report states that in 2023 VAWG was added to the Strategic Policing Requirement, placing it in a priority offending category, we question whether this has been accompanied by any increased funding. Without adequate funding policing is ineffective, victims and survivors feel let down and drop out of the process, and the UK’s commitments under the Convention are not fulfilled in practice.

GREVIO members are invited to consider the Final Inspection Report into the Police Response to VAWG published in September 2021 by HM Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS).[^358] Its first recommendation (page 13) was that:

> *There should be an immediate and unequivocal commitment that the response to VAWG offences is an absolute priority for government, policing, the criminal justice system, and public-sector partnerships* and that *there needs to be an immediate upwards shift in the prioritisation of VAWG offences in policing*.

HMICFRS stated that the current response to VAWG offending is “unsustainable” and called for sufficient funding and a “radical re-focus and shift” reflecting the fact that VAWG is not a high enough priority in policing, and therefore not meeting the needs of victims and survivors.

**Domestic abuse**

In 2014, the policing oversight body HM Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS), or ‘Inspectorate’, published a ground-breaking inspection of the policing of domestic abuse across England and Wales.[^359] The report was uncompromising and frank in its criticism of the state of policing of domestic abuse. Yet since 2014, falling prosecution rates show that there has been a decline in the performance of policing of domestic abuse, rather than an improvement. This is despite the fact that the Inspectorate conducted inspections of numerous individual police forces to follow up the 2014 national report, and produced a series of update reports on the policing of domestic abuse in 2015, 2017, 2019 and 2021 (the latter focusing on the period during the Covid19 pandemic).

---


Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) figures published in July 2023\(^\text{360}\) show that the annual number of prosecutions for domestic abuse offences has almost halved between 2016/17 and 2022/23:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cases</td>
<td>93,593</td>
<td>89,095</td>
<td>78,624</td>
<td>61,169</td>
<td>54,515</td>
<td>53,207</td>
<td>51,288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same CPS figures also indicate that the number of cases received by prosecutors from the police has dropped by a similar proportion, whilst the charging rate by CPS has remained roughly similar. Therefore, there has been a very steep decline in the police taking action and building cases to be prosecuted. Under UK guidance all cases flagged as domestic abuse can only be charged by CPS and not directly by the police, therefore these figures represent the total for such prosecutions.

Over the relevant years during which prosecution rates have plummeted, the levels of recorded domestic abuse crimes reported to the police have doubled. The Office for National Statistics shows a steady increase from just over 400,000 domestic abuse crimes reported to the police in the year ending March 2016, up to over 900,000 such crimes reported in the year ending March 2022\(^\text{361}\) (limited to recorded crimes and not including domestic abuse related incidents). This increase likely represents an increase in reporting and recording of offences, rather than an increase in the incidence of domestic abuse.

Taken together, these figures show a devastating drop from 2016 to 2022, whereby twice as many crimes reported result in only half as many prosecutions, i.e., approximately one quarter the rate of prosecutions. This indicates that the shortcomings identified by HMIC in 2014 have not been addressed.

**Sexual offences**

A similar pattern of steeply rising reports to police alongside falling prosecution levels can be seen for sexual offences, but with some remedial action in the last two years. We focus on rape prosecutions as these are readily available figures.

Between 2016 and 2019 there was a sudden and an extremely steep, ‘cliff edge’ drop in rape prosecutions. This has been attributed by a number of women’s sector organisations to a change in approach to rape charging within CPS.\(^\text{362}\) Concerns led to a two year ‘Rape Review’ by the Government in 2020\(^\text{363}\) with findings that the prosecution of rape was unsatisfactory and needs radical improvement. Its forward by Ministers stated that rape victims were being failed and that the Government was “deeply ashamed”.

Since 2019/20 there has been a slow increase, whereby prosecution numbers for 2022/23 are approaching those of 2016.\(^\text{364}\) However, during this period of time, the number of rapes reported

---


\(^{364}\) Figures are counted differently by CPS and by the Ministry of Justice. Here we refer to CPS figures which show a higher number of prosecutions.
to the police has doubled. When publishing its Rape Review, the Government committed to aiming for a return to 2016 charging levels, however crucially, this would amount to a significant decrease in real terms given the increase in reporting since 2016. An improved public conversation about sexual violence, and including successful prosecutions of high-profile offenders, has sparked social change and an increased willingness by survivors to come forward to the police. However, this has not been matched by an effective state response from criminal justice agencies. The Government Rape Review noted that charge rates dropped from 13% in 2015/16 to 3% in 2019/20. Given the continuing steep increase in reports this figure has changed to as little as 4.5%, which falls far short of an adequate criminal justice response to rape.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rapes reported</th>
<th>Prosecutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015/16</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/17</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>3,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017/18</td>
<td>42,000</td>
<td>2,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018/19</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>1,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019/20</td>
<td>58,000</td>
<td>1,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/21</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td>1,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021/22</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>2,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022/23</td>
<td>67,000</td>
<td>3,004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Women’s sector organisations have long identified fundamental problems with the approach to sexual violence amongst criminal justice agencies, especially the police, where survivors are treated with disbelief, subjected to intrusive data requests for credibility trawls, and suspects are not subjected to rigorous scrutiny. The Joint Thematic Inspection of the Police and CPS Response to Rape published in June 2021 raised concerns about rape myths and stereotypes and identified an overly cautious approach, with some officers and prosecutors focused more on weaknesses than building strong cases. A recent survey of over 2,000 rape survivors found that 75% said that their mental health had worsened as a result of the police response to their report of sexual assault.

Operation Soteria has been a positive development identifying an improved approach to rape investigations, however the implementation of the new National Operating Model that was produced by it has only just begun. We do not yet know whether it will become embedded within police forces around the country. The effective implementation of Operation Soteria will require significant investment in training of officers and increased specialisation.

The Joint Thematic Inspection of June 2021 identified multiple problems with the way forces investigate rape, with resourcing at the heart of the problem. They found that without a doubt, specialist police teams for RASSO cases provided a more effective service, but some forces did not have specialist teams, which was mostly due to resourcing. The inspection report states that most investigators, including those on specialist teams, had not completed the Specialist Sexual Assault Investigators Development Programme, and some didn’t even know about it. Some rape cases were being dealt with by inexperienced generalist officers without relevant training. The thematic inspection also identified a lack of detectives in rape cases and inadequate supervision. For police forces to effectively implement Operation Soteria they will need to overcome deeply embedded shortcomings around expertise and capacity.

---

The thematic inspection found that police and prosecutors were struggling with very high caseloads, and the result is very long delays for survivors waiting for investigations to be concluded. Official figures for average length of investigation bear little relation to what many survivors experience in practice, presumably because they are averages which include those cases that are dropped very early on. In practice women’s support services see a great many rape cases taking around two years to reach a decision on whether a case will be closed or referred to CPS, sometimes much longer. We are aware of cases of childhood sexual abuse that have taken five years to investigate due to lack of adequate resourcing in the relevant unit.

We invite GREVIO members to consider the thematic inspection report of June 2021 in detail and seek an explanation as to how the difficulties it identifies in the investigation of rape will be overcome through Operation Soteria, including the issue of significant input of resources.

Harassment and stalking

Whilst harassment and stalking can occur in a range of situations, a high proportion constitutes ‘violence against women’ offending. The Suzy Lamplugh Trust, which runs the UK’s National Stalking Helpline, has found that 80% of victims are women and 45% of cases involve an ex-partner. As for domestic abuse and sexual offences, charging rates for harassment and stalking offences remain critically low, indicating a lack of robust response by criminal justice agencies. A joint inspection by the police and CPS Inspectorates in 2017 into the police and CPS response to harassment and stalking was highly critical. They found that stalking, in particular, was misunderstood by police and CPS and often went unrecognised. Stalking was sometimes mis-recorded or not recorded at all by police. Prosecutors sometimes under-charged with a lower level offence of harassment, and stalking specific powers not used. The report should be considered in detail for a deeper understanding of the findings. Following this report a new police-CPS joint protocol was introduced in 2018 with the intention strengthening the response to harassment and stalking.

However, despite these initiatives, the situation has not improved significantly, as demonstrated by a police ‘super-complaint’ submitted by the Suzy Lamplugh Trust on behalf of a consortium of anti-stalking charities in 2022. Four years after the introduction of the Protocol, the super-complaint raised complaints about police failing to identify behaviours as stalking, minimising and trivialising behaviours, flawed investigations, failure to recognise the link between stalking and serious harm or homicide, failure to recognise the impact of online stalking and cases inappropriately closed. In the year to March 2022 a quarter of stalking reports were closed due to “evidential difficulties” where the suspect was identified and the victim supported action. Again, the super-complaint should be considered in full for detailed analysis. Data in the super-complaint at pages 9-10 demonstrate that the charge rate for stalking had dropped from 11% of cases reported to police in 2019/20 to 7% in 2020/21 and 5% in 2021/22. (We note that figures cited in the super-complaint are 5,948 stalking charges in year ending March 2022 whereas the Government baseline report provides a figure of 8,225 for 2022, which may be a calendar year).

---

368 Suzy Lamplugh Trust, National Stalking Helpline figures, 2019-2020.
371 Suzy Lamplugh Trust, ‘Super-complaint on the police response to stalking: Submitted by the Suzy Lamplugh Trust, on behalf of the National Stalking Consortium’, 2022. Available online: https://www.suzylamplugh.org/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=cf5de8b-958-4co0-9tc7-9ee6de3e9137
Whichever figure is used, this represents a very small proportion of the 118,411 reports of stalking to the police in the year ending March 2022. Overall, the problems identified with the policing and prosecution of stalking in 2017 persist five years later.

Delays and court backlogs

Another critical aspect of the UK’s obligations under Article 49 to ensure that judicial proceedings are carried out without delay is the current Crown Court backlog. This has been expanding at an unprecedented rate over recent years, and has not been addressed since the end of the pandemic. In September 2023, Ministry of Justice figures showed the highest backlog on record, with 64,709 cases. Rape Crisis England & Wales reported in July 2023 that there were 8,741 sexual offences in the Crown Court backlog, an increase of 29% from the same quarter the previous year. We refer to the report ‘Breaking Point’ published in March 2023 by Rape Crisis England & Wales which describes the re-traumatisation of rape and sexual abuse survivors as a result of the backlog, and provides a detailed analysis of the reasons behind it.

Legal practitioners and NGOs have been protesting the fact that chronic underfunding has brought the criminal court system to its knees, with highly damaging delays, for victims and defendants, a huge shortage of judges and lawyers, and spiralling numbers on remand overwhelming the prison system. We see the impact on survivors regularly, with trials adjourned for dates a year or even longer away (for example one case involving a serious sexual assault adjourned in October 2023 was re-listed for June 2025). For some survivors the result is that justice is never done. For example, in one recent case of childhood sexual abuse involving two sisters, a prosecution barrister could not be found despite numerous attempts up to three days after the start of the trial, resulting in the judge terminating the prosecution. In another childhood sexual abuse case which had taken seven years to reach trial, the case was adjourned for a year and the defendant died before the next trial date. Recent FOI data found that more than 300 outstanding crown court cases in England and Wales have been waiting four years or more for a conclusion, while 173 outstanding cases have not yet concluded after waiting six years.

Many survivors’ mental health is hugely impacted by waiting years for cases to come to trial, unable to progress their lives, whilst some decide that the price is too great and drop out of the process.

The UK Government has failed to put forward a plan that will address the continuing crisis in the criminal courts, caused by years of under-investment, and its target of bringing the backlog to 53,000 by March 2025, is in itself, not an acceptable level. The backlog is predicted to remain far above pre-pandemic levels for many years. As rape charging has increased, fresh cases are stuck in the backlog. Whilst pre-recorded evidence for victims-survivors under s.28 does assist, it does not mean that cases are resolved, and not all survivors want to take up this option, some preferring to give evidence in person, which may be more effective for communication with the jury.


374 Examples in this paragraph are cases dealt with by Centre for Women’s Justice.


376 Section 28 (s. 28) of the Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act 1999 (YJCEA) allows vulnerable and intimidated witnesses to video record their cross-examination before the trial.
Delays take place not only at the court stage, but also at the investigation stage, particularly in sexual offences. The Joint Inspection by the police and CPS inspectorates into the police and CPS response to rape (phase 1 published June 2021) highlighted delays and chronic lack of resources throughout the report, stating: “Unacceptable delay is a constant theme throughout this inspection. Previous reports have also highlighted the need to reduce excessive delays, so it is frustrating that so little progress has been made and delay remains one of the main problems.”

For migrant victims the right to provide oral testimony is being denied as they are on short-term visas, which are due to expire before the trial date. We have heard of criminal cases being discontinued because the main witness, the victim of abuse, is not able to participate in the trial. It is imperative that women victims can give evidence in Court to ensure that justice is served and perpetrators of violence are punished for their crimes.

Recommendations:

- A Home Secretary panel or board to oversee the criminal justice response to VAWG, ensuring that all police forces, PCCs, CPS and other agencies are held accountable for action, which involves the expertise of specialist VAWG services.
- The Home Office to require all police forces to commit dedicated funding to specialist units for domestic abuse and sexual offences at similar funding levels to other Strategic Policing Requirement areas, committing to reverse the declines and achieving continuous increases in prosecutions and prosecution rates for VAWG offences and to full implementation of the recommendations of the HMICFRS Final Inspection Report into the Police Response to VAWG published in September 2021.
- Ensure access to Specialist Domestic Abuse Court measures for all victims, particularly effectively clustering cases to ensure culturally-sensitive victim advocacy in court.
- Ensure fast-tracked, priority listing and guaranteed fixture of rape and sexual offences trials.
- Ensure availability of specialist sexual offence courts where all staff receive trauma-informed training and special measures as default.
- Commission independent research into who and who does not access the justice system, and the reasons for this.
- Make robust, in-depth training on VAWG - including coercive and controlling behaviour, economic abuse and the specific intersectional and the cultural contexts for Black and minoritised women - mandatory for the police, judges and other criminal justice agencies. This should be developed and delivered by specialist VAWG organisations, including by and for services, building on the College of Policing DA Matters programme which provides initial training on domestic abuse and coercive control and has been rolled out to most forces.
- Ensure greater gender, age and trauma-responsiveness throughout the justice system - from policing through prison and probation -

---

accounting for the ways in which experiences of VAWG and domestic abuse can drive offending.

**Article 50 - Immediate response, prevention and protection**

We have concerns about the adequacy of the immediate response by the police to VAWG in England and Wales. VAWG accounted for at least 15.8% of all recorded crime between 1 October 2023 and 31 March 22. The National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC) state that demand exceeding capacity is consistently raised as a concern across policing and that VAWG is a major contributor to this demand. In 2019 HMICFRS raised concerns that “the police are sometimes too slow in getting to domestic abuse incidents (...) we found delays in responding to cases in over a quarter of forces. In a small number, the delays are because the forces do not have enough officers available to attend.” This inspection of police forces’ response to domestic abuse also found that reassessments of a victim’s risk whilst they waited for the police to attend were not consistently taking place and they were therefore “concerned to find that delays were potentially putting victims of domestic abuse at serious risk of harm”.

HMICFRS have stated that following this 2019 inspection, police forces have made progress in the immediate police response to domestic abuse, however there remain outstanding concerns. ‘Demand management’ approaches, such as interviewing and risk assessing victims by video, have emerged as solutions but have not been consistently or nationally evaluated for their impact on victims. In their 2021 inspection of police forces’ response to VAWG, HMICFRS considered how long it took for officers to respond to reports of breaches of non-molestation and restraining orders and found that “in just over half of cases the police didn’t respond to the breach in under 24 hours of receiving the report.”

The delays to attending cases have inevitable consequences for effective investigation, evidence gathering, the use of police powers and implementation of safeguarding measures and protection orders in VAWG cases.

**Article 51 - Risk assessment**

The standard risk assessment tool in use by professionals in both statutory and voluntary sectors for domestic abuse is the Domestic Abuse, Stalking and Honour Based Violence (DASH) risk assessment checklist, which is made up of 27 questions where answers are counted, along with professional judgement, to arrive at a risk assessment of either standard, medium or high risk. Those assessed at high risk are referred to a Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC), made up of a range of professionals, with support from an Independent Domestic Violence Advocate (IDVA). We understand that the Home Office is shortly to commence a review of the operation of MARACs across the country.

---

Concerns have been raised that the existing approach - focusing on managing those assessed at ‘high risk’, in the context of reduced resources – was not designed to effectively meet the needs of all women experiencing domestic abuse – including needs relating to housing, finances and health. Rather, this approach was designed specifically to address the immediate safety of those at high risk of murder or serious harm, who needed a response tailored to that situation. Such concerns were highlighted in a finding from a 2013/14 study carried out by a domestic abuse service My Sister’s Place in Middlesbrough. Middlesbrough had a MARAC high rate (of over 50%) of repeat victims for a five-year period, despite multi-agency efforts to reduce this. This compared to a national average of around 35%. My Sister’s Place delivered needs-led - rather than risk-based - support to the women engaged in the MARAC. In the 45 cases included in the study, their approached delivered significantly greater positive outcomes for women and children in Middlesbrough than the MARAC process previously had. Around 110,000 cases are heard at MARAC each year. A larger scale study of how a needs-led approach would interact with MARAC and wider safeguarding approaches has not yet been conducted.

A College of Policing study in 2016 on the risk-based approach found that the DASH risk tool was not applied consistently at the frontline. Officers sometimes used discretion not to submit a form, specific questions were altered or omitted, and information was sometimes recorded in an inconsistent or incomplete way. Police officers and staff appeared to prioritise criminal offences and especially physical violence and injury at the current incident at both the initial and secondary stages of risk assessment. This led to the development of a new risk assessment tool, the Domestic Abuse Risk Assessment (DARA) by the College of Policing, which has been evaluated at increasing frontline officers identification of coercive and controlling behaviour. However, this hasn't yet been rolled out across the country.

Black and minoritised women’s organisations have noted that the DARA does not contain any triggers for frontline officers to identify potential so-called honour-based abuse (HBA), unlike the DASH. The DASH contains a question intended to elicit information about multiple perpetrators, as a way of identifying potential HBA which has been removed, and has not been replaced with any other avenue for exploring potential HBA.

An analysis of Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHRs) by Standing Together in 2016 found:

- A lack of understanding around the risks of non-physical coercive controlling behaviours has meant that some domestic abuse cases that were assessed as medium/standard risk remained below the radar of services and threshold for intervention.
- Inconsistencies in professionals’ use of the DASH, with practitioners across different services ‘weighting’ different parts of the risk assessment differently and this impacts problematically on their professional judgement of the risk posed to the victim.
- There were 17 cases where the DHR reports noted that risk assessment tools were used, all were assessed as standard risk apart from two cases where medium risk was graded.
- Risk identification, assessment and management is often one-sided and is almost exclusively used with survivors/victims. The presence of some of the risk factors, or their frequency/severity, may only be known by talking to a perpetrator directly.

---

Other studies have commented on limitations in the ways that risk assessment operates on service delivery. Domestic abuse services continue to state that there is no funding for support in the community where women are not assessed at ‘high risk’. In particular, it is concerning that PCC funding is often restricted for IDVAs, supporting those at high risk alone for a time-limited period. This results in major gaps in for those assessed at “medium and low risk” and restricts funding for women’s community based services that deliver early intervention and long term support.

An evaluation of two approaches to developing domestic abuse interventions in England found that the current risk-based service criteria is a barrier to accessing domestic abuse support, and concluded that reforming this would increase consistency of support for survivors and their families. It recommended that commissioners should look at reforming these criteria to reflect survivors’ lived experiences.

Recommendations:

- Review the effectiveness of current risk assessment for domestic abuse by statutory agencies, as part of the forthcoming Home Office review of MARACs
- Ensure that VAWG funding streams, at both national and local level, promote gendered, trauma-informed, needs- and risk-led, holistic, accessible, and wrap-around support services as the sustainable way of addressing intersecting needs and preventing repeat victimisation and exposure to further risk. This requires moving away from a focus on funding through criminal justice outcomes, valuing women’s healing, and long-term recovery more holistically and comprehensively, and ensuring women have a voice in the support they can access.

Article 52 – Emergency barring orders

Domestic Violence Protection Notices (DVPN) and Orders (DVPO) are available for the police to use in emergency situations, and these are due to be replaced in the future by Domestic Abuse Protection Notices and Orders (DAPN/O).

The powers therefore exist for the police to take prompt action to protect survivors, which can be used with or without the support of the survivor where officers perceive there to be a risk. However, in practice, the use of such orders is negligible, at only approximately 1% of domestic abuse offences. Concerns about the lack of use of these orders was raised in a police ‘super-complaint’ by Centre for Women’s Justice, which was submitted in March 2019. At that time the most recent figures showed that on average across England and Wales use of DVPOs was around 1% of domestic abuse crimes (not including domestic abuse incidents), whilst some forces were not using them at all. Evidence submitted with the super-complaint included a report from one domestic abuse service in the north of England which estimated that DVPOs were recommended in approximately 100 cases per month by the local MARAC (Multi-Agency Risk

386 Centre for Women’s Justice, ‘Centre for Women’s Justice Super-complaint: Police failure to use protective measures in cases involving violence against women and girls’, 2019. Available online: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c874e42164abf2e2f024747dd0e22857/1688990435842/Super-complaint%2Breport.FINAL.pdf
Assessment Conference) yet on average only three DVPO applications per month were made by the local police force.387

The super-complaint was investigated by HMICFRS and their outcome report in August 2021388 presented updated figures which showed use of orders remaining at 1%. The complaint was upheld and HMICFRS made recommendations to police forces to improve use of these orders, however follow-up from the super-complaint recommendations does not indicate that there has been any significant change. The last available figures for use of DVPOs from the Office of National Statistics for the year ending March 2022389 still shows a figure of around 1%, with 10,849 DVPOs applied for in England and Wales, and 910,980 domestic abuse related crimes recorded by the police.390 Figures show significant variability amongst police forces, with some applying for several hundred DVPOs, and some for fewer than 50 in a whole year.

This lack of progress in increasing the use of DVPOs is extremely disappointing given the wide-ranging recommendations in the super-complaint outcome report. The response from police forces was collated by the NPCC391 and did not contain any indications that clear actions were being taken, nor have policing oversight bodies indicated any assessment of what an appropriate level of use of these orders would be. It seems that limited resources and limited specialist knowledge amongst police officers are two significant causes of low use of these orders. Some forces make use of their legal department for applications, but in response to a recommendation (no.14) in the super-complaint outcome, every force said that it did not need to increase its resourcing for legal support, showing a lack of commitment to expand this work. A recommendation that all forces ensure that their officers understand the suite of protective measures (no.13) also did not elicit any clear commitments to ensure that there is training for all frontline officers on use of protective orders. Overall, the police response to the super-complaint recommendations does not indicate that fresh action has been taken, as opposed to merely repeating the work that forces already do, which the super-complaint found to be inadequate. If the level of use of these orders remains at around 1%, the fact that the new DAPN/Os have greater powers attached to them will be of only limited relevance.

A further concern arises about enforcement of breaches of DVPOs. A breach is not a criminal offence, but it does amount to a contempt of court, so that the perpetrator who has breached can be brought before the Magistrates Court and potentially receive a period of imprisonment of up to two months. We are aware of one police force that routinely enforces breaches of DVPOs in this way, but many other forces do not. When no action is taken if orders are breached, survivors feel that the orders have no value, and can be ignored with impunity. (We note that the Government’s baseline report does not even refer to enforcement through contempt of court at Question C2 e. and f.) DVPOs are likely to be in use for several more years, as the pilot for DAPOs will not start until 2024, and likely to last for two years.

Finally, we note that the Government’s baseline report states that legal aid is available for victims of domestic abuse seeking DVPNs and DVPOs. This is incorrect, as such applications

---

391 A copy of the NPCC response and the reply from Centre for Women’s Justice can be provided on request.
are made by the police, and not by victims themselves, and legal aid is not relevant to these applications.

Recommendations:

- Significant investment of resourcing, including police legal resource, officer training and specialist units, to ensure that all forces use protective orders as a matter of routine and enforce breaches of DVPOs through the Magistrates Courts.
- National policing bodies to conduct research on the appropriate level of use of such orders, which indicates routine use for all survivors who would benefit, to enable benchmarking and monitoring.

Article 53 – Restraining or protection orders

Non-molestation orders (NMOs) are the main protection orders available to victims, and are applied for in the Family Court. In relation to Article 53(3) there are significant concerns about failure to ensure that breaches are subject to effective legal sanctions.

A breach of a non-molestation order is a criminal offence, however many domestic abuse support services report that, in practice, robust action is often not taken by the police when breaches are reported. There is a concern that breaches are trivialised by police officers, who focus only on the latest event, which may seem relatively minor in itself, but without understanding the history of abuse that led to the order being granted. When breaches are not acted on survivors stop reporting them and feel that such orders are ‘not worth the paper they are written on’ leaving them feeling unprotected. This issue was raised within the police super-complaint made by Centre for Women’s Justice about use of protective orders, and the outcome report by HMICFRS[393] made a recommendation (no.10) that the National Police Chief’s Council (NPCC) should consider data on the number of reported breaches of NMOs and provide a report to HMICFRS on national guidance and actions required as a result. The NPCC response entirely failed to address this, referring to data on the number of prosecutions for breaches of NMOs, rather than the number of reports of breaches. The NPCC response notes that the number is relatively small, but attributes this to under-reporting or issues with data collection. The response simply fails to engage with the issue of the number of reports, disparity between this and the number of prosecutions, and no report on guidance and actions has been produced.[394] There simply has not been any action taken to address this issue.

A further recommendation in the super-complaint outcome report related to communication between the Family Court and the police when a NMO is granted, so that this emergency order can be swiftly recorded on police electronic systems. If breaches are reported, police will not take action unless they have evidence that an order is in place, and has been served on the respondent. Therefore an emergency order is not effective if police are not aware of its

---

[392] Centre for Women’s Justice, ‘Centre for Women’s Justice Super-complaint: Police failure to use protective measures in cases involving violence against women and girls’, 2019. Available online: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c87e421/64abf2e2f024747bd0e22857/1688980435842/Super-complaint%2Breport.FINAL.pdf.
[394] A copy of the NPCC response and the reply from Centre for Women’s Justice are provided separately.
existence and its terms. This lack of effective recording of NMOs on police systems has arisen in a number of domestic homicides.

In 2016, a Domestic Homicide Review (DHR) made a recommendation in a case known as Newham ZA, in which a woman was murdered by her partner whilst her children were in the house, following a litany of failures by police to take action on her reports, where the existence of a NMO was not placed onto police systems or identified by officers. The DHR recommended that the Home Office and Ministry of Justice implement a system whereby NMOs are placed directly onto police systems.

A similar recommendation was made in 2021 by a Coroner following an inquest in another domestic homicide, the murder of Emma Day whilst collecting her children from school. Another inquest concluded in 2022, into the murder of Raneem Ouodeh and her mother Khaola Saleem by Raneem’s husband. Raneem had obtained a NMO but ten days later it had still not been recorded on police systems when she rang 999 to report that the perpetrator had approached her in a public place and slapped her. The police could not arrest him for a breach without seeing the NMO, and made an arrangement to see Raneem the next day, but later that night she and her mother were stabbed to death outside her mother’s house. The importance of establishing an effective national system for electronic communication of orders to the police is all too clear.

In August 2021 the super-complaint outcome made a recommendation (no.6) that the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) and the Home Office should review the mechanism for informing the police of NMOs and propose remedies for improvement. A number of NGOs, and the Domestic Abuse Commissioner, received a commitment from the MoJ at a meeting in September 2022, that action would be taken to cease reliance on emails for communication of NMOs to the police, and install a direct electronic link. This would follow the creation of a new electronic case management system in the Family Courts, which is currently underway. However to date, by late 2023, we are still not seeing any concrete progress on plans to introduce electronic communication of NMOs as part of this new system.

Stalking Protection Orders (SPOs) have been available since January 2020, but so far their use by the police has been extremely low and victims report that officers are unaware of them, or refuse to make applications. The police super-complaint by the Suzy Lamplugh Trust submitted in late 2022 describes the first published figures for use of SPOs as a “drop in the ocean” after a Government review published in February 2022 showed that in the year to January 2021 only 431 interim and full SPOs were granted (many interim and full orders relate to the same case so the number of victims assisted is significantly lower) whilst 98,534 reports of stalking were made to the police, equating to only 0.5% of stalking crimes. There was very little increase the following year February to December 2021, with only 232 SPOs and 308 interim SPOs issued.

---

399 Further details on this can be provided by the Centre for Women’s Justice.
400 Most interim orders are followed by full orders, so many of these orders will relate to the same case.
in the whole of England and Wales. Half of stalking advocates on the National Stalking Helpline reported in the super-complaint that police officers were hardly ever or never aware of, or considered, an SPO before being prompted by an advocate. There is a long way to go before SPOs are put to use effectively to combat stalking behaviours across the country.

The Suzy Lamplugh super-complaint also raised a concern that arises across breaches of all protection orders and bail conditions, which is a failure by the police to treat repeat breaches as a fresh offence of harassment or stalking. This is a widespread failure to use the criminal law to ensure that protection orders have teeth and provide meaningful protection. For example, the HMICFRS report into the policing of VAWG published in 2021 found in case file reviews that of 83 breaches of orders, in 52 there should have been an additional charge of harassment, stalking or controlling or coercive behaviour.

Forced Marriage Protection Orders are available, but there have been problems around their use, in particular the Forced Marriage Unit (FMU, which is part of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office) has been criticised for not making applications itself, and instead requiring the police to make applications on their behalf. This approach was criticised by Mr Justice Holman in 2019 in Metropolitan Police Service v Bile and Hassan as creating serious procedural problems. The FMU however is still not making its own applications for orders.

Recommendations:

- The number of reported breaches of NMOs, as compared to the number of breaches prosecuted, should be collated by the National Police Chiefs Council, and subject to monitoring by police forces, alongside wider training and resourcing of use of protection orders in VAWG cases
- The Family Courts electronic systems to establish an electronic link to provide early notification of NMOs direct to police systems, with consent of NMO applicants
- Forces promote and monitor the use of SPOs and the use of harassment and stalking charges in cases of repeat breaches of bail conditions and protection orders to ensure routine use of these powers
- The Forced Marriage Unit to commit to making its own applications for Forced Marriage Protection Orders

Article 54 - Investigations and evidence

The specialist VAWG sector has voiced significant and on-going concerns pertaining to the admission of victims and survivors’ sexual behaviour evidence (SBE) within the trial process. Sexual history evidence has been subject of the on-going Law Commission inquiry, which is considering proposals for reform of that way that evidence is used in sexual offence prosecutions.

Sexual behaviour evidence relating to a complainant’s sexual history is very rarely relevant to a case. Reliance on misogynistic and moralistic arguments are the basis for using this supposed evidence, which can be extremely damaging and having the aim and effect of prejudicing the trial. The admittance of SBE contributes to the continuation of rape myths and stereotypes, as SBE is used to reinforce myths and stereotypes, and ultimately to misrepresent a survivor as lacking in credibility, or as a liar. Cross-examination on sexual history at trial present a major barrier to women accessing the justice system, as survivors have expressed that they frequently feel as though they are subjected to a further victimisation during the trial process.

Furthermore, despite clear restrictions on the use of previous sexual history evidence in sexual offence trials, there remain legitimate fears around the ways that defence advocates manage to get this admitted sometimes indirectly. Rape crisis workers have concerns that although there is a formal complaints process that could be used when sexual history evidence has been mishandled, this places the onus on survivors to address such systemic issues after the point of harm. This strengthens the argument for access to independent legal advice, which will ensure decision making is lawful, and if it is not this will be easier to challenge. It would also be beneficial in this regard to require judges to provide decisions in writing to enable organisations to better advocate for survivors when needed.

SBE must be heavily restricted in order to ensure victims and survivors feel able to access the criminal justice system. It would also be beneficial in this regard to require judges to provide decisions in writing to improve transparency and scrutiny of the decision-making process. Only with a very high threshold for admission, as well as the provision of independent legal advice and representation, can the current issues with the misuse of SBE be resolved.

**Article 55 (1) – investigation and prosecution shall not be wholly dependant on a report or complaint filed by a victim**

Where a victim-survivor declines to support a prosecution, the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) should, according to their policy, consider the possibility of an ‘evidence-led prosecution’ that can proceed without testimony from the victim-survivor. However, a joint inspection by the police and CPS inspectorates in 2020 into such prosecutions was critical of how this was implemented in practice. They found that there were no police or CPS systems to flag such cases; no mechanisms in place to measure the effectiveness of such prosecutions; and that prosecutors could do more to develop cases, which would allow them to proceed on an evidence-led basis.

---


Article 56 – measures of protection

There are concerns around persistent breaches of the Victim’s Code,\textsuperscript{407} which the Government has failed to address such as:

- Being told by the police that there is insufficient evidence to prosecute their abuser without being given any further reasons or explanation for the decision not to prosecute including pro forma letters being used to notify victims of outcomes
- Not being informed until many months after a decision not to prosecute has been taken
- Not being informed of the circumstances of the abuser’s release
- Not being informed when their abuser is released from prison following the end of their sentence

(b) ensuring victims are informed when the perpetrator is released

Arrangements currently exist for victims to be informed of a perpetrator’s release from prison or hospital by a Victim Liaison Officer, only in cases where the perpetrator receives a custodial sentence of 12 months or over. However, for sentences of under 12 months victims and survivors have no right or mechanism for communication of this information to them, which includes a great many domestic violence and abuse cases. This means that they are often surprised by a perpetrator re-appearing, and in some cases putting them at risk, without an opportunity to make decisions about their safety in advance of release. This 12-month sentence limit is arbitrary and does not reflect victims’ needs. It is based on the Victim Contact Scheme which is part of the Victims’ Code:

\textit{The Victim Contact Scheme}

11.1 If you are the victim or a bereaved family relative and the offender was convicted of a specified violent or sexual offence, and \textbf{sentenced to 12 months or more in prison} (or detained in a hospital for treatment under the Mental Health Act 1983 with or without a restriction order), you have the Right to be automatically referred within 10 working days of sentencing to the National Probation Service Victim Contact Scheme and be \textbf{assigned a Victim Liaison Officer}. The Victim Liaison Officer will contact you within 20 working days of the referral.

Para 11.3 of the Victim’s Code: The Victim Liaison Officer will tell you:

- when an offender in prison becomes eligible to be considered for transfer to open conditions
- if a prisoner moves to open conditions
- when an offender is being considered for release or for conditional discharge;
- when the offender is released, or discharged from hospital, and if they are recalled to prison or hospital;
- if the offender escapes or absconds from custody

\textbf{g) ensuring that contact between victims and perpetrators within court and law enforcement agency premises is avoided where possible;}

There are currently no arrangements in place in the vast majority of criminal courts to ensure a separation to prevent contact between victims and perpetrators, such as separate entrances and exits. A pilot announced in 2022 of specialist rape courts in three courts in England was

said to include separate entrances and exits, but it is not known whether this has been implemented.

(h) providing victims with independent and competent interpreters when victims are parties to proceedings or when they are supplying evidence:

We note that the Istanbul Convention Explanatory Report states that the provision of interpreters is ‘an essential measure for access to justice’ (paragraph 291), and that the duty to provide an independent and competent interpreter arises at all stages of the proceedings, including during investigations (paragraph 291).

The Convention’s requirements for state authorities, particularly the police, to provide interpreters is not met by the provisions of the Victim’s Code and in practice, particularly when victims first make contact with the police. Friends and family members, including children, are sometimes used as interpreters. This initial contact and on-going communication can have a critical effect on investigations. We give two examples from domestic homicides analysed in a recent report published by Imkaan and Centre for Women’s Justice:

- In a Domestic Homicide Review known as L (Birmingham), the deceased was killed by her husband four months after making an emergency 999 call to the police. L rang 999 and asked for an interpreter. She told the call handler that she was separated from her husband who was on a visit to Bangladesh and he had told her he would kill her if she separated from him. At the police call centre a request was made over police radio for a Bengali speaking officer to make contact but there was no response. A sergeant spoke to her in English, obtained some background facts and suggested that a friend could interpret for her the next day and that L should get in touch then. The police did not act as if they had a legal duty to arrange a professional interpreter, in a situation where a person is reporting a potential risk to her life. L did not contact the police again before her death.

- Aliny Godinho was killed by her husband whilst collecting their children from school. At the inquest into her death the Coroner concluded that two key officers had failed to follow police procedures to protect her because they took the view that it was a ‘weak case’, completely disregarding the indicators of high risk and Aliny’s account that she was terrified that her husband was going to kill her. The Coroner found that a relevant factor was that Aliny’s lack of English meant that her account was taken less seriously than that of her husband who spoke good English, and officers accepted his narrative over hers. The officers never spoke to Aliny directly, but only received information second-hand via a friend of Aliny’s who called on her behalf.

Please also see evidence of other communication barriers faced by survivors noted in Chapter One and Chapter Four, and the joint VAWG sector report – ‘Listen to us! Communication barriers: how statutory bodies are failing Black, minoritised, migrant, Deaf and disabled women and girls.’

The Victim’s Code states at Right 1.3:

408 Imkaan and Centre for Women’s Justice, ‘Life or Death: Preventing Domestic Homicides and Suicides of Black and Minoritised Women’, 2023. Available online: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5aa98420f2e6b1ba0c874e42/t/65569ddd55be306e7da5c5/1700149727418/Life+or+Death+Report+-+Nov+2023.pdf.

‘If you have difficulty understanding or speaking English, you have the right to use an interpreter to help you understand, when:

- reporting a criminal offence;
- being interviewed by the police; and
- giving evidence as a witness.’

The Victim’s Code therefore includes the right to use an interpreter but not the right to require the police to arrange an interpreter. Therefore, it can be fulfilled by the survivor arranging her own interpreter, or a non-professional person interpreting. Footnote 20 similarly states that “You have the Right to report the crime in a language you understand or with the necessary linguistic assistance if you do not speak English” in abstract terms without specifying a duty on the police or other statutory body to supply the interpreter, such as one of the available telephone interpreting services. There is nothing in the Victim’s Code that requires a professional interpreter to be used, as opposed to any person who speaks a particular language, or to ensure that friends and family, and even children, are not used as interpreters.

Use of family members, especially children, and also friends and neighbours, is wholly inappropriate in VAWG cases. Reporting such offences means disclosing intimate abuse which is highly sensitive, and sometimes seen/felt by survivors as embarrassing, humiliating and shameful. Women should not be put in a position of having to disclose in front of other people they know well, and the presence of others who are personally involved can inhibit or distort an account, and potential increase risk. For example, the woman may not want to expose the child to full knowledge of the abuse, or the person interpreting may have their own opinion of the perpetrator which may colour the way they explain things when they interpret.

A further problem with the Victim’s Code provisions regarding interpreters is that there is no right for survivors of VAWG to request a female interpreter. This contrasts with the right under the Victim’s Code (Right 2.8) for a survivor to request a female interviewing officer, a request the police should usually meet in domestic abuse, sexual violence and other gender-based violence cases. For a Black or minoritised woman to disclose abuse to a male interpreter from her own community can create a greater, more insurmountable barrier than for a white woman to disclose abuse to a white male officer. She may feel judged by him, that her disclosures will shame her in his eyes, and/or simply feel unable to bring herself to say the words she needs to convey to the interviewer. For migrant women to have the same and equal access to safety as other members of society, that right must include a right to require a female interpreter, otherwise many women simply cannot avail themselves of the protection of the criminal law.

Access to female interpreters wherever practicable is not an impossibly onerous requirement. Interpreting services for criminal justice agencies are provided via approved provider companies and a sufficiently large pool of female interpreters can be created. The right to a choice of gender of an interpreter where operationally possible is underpinned by Article 49 which requires a ‘gendered understanding’ in criminal investigations which ‘recognises the gendered dynamics, impact and consequences’ of violence against women’ and noted in paragraph 115 of the Convention’s Explanatory Report.

Case study provided by the Latin American Women’s Rights Service

Laura has a very high-risk case of domestic abuse. Her perpetrator is her husband and the father of her children. Laura and the perpetrator married in Latin America in 2014, and a few months later, they moved to the UK. Laura suffered different forms of domestic abuse: sexual
exploitation, emotional, financial, physical, verbal and tech abuse, as well as coercive control and manipulative behaviour. The perpetrator also physically abuses their children by pushing and strangulation and threatens to throw them out in the street, leaving them homeless. The perpetrator works as a system engineer; he created an app to control Laura, an app that permits him to have access to all her passwords and notifies him if she tries to change them. He isolates her from the outside world, restricting her access to the internet on the street and does not provide her with any money, sometimes, he deposits the exact quantity that she needs, i.e. £3 for the bus, so she cannot leave the house. As a result of the psychological abuse, Laura was afraid of losing her children if the police and social services were involved. When Laura did call the police after the perpetrator physically assaulted one of their children, the police arrested him but then realised him and told Laura it was because he pays the rent.

Whilst the perpetrator was in prison for the second time, Laura and her caseworker from LAWRS tried communicating with the officer in charge to find out the details of the bail conditions as there was a possibility that it could be extended. The perpetrator is a very controlling individual; exerting high levels of abuse. It was in the best interest of Laura and children to be protected and to remain safe in their home. Laura’s caseworker contacted the officer in charge multiple times and never received a response. As a result Laura and her children were forced to flee their home on the same day the perpetrators bail conditions ended. The officer in charge instead suggested that he would charge Laura with animal cruelty for leaving their fish and hamster in the house on the day that they fled domestic abuse. The officer in charge did not respond to the caseworker until after the original bail condition date had already passed and was informed that there was no need for Laura to leave the house as the bail conditions had been extended.

Recommendations

- Extend the rights in the Victims Contact Scheme to include cases with sentences of under 12 months in all domestic abuse cases
- Establish arrangements for separation at court premises between the parties for VAWG cases
- Require police forces to obtain professional interpreters when requested by victims and survivors, including all emergency calls, and amend the Victims’ Code to clarify this duty
- Amend the Victim’s Code to include a right to an interpreter of a specified gender, similar to the right in relation to the interviewing officer
- Establish an immigration route to enable victims of sexual abuse and rape and other forms of VAWG to give evidence at the hearing of the perpetrator in person if they so desire. Alternatively, for women who do not wish to remain in the UK or are unable to remain in the UK, facilitate the giving of evidence remotely.

Article 57 – Legal Aid

Family law

The Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 (LASPO) made significant changes to access to legal aid for survivors of domestic abuse in England Wales. Now, in private law cases which involve child contact cases and applications for protection orders,
survivors must provide evidence of abuse they experienced to access legal aid. They must also undergo a means test. As a result, LAPSO has led to a growing number of perpetrators and survivors trying to resolve complex and disputed child arrangement cases without legal advice or representation, which survivors report is traumatic, stressful and overwhelming.\textsuperscript{410}

Survivors of domestic abuse face many barriers when it comes to accessing legal aid, including not being able to provide acceptable forms of evidence of abuse, like letters from a professional. Control by a perpetrator, fear, shame or previous negative experiences can all stop survivors from reporting abuse and being able to provide evidence of their experience. Survivors might also not meet the means test, falling in the gap between qualifying for legal aid and having the money to hire a lawyer, which means they must represent themselves in court. For survivors who do not speak English as a first language, this can be particularly difficult and intimidating.

Even where survivors are eligible for legal aid, they can have problems finding a legal aid lawyer to represent them. Because of cuts to legal aid by LASPO, many law firms have stopped taking on legal aid work, resulting in a limited supply of experienced lawyers with the knowledge to represent survivors effectively in the family courts.

Furthermore, the means test for legal aid continues to harm survivors. As research published by Surviving Economic Abuse in 2021\textsuperscript{411} showed, the legal aid system in England and Wales is failing survivors of domestic abuse and needs urgent reform. The research found that the means test is preventing survivors from accessing legal aid when they need it most, with more of the survivors who participated in the research having to self-represent in legal proceedings (33%) than were able to access legal aid (20%).

Earlier this year, the Government published its response to the Legal Aid Means Test Review Consultation.\textsuperscript{412} Changes relevant to survivors included:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Raising the civil legal aid income thresholds so that more people are eligible for legal aid.
  \item Introducing provisions to identify inaccessible capital and remove it from the means test, ensuring that e.g. assets in the survivor’s name which are not available due to economic abuse are not taken into account in the capital means test.
\end{itemize}

The Government stated: 'We will also continue to give further thought to how means testing processes for legal aid can be delivered in a manner which ensures support for victims of domestic abuse. We will publish an update on this policy area within the next six months.’ This was in May 2023 and there has been no update yet.”

Whilst these changes are welcome, they do not go nearly far enough. For instance, by the time the updated income thresholds are implemented, they will already be out of step with the cost of living due to the ongoing rate of inflation – as they are based on 2019/2020 figures.


We believe that legal aid should be made available to all survivors of domestic abuse, with no means test. This is in line with the recommendations of Harm Panel,\textsuperscript{413} an expert review set up by MoJ to consider how the family courts respond to domestic abuse. The Harm Panel concluded that legal aid should be made available without restriction to both alleged perpetrators and survivors of domestic abuse, in the best interests of the child. This would help ensure that allegations of domestic abuse can be properly investigated, and survivors and their children are properly protected by the family court.

**Housing law**

Whilst certain areas of housing law advice were preserved by LASPO, in particular on homelessness provisions, which are highly relevant to victims and survivors of domestic abuse seeking emergency accommodation, access to such advice is extremely limited in many parts of the country. This is because ‘advice deserts’ have developed as a result of chronic underfunding of the legal aid scheme, so that increasing numbers of solicitors have pulled out of legal aid work, which is no longer profitable, leaving very limited numbers of providers. The Law Society states that:\textsuperscript{414}

> Access to legal aid and early advice can be the difference between a safe home and homelessness. However, many people across the country on low incomes and facing serious housing situations – sometimes on the cusp of eviction – are struggling to get the local face-to-face advice they’re legally entitled to.

[They] analysed data from the Legal Aid Agency directory of providers (March 2023) and the Office of National Statistics (2022) and found that in England and Wales:

- 42% of the population of England and Wales do not have a housing legal aid provider in their local authority area, a figure that has grown by around 5% since 2019
- only 33% of the population have access to more than one provider in their local authority area.

An article in Inside Housing from November 2022 states that more than half of all local authorities in England have housing ‘advice deserts’, with 12.5 million people without access to this service.\textsuperscript{415} The legal company LexisNexis carried out research on ‘legal aid deserts’ in housing, family and criminal law showing their geographical locations, particularly outside the major towns and cities.\textsuperscript{416}

We are aware that some Independent Domestic Violence Advocates (IDVAs) supporting survivors who are refused accommodation by local authorities are unable to find a housing solicitor in their area to take up legal challenges. Local authorities often back down following a threat of legal challenge from a lawyer, initially rejecting homelessness applications within a pattern of so-called ‘gatekeeping’ due to housing and funding shortages. However when no lawyers are available to present or carry out legal challenges, local authority housing departments can act with impunity and turn survivors away unlawfully.


For gaps on legal aid for migrant women, please see Chapter Seven.

Recommendations:

- Improve legal aid funding to levels that can sustain a sufficient national base of legal aid providers to meet need in all areas of the country, with a commitment to eliminate advice deserts.
- Family law legal aid in private law cases involving domestic abuse to be available to all parties, without a means test, in the best interests of the child.
Chapter Seven: Migration and asylum

Article 59 – Residence Status

The impact of the No Recourse to Public Funds policy on victims of VAWG

The main barrier to accessing support and accommodation are the multi-faceted hostile environment policies, the most damaging of which is the No Recourse to Public Funds condition. The NRPF policy is routinely imposed on a person’s grant of leave with very few exceptions. The impact of this policy on migrant women fleeing VAWG is their inability to access the safety net of the welfare state and, as a consequence, be denied safe accommodation such as a refuge – the housing costs of which are met through welfare benefits. The Domestic Violence Indefinite Leave to Remain (DVILR) Rule and Destitute Domestic Violence Concession (DDVC), which provide a solution to this barrier, are currently only accessible for some victims of domestic abuse, as the following paragraphs illustrate.

The NRPF policy has also had a knock-on effect for statutory services. Women who are fleeing VAWG with their children often have to seek assistance from children’s social services, who have an obligation to provide support to children in need under section 17 of the Children’s Act 1989. Families are being denied support in breach of the local authority’s obligations because statutory services have become increasingly overstretched due to austerity measures since the NRPF policy was introduced. In our experience, women victims of VAWG are often told that:

- only their children can be supported and/or put into care;
- their children can go and live with the perpetrator, and the woman can fend for herself threatened with immigration enforcement A one-way travel ticket can be purchased at local authority expense for her and/or her children to return to her country of nationality or origin.

These policies have only succeeded in reinforcing power imbalances in the context of an abusive relationship, giving perpetrators the necessary tools to abuse women with impunity and presenting multiple barriers for migrant women to access the necessary support and protection.

Case study provided by Southall Black Sisters (SBS)

Ana* met her partner in 2011 in Mozambique and gave birth to her son in 2017. She was disowned by her family for becoming pregnant outside of marriage. Her partner had settled status in the UK and so persuaded Ana to join him. He also promised to regularise their stay in the UK. Ana arrived in London with their child in September 2018 on a student visa - which expires at the end of 2020 - and began her studies at a university. Their son arrived on a visitor visa, which expired a few months after their arrival. Ana’s partner began another relationship and told her that he had no intention of regularising their child’s immigration status. As Ana was financially dependent on her partner, she could not afford to challenge or leave him. Ana’s partner became increasingly controlling and was sexually and physically violent towards her. He often assaulted her so severely that he left scars on her face. Ana felt

---

Unable to report her partner for a long time because he told her that their son would be taken away because his visa had expired. Ana was unable to turn to her family, who told her that they wanted nothing more to do with her. Eventually, Ana and her son were thrown out of the marital home by her partner. On this occasion, Ana called the police and her partner was arrested and given a caution. However, he later returned to the house and threatened her until she left. Having nowhere to go, Ana turned to her local authority for help with accommodation. She and her son were provided with temporary accommodation, but for less than a month. They were told that after 28 days, their support with accommodation was going to be withdrawn. Ana was advised that her only option was to either give her son to her partner or to return to Mozambique, both of which were unrealistic and extremely risky options for Ana to take. SBS has been supporting Ana since April 2019. We have assisted her with her complex immigration matters which are taking a considerable length of time to resolve. In the meantime, in a context where her local authority is regularly threatening to withdraw support, we have found ourselves constantly threatening legal action as Ana and her child remain vulnerable and in need.

The DDVC and DVILR

Destitution Domestic Violence Concession (DDVC)
This concession has been in force since 2012 and has provided a lifeline to some migrant women fleeing an abusive relationship, enabling access to public funds for three months which is necessary to fund financial support and refuge spaces. However, the DDVC is only available to a select few migrants whose perpetrator partners are British, settled, or refugees. The DDVC operates as an effective emergency escape because it is connected to a category under the immigration rules (the DVILR - see below) that allows victims of domestic violence to obtain indefinite leave to remain in the UK if their relationship has broken down as a result of domestic abuse.

Domestic Violence Indefinite Leave to Remain (DVILR) Rule
The DVILR is a route to settlement for victims of VAWG and is again limited to migrants whose partners are British, settled, refugees, have limited leave under appendix EU or are members of HM armed forces. The DVILR is inserted in Appendix F/M of the immigration rules. The provisions relating to partners of HM armed forces are contained in appendix armed forces of the rules. A person granted the DDVC would be expected to apply for settlement under the DVILR within the three months validity period of the concession.

Both the DDVC and the DVILR are inaccessible for the majority of migrant women experiencing domestic abuse. In particular, migrant women whose status is dependent on the perpetrator under other immigration routes do not benefit from the DDVC or the DVILR, and neither are those women who have permission to be in the UK, in their own right, independently of the perpetrator. The DDVC and the DVILR are also not accessible to undocumented women.

---

Gaps in protection from the DDVC and DVILR

In 2020, the UK government set out its position regarding victims of VAWG and their justification for gaps in protection in its *Migrant Victims’ of Domestic Abuse Review Findings*[^422]. They said that the DVILR route was to protect migrant victims who had a ‘reasonable expectation of settlement’ in the UK. This was factually incorrect as their other categories under the immigration rules can lead to settlement. Many victims of abuse may have entered the UK with a reasonable expectation of settlement or formed this view after building a life in the UK. Many VAWG organisations responded to the Home Office Review findings including Rights of Women[^423], Southall Black Sisters (SBS) and the Latin American Women’s Rights Service.[^424] VAWG organisations disagreed with the UK Home Office, submitting that all women victims of VAWG deserve to be protected, access support and live free from violence regardless of whether they have a ‘reasonable expectation of settlement’.

The Government, in their Migrant Review document[^425], justified their lack of protection for victims of VAWG who enter as visitors or on other short-term routes. However, they have failed to recognise that perpetrators of abuse often control their partner’s immigration applications, deliberately applying under short-term visa categories for the purposes of exerting long-term control over their victim partners. There is a lack of awareness of the gendered nature of VAWG and that many women may have entered the UK under duress or been trafficked into the UK.

Groups that remain unprotected by the DVILR and DDVC

1. Women who have been granted temporary leave/permission based on their family relationship with their perpetrator sponsor include:
   a. fiancés under Appendix FM as fiancé of British citizen;
   b. dependents of a points based system (PBS) migrant under Part 8 of the immigration rules when their PBS sponsor has already obtained indefinite leave or British citizenship;
   c. dependents of a skilled worker who has limited leave;
   d. dependents of a person with humanitarian protection.

2. Women who have been granted temporary leave/permission in their own right:
   a. as students;
   b. as skilled workers;
   c. as visitors.

3. Women who have been granted permission in their own right but also have a family relationship with the perpetrator who is resident in the UK, including:
   a. a visitor who is the wife of a British citizen;
   b. a student who formed a durable partnership with a settled person.


4. Women who have irregular status, including those who entered the UK with permission or a visa and no longer have permission to stay in the UK, or women who entered the UK illegally and have remained in the UK without permission.

Victims with permission to be in the UK may not be able to meet the conditions of their visa or leave due to trauma and they should have the option of being able to apply for the prohibition on accessing public funds to be lifted, on the grounds that they have suffered VAWG. VAWG does not just happen to migrants in certain visa categories. It can happen to all migrants, and the government’s response to it must address all their circumstances, even if this means developing new policy or legislative solutions. Our recommendations ensure that all migrant victim’s immigration status is not tied to the perpetrator and they can access housing assistance, financial support and legal advice to escape and make informed choices about their future.

The UK Government’s response to GREVIO \(^{426}\) refers to the current ‘Support for Migrant Victims Pilot’ (SMV) as a solution to address gaps in support and accommodation to women without recourse to public funds. The SMV, although a lifeline to vulnerable victims, only addresses the problem of access to housing assistance and financial support for a period of 12 weeks, which is insufficient. The scheme does not address the lack of avenues available for victims of VAWG to regularise their immigration status. SBS, which leads the SMV partnership pilot, have reported that migrant victims are denied safety if they are denied legal status in the UK. Indeed, two evaluations of the pilot have shown that the funds paid to victims are insufficient and that the right to support and settlement would significantly improve outcomes for victims of abuse. \(^{427}\)

It is imperative that all victims of VAWG are able to regularise their status independently of the perpetrator and be given access to public funds and legal advice. This solution is supported by the Domestic Abuse Commissioner for England and Wales. \(^{428}\) The following recommendation would meet our obligations under article 59 (1) and (2):

**Recommendations:**
- Expand the scope of the DDVC and DVILR to all migrant victims of domestic abuse.

In order for the UK to meet its obligations under article 59 (3) consideration could be given to a new immigration route. This would be valuable for victims who are cooperating with an investigation or participating in criminal proceedings.

**Recommendations:**
- Temporary status on a renewable basis where their stay in the UK is necessary owing to their personal situation, an example could be where a victim is a key witness in criminal proceedings, see comments in relation to article 56.
- Status should be granted with no prohibition on accessing public funds with the option to apply for ILR after five years.

---


Consideration should be given to the need for bridging support whilst a person is making and awaiting the outcome of an immigration application.

Case study provided by the Latin American Women’s Rights Service (LAWRS)

Gabriela* met her perpetrator in 2022; a couple of months later, she became pregnant. Gabriela suffered economic, emotional and verbal abuse as well as controlling coercive behaviour. When she became pregnant, the abuse escalated. The perpetrator would verbally insult her, threaten to kill her and use physical violence, such as breaking the furniture and other objects around their home, to threaten and intimidate Gabriela. Due to her immigration status, he would threaten Gabriela with destitution and homelessness, knowing she had nowhere else to go. When LAWRS became aware of Gabriela's situation, she was in hospital eight months pregnant, homeless, undocumented and NRPF. Gabriela could not go back home due to the domestic abuse. The hospital wanted to discharge her, but social services didn’t want to take responsibility and find accommodation for her; instead, she was advised to return home where the perpetrator lived despite Gabriela's case being high risk. Eventually, Gabriela was provided accommodation under section 17 of the Children Act 1989. However, she wasn't provided with any subsistence. When her caseworker advocated for her to social services, she was told Gabriela could use her personal account until her NRPF assessment came through. However, as a survivor of economic abuse, Gabriela had only £30 to rely on for her food, transport and other basic provisions. Gabriela was heavily pregnant, undocumented and had no other means to support herself and her unborn child; eventually, she was left with £3 in her bank account before finally receiving subsistence. Throughout the process, social services put Gabriela’s immigration status before her safety and the wellbeing of her unborn child.

Case study provided by the Latin American Women’s Rights Service (LAWRS)

Teresa* is from Latin America. She arrived in the UK in 2022 on a student visa. After a few months of arriving, she met her perpetrator and soon became pregnant and moved in with him and his mother. She suffered from physical and emotional abuse. Whilst pregnant, the abuse did not stop. The perpetrator punched, strangled and dragged Teresa around the house. She tried to call the police, but the perpetrator took her phone, leaving her vulnerable to access any form of help. The perpetrator was extremely controlling and manipulative. He kept hold of her belongings, including her passport and keys and controlled her use of her mobile phone. In one of the attacks, the perpetrator caused Teresa to bleed. She feared losing her unborn child. Teresa went to the hospital, and there she made a domestic abuse disclosure to the midwife. Teresa has no family in the UK. She became undocumented with no right to work or to public funds. The perpetrator has threatened Teresa with deportation, destitution as well as keeping their child. Teresa is afraid of her situation and fears further violent, vicious attacks. Although Teresa has some support from the perpetrators’ mother, the abuse has continued and escalated. The perpetrator has threatened to kill her. Due to her immigration status and lack of recourse to public funds, she has very few options. Teresa feels trapped, like a prisoner. She is afraid of deportation and having her child taken away from her, especially as social services suggested she give her child up for adoption and return to her home country as a solution to resolve the abuse she is suffering.
Case study provided by Southall Black Sisters (SBS)

“I came to this country in 2018. The last four years have been the scariest and most difficult of my life. From having sleepless nights worrying about how my future will look to mentally preparing myself for my abuser’s next outburst over smallest of things, I hope and pray that I can get through it if not for myself then for my children. I’ve become anxious and depressed throughout this process. This predicament has caused me financial as well as bodily harm.

I have so much to say, yet nothing comes out of my mouth, its as if my mind refuses to let go. My children were constantly surrounded by extremely toxic behaviour of my husband, he would curse me all day and night, threatening to throw me out, at times he would start cursing the kids. I was treated like a prisoner and wasn’t allowed to leave the house. Always been told that “I don’t know anything” or I’ll get lost and it will never be safe. He duped me into believing that I would be nothing without him.

When my children and I first came to the country we were denied the basic necessities such as; a bed to sleep in or blankets to keep us warm. We slept on the floor instead. The house was falling apart but he didn’t care. One day the ceiling came down but thankfully my children were not in that room. I still shiver at the memory of that.

I finally left my husband when he reacted very aggressively to the news that I had found a job, that I was able to do something on my own. He started verbally and physically assaulting both my kids and me. I knew that there was no going back after this. I wonder what might have happened to me and my children if I had not decided to leave, especially as we were all in small place during Covid.

The police helped me to contact SBS after a family friend, who is British, called the police as I was too frightened to do so. I was worried that I did not have a passport to show my visa. The police listened to the British person. I told SBS about my situation and I later learnt that I was a dependant on his work visa. But later he somehow got indefinite leave to remain, but not for me or the children. It’s also then I came to know about NRPF and what it means and how it works. To say I was shocked would be an understatement. Reality hit me really hard.

My husband was an immigration solicitor and he know the law and all the loopholes. I remembered his threats that nobody would help me if he threw us out of the house. That I had no rights and would be deported.”

Issues with the implementation of the DDVC and DVILR

Extension of DDVC from three to six months
The DDVC operates as a bridge to the DVILR and enables victims temporary access to benefits, refuges and other safety and support whilst their DVILR application is processed. The issue of the duration of leave granted under the DDVC should, therefore, be assessed with regard to the needs of DVILR applicant’s pre-application. Specialist organisations supporting migrant victims state that three months is not long enough for migrant victims to prepare and submit a DVILR application.429

---

Women victims of VAWG are often too traumatised to speak to outsiders about their experiences immediately after separation. It can take time for women to be confident enough to contact VAWG support organisations to seek help. Specialist by and for VAWG organisations provide women victims with a holistic package of support such as finding safe accommodation, counselling or referrals for counselling, help with accessing benefits, changing schools and accessing health care. They can also help with securing legal representation and may have established immigration advisers that they refer to on a regular basis. This can be important given the increasing challenges in finding legal aid lawyers for DVILR applications. Lawyers would also require a reasonable period of time to collate evidence to support their clients’ applications.

**Recommendation:**
- Extend leave under the DDVC from three months to six months.

**Assessment of evidence of VAWG for DVILR applications**

The evidence required, which is set out in the current ‘Victims of Domestic Violence’ guidance[^430], is heavily weighted towards evidence that is likely to benefit victims who have experienced physical abuse i.e. criminal convictions and protection orders. This makes it much more difficult for victims who are asserting that they have experienced other forms of VAWG to access this protection. It is also noteworthy that there is a presumption that victims will always seek criminal justice remedies and report crimes to the police when this is simply not true. Many migrant victims of VAWG do not report to the police and do not disclose their abuse to third parties for multiple reasons, such as fear of immigration enforcement action[^431], mistrust of authorities, a sense of shame, guilt or fear of re-traumatisation.

In contrast, victims reliant solely on their statement as evidence are likely to be refused because the government attaches limited weight to the applicant’s statement, which can result in victims – particularly those who have not had the benefit of legal advice – being refused. The Home Office’s blanket approach that a victim’s own testimony cannot persuade it, on the balance of probabilities, that they have been a victim of abuse is fundamentally wrong, because it does not allow for individualised consideration of the evidence on a case-by-case basis.

This approach to a victim’s own testimony is most harmful in DVILR cases because the ability to appeal before an independent tribunal, where the applicant would have the opportunity to provide oral evidence or otherwise provide a response to any questions the Home Office has regarding their testimony, has been denied to those refused under the DVILR route.

**Recommendations:**
- Remove the ‘weak’ value rating set out in guidance regarding the applicant’s statement and remove guidance that caseworkers should ‘expect’ to see other evidence.
- Undertake a review of the assessment of evidence in consultation with specialist by and for VAWG organisations to add further examples of evidence.

[^430]: Home Office, Victims of Domestic Violence Guidance, Version 15.0, November 2021
Appeal rights
On refusal of a DVILR application, there is no right of appeal to an independent judge. Although it is possible to administratively review a refusal of a DVILR application, this remedy is ineffective as it is a paper exercise only. Appeals provide an additional opportunity to provide evidence that might not otherwise have been available at the time of the application and are particularly beneficial to women relying on non-physical violence.

Recommendation:
- Re-instate the right of appeal against refusal of a DVILR application. Where there is opposition to such a measure, consideration should be given to a policy of notifying an applicant when the Home Office is minded to refuse an application on the basis they are not satisfied that the applicant is a victim of VAWG based on the evidence provided. In such cases the Home Office should provide the applicant with an opportunity to submit further evidence and information and a restricted right of appeal against refusal of a DVILR application, where refusal is on the basis that the applicant has been found not to be a victim of VAWG.

One application at a time policy
A person is not permitted to raise multiple reasons as to why they ought to be allowed to remain in the UK in one application. This means that when receiving a refusal of a DVILR application, an individual is expected to make a fresh application raising alternative human rights grounds. This policy also disproportionately impacts women as the most common alternative ground that a DVILR applicant is likely to raise is as a single parent of a dependent child. This policy is yet another barrier for victims to overcome. A common scenario is for a single mother to make a parent of a child application, but only once her DVILR has been rejected and she has become an overstayer. The impact of overstaying is significant as it brings with it the loss of any benefits that the individual was entitled to under their previous grant of leave i.e. such as right to work and right to access public funds. The woman will not be able to access support for the period her application is under consideration and would fall foul of the hostile environment.

In addition, there are no service standards published for a parent of a child application from inside the UK and the migrant advice and VAWG sector report that these applications can take around 12 months to process. We understand that the waiting period is currently even longer as these are not considered to be priority applications, with government resources being redirected to clear the mammoth asylum backlog.

The one application at a time policy is unjust and unfair. It should be removed from the rules to enable those refused under the DVILR route to safely raise alternative grounds to remain in the UK, without losing their right to work or access public funds.

Recommendation:
- Amend immigration rules and policy to enable an individual to raise all bases of their stay in one application - i.e. applying under the DVILR rule but also being permitted to raise alternative grounds to remain in the UK within the same application.

---

Other family members, including children, are not protected under DVILR. Unlike the EUSS route, which offers protection for all family members whose status depends on a sponsor, the DVILR route has only ever protected partners. This means that migrant children within the family, whose status is also affected by relationship breakdown, have no formal route to access protection as a victim of domestic abuse. This is despite the fact that the Domestic Abuse Act 2021 recognises that children are victims of domestic abuse in their own right.

Additionally, the definition of domestic violence and abuse within the related Home Office guidance on Victims of Domestic Violence, does not take into account that a relationship between intimate partners may break down due to abuse from one partner to a child of the family.

**Recommendations:**
- Implement changes to allow children to access protection under the DVILR route.
- Amend DVILR route guidance to make clear that domestic abuse can be suffered by a partner or by a child of the family.

**Victims of transnational marriage abandonment (TMA)**
The DVILR route is only open to applicants who are in the UK, excluding victims of TMA - women who have been abandoned overseas by their perpetrator partners and would be eligible for protection under the DVILR route if they had not been abandoned. This is not equivalent to the EUSS route, which offers protection for victims of domestic abuse whether they are inside or outside the UK. The High Court held in the recent case of AM that victims of domestic abuse abandoned overseas like AM are in a similar situation as victims of domestic abuse who remain in the UK. The only difference between them, when it comes to applying under the DVILR, is that one is outside the UK and the other is inside the UK. The Home Office accepted that victims of domestic abuse abandoned overseas should receive the protection of the DVILR and stated that they were reviewing their policy with respect to victims of TMA.

**Recommendation:**
- The Home Office should expedite its review of the lack of protection for victims of TMA and implement changes to allow them to re-enter the UK and access protection under the DVILR route.

**Gaps in legal aid/access to legal advice**
The Legal Aid Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 (LASPO) has not been amended to reflect the expansion of the DVILR to partners of refugees in January 2019 and to those with limited leave under appendix EU of the immigration rules, which came into effect at 11 pm on 31.12.2020.

**Recommendation:**
- Amend paragraph 28 of Part 1, Schedule 1 of LASPO to allow civil legal aid to an individual in relation to their application for indefinite leave to remain where they were granted leave as a partner under any of the relevant categories - including as the partner of a refugee, or as the partner of a person with limited

---

leave under Appendix EU, where their relationship with their partner has broken down permanently as a result of domestic abuse.

**EU Settlement Scheme (EUSS) retained rights for victims of domestic violence (EUSS route)**

This route to settlement is contained within appendix EU of the immigration rules and is available to family members of EU nationals whose relationships were established pre-Brexit and have broken down due to domestic abuse.

There are two types of EUSS status: settled/indefinite leave or pre-settled/limited leave to remain. Individuals who have been granted pre-settled status are not automatically entitled to public funds and will have to undergo a 'right to reside' test, which is often dependent on the perpetrator's economic activity in the UK. The individual will not be able to access public funds if the ‘right to reside’ test is not met.

On a positive note, the Court of Appeal held in the case of AT\textsuperscript{437} on 8th November 2023 that claimants with pre-settled status who come within the withdrawal agreement, with no qualifying free movement rights, who would otherwise be unable to live in dignified conditions should not be denied Universal Credit as it is a violation of their fundamental rights. Benefits experts in the UK are of the view that this judgment applies to EU nationals and family members of EU nationals who can establish the core facts as set out in the judgment. It is possible that the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions may appeal this decision.

**Recommendation:**
- We would urge the Government to respect the judgement of the Court of Appeal and not appeal the decision as UC can be a lifeline for many vulnerable migrant women escaping VAWG.

It was parliament’s intention under paragraph 29\textsuperscript{438} of Part 1, Schedule 1 of LASPO, to give migrant victims access to ‘in scope’ legal aid when making an application for a residence card under the now revoked Immigration (EEA) Regulations 2006 in specified circumstances. Since the end of free movement at 11pm on 31 December 2020, paragraph 29 has become redundant as it is no longer possible to apply for such a residence card. Instead, the same cohort of victims of domestic abuse that parliament intended under paragraph 29 to have access to legal aid are now having to apply to the EU Settlement Scheme but without access to legal aid.

**Recommendations**
- Exempt victims of VAWG with pre-settled status from the ‘right to reside’ eligibility test for public funds.
- Amend paragraph 29 of Part 1, Schedule 1 of LASPO to allow civil legal aid to an individual in relation to their application to the EUSS (including any administrative review or appeal) where the individual is ‘a family member who retained the right of residence’ (as defined by EUSS rules) and they or another family member was the victim of domestic abuse.


\textsuperscript{438} Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012, c. 10. Available online: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2012/10/schedule/1.
Access to legal aid and legal advice for all victims of VAWG

Migrant victims of VAWG require access to independent legal advice to enable them to secure their rights and entitlements. There are only a limited group of victims of VAWG that can access legal aid automatically under LASPO439, subject to meeting the financial means test. Anyone not in the scope for legal aid would need to make an application for exceptional case funding (ECF), which is very time-consuming and challenging. Legal aid providers and NGO’s have reported that the ECF scheme in its current form is not fit for purpose due to the many hurdles that need to be overcome to apply.

There are not many legal aid providers that are prepared to make ECF applications, which often means that women victims of VAWG are unable to access legal aid to make complex family-based applications. Legal aid should be available to all victims of abuse to enable them to understand their options. Legal aid assistance should be further made available to enable victims to make any immigration application they may be eligible for.

Recommendation:
- Extend the scope of legal aid to all victims of VAWG.

Article 59 (2) - revocation of leave on relationship breakdown

The immigration rules give the UK government discretion to cancel or revoke a person’s leave where they cease to meet the requirements of the rules i.e. on relationship breakdown. A woman who has leave as a dependant should not have her leave revoked when her relationship ends due to VAWG. A woman who has leave in their own right, for example as a student or worker, should not have their leave revoked if she ceases to meet the conditions of her leave for a reason relating to VAWG.

While these categories of leave are not directly tied to a perpetrator of abuse, they carry conditions which mean that, for example, stopping attending a course or leaving a job would lead to revocation at present. VAWG can interfere with a person’s ability to comply with conditions of study or work in a number of ways including:

- victims subject to coercive and controlling behaviour may be prevented from study/work by a perpetrator;
- victims fleeing abuse may need to cut ties with their previous educational establishment, workplaces and places of residence for safety reasons;
- victims experiencing and fleeing abuse may suffer adverse effects on their mental health and wellbeing such that they are unable to continue with their studies or work;
- victims fleeing abuse may become sole carers of children limiting their ability to continue their studies/work.

Where consideration is being given to revoking an individual’s leave - in particular, where the individual has leave as a partner, child or otherwise dependent on a family member - the Home Office should notify the individual that consideration is being given to revoking their status and provide the opportunity for them to notify the Home Office of any relevant information.

This is being suggested given it is known that perpetrators of abuse commonly inform the Home Office of the breakdown of a relationship in a bid to have the immigration status of their partner revoked when, for the reasons set out above, a victim may not be able to immediately notify the Home Office of the breakdown of their relationship due to domestic abuse.

**Recommendations:**
- The Home Office should cease the practice of revoking a migrant woman’s leave to remain on receipt of a unilateral declaration from the perpetrator that their relationship has broken down.
- When the Home Office is considering revoking a migrant woman’s leave, they should give her notice of their intention and give her the opportunity to make representations why leave should not be revoked.

**Article 60 – Gender based asylum claims**

**Support for asylum seekers victims of VAWG in receipt of asylum support**

In 2019 the government published their much-awaited policy regarding their response to asylum seekers victims of domestic abuse who were in receipt of asylum support. The policy enables asylum seekers to access safe accommodation and support when fleeing abusive relationships, specifically committing the government to fund eligible victims’ housing costs within a refuge. The difficulty is that there remains a significant lack of awareness about this policy and as a result, it is under-utilised. We call on the Home Office to publish data on how many women have been supported under this policy since it came into force. There have also been concerns from refuge providers about accessing housing costs from the Home Office and as a result of these concerns women are being turned away from refuge spaces, even though they are eligible for support and accommodation under the policy.

**Recommendation:**
- Raise awareness of the policy and funding to enable more women who are eligible to benefit from it to access support and protection, including by publishing details of the funding mechanism for refuges to be paid housing costs on the Home Office website.

**Well-founded fear test**

Article 1 (A) 2 of the Refugee Convention sets out the definition that would need to be met for a person to be recognised as a refugee. One element of the definition is the ‘well-founded fear’ test. Section 32 of the Nationality and Borders Act 2022 (NABA) has made it much harder for a claimant to be recognised as a refugee because of the higher standard of proof required to demonstrate a well-founded fear of persecution.

---


Prior to June 2022, UK asylum decision-makers were instructed to undertake a holistic assessment of relevant factors to reach a decision as to whether a claimant qualified for refugee status. This would include taking into account the applicant’s statement information provided at screening, as well as asylum interviews and country information. The test that the applicant had to satisfy was that there was a ‘reasonable likelihood of persecution’, which is a low standard of proof.

Since NABA came into force asylum decision makers have had to apply different tests at different points of the asylum process.\textsuperscript{443} In stage one, the decision-maker must determine if it is more likely than not that the claimant has a subjective fear of persecution for one or more of the Convention reasons based on relevant characteristics. This is the higher ‘balance of probabilities’ test and not the lower standard. The decision maker will then progress to stage two if stage one is satisfied. The stage two test is whether or not the claimant would face a ‘real risk of harm’ or a ‘reasonable likelihood of persecution’ if returned to their country of origin/residence.

**Definition of a ‘particular social group’**

Membership of a ‘particular social group’ is a ground that is heavily relied on by women who are escaping from gender-based violence. Neither sex or gender are listed as a grounds for claiming asylum in the Refugee Convention. Therefore, victims of VAWG – including so-called Honour Based Violence (HBV), Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) / cutting, forced marriage, dowry abuse, forced sterilisation and abortion - will often rely on being a member of a ‘particular social group’ to claim asylum. Claimants relying on sexual orientation and those who do not identify with the gender assigned to them at birth can also rely on their membership of a ‘particular social group’ as an asylum ground.

UNHCR definition and UK courts have defined a ‘particular social group’ as a group which meets at least one of the following conditions:

- A group of persons who share an innate characteristic, or a common background that cannot be changed, or share a characteristic or belief that is so fundamental to identity or conscience that a person should not be forced to renounce it;
- A group that has a distinct identity in the relevant country because it is perceived as being different by the surrounding society.

The provisions in section 33 of NABA\textsuperscript{444} have introduced a higher threshold, and both of the above conditions must be met in order for a claimant to qualify for asylum.

The post June 2022 guidance instructs caseworkers to depart from previous UK case law and instead follow the new test set out in NABA\textsuperscript{445}. Their justification is they say that in practice the two features go together. VAWG charities report that in their experience this is not strictly accurate. Women have in the past relied on one of the limbs of the test to demonstrate that they should be recognised as a refugee and, in some cases, they would have failed to satisfy that they were a member of a particular social group if they had been required to meet both limbs of the test. A woman will be able to meet the first condition because of her gender but may not be able to meet the second condition because of the challenges in proving that her group will be perceived as a distinct group in their country of origin/residence. A person’s ability to meet the second limb


\textsuperscript{444} Nationality and Borders Act 2022, c. 36. Available online: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/36.

\textsuperscript{445} Nationality and Borders Act 2022, c. 36. Available online: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/36.
of the test will very much depend on up-to-date country information and will vary from one country to another, or even regions within the same country. Many forms of VAWG are committed by family members in a private sphere and are hidden from society at large, which makes it extremely challenging for a woman victim to demonstrate that her group will be perceived as a distinct group.

Women for Refugee Women (W4RW) campaigns to bring about positive changes to the asylum system to benefit asylum seeking women. W4RW’s letter to the Home Secretary in 2022 sets out the serious harm that the NABA will cause to women escaping gender-based violence and sets out how the Act undermines the UK’s tackling VAWG strategy and action plan.446

In particular, women who are unable to speak about experiences due to the impact of trauma, and those with impaired cognitive function or other learning disabilities, will be penalised for not being able to express or articulate their fears which could result in a negative assessment of their credibility and a refusal of their asylum claims. This would render the UK government’s so-called gender-sensitive policy, ‘Gender issues in the asylum claim’, worthless because asylum decision-makers would need to have regard to regressive primary legislation in the decision-making process.

Illegal Migration Act (IMA)

The IMA448 was condemned by the migrant advice sector as one of the most inhumane and abhorrent pieces of legislation introduced by the current UK government. It effectively prevents a person from claiming asylum if they have entered the UK illegally. The government’s justification is to deter illegal migration and break the smuggler’s business model. We are of the view that the government will not achieve its intended objectives and instead will punish genuine victims of trafficking and asylum seekers fleeing their countries of origin to escape war, oppression and persecution. It will give smugglers and traffickers impunity to continue with their harmful and illegal practices. The provisions in the IMA infringe our obligations under international law and run counter to the provisions of the Modern Slavery Act 2015, which was ground-breaking in its objective of providing support and protection to victims of modern slavery. A joint civil society statement led by W4RW sets out the potentially devastating impact of this cruel Act.449 The UK government have stated in the introductory text of the IMA that they cannot confirm that the Act is in compliance with the provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).

The IMA will also deny protection to thousands of victims of modern slavery and trafficking and is a blatant violation of Article 4 of the ECHR and the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings. Charities supporting victims of trafficking and modern slavery have described this act as a charter for exploitation, trafficking and modern slavery.450

Page 8 of the UK government’s policy document of September 2023 ‘Assessing credibility and refugee status’451 states:

446 Women for Refugee Women, ‘52 organisations unite to tell Priti Patel that the Nationality and Borders Bill will have a ‘cruel and discriminatory’ impact on women’, 2022. Available online: https://www.refugeewomen.co.uk/womens-charities-condemn-government-immigration-plan/.
'The principal obligation of states who are signatories to the Convention is not to return (or 'refoule') refugees to a territory where they may be at risk of persecution. Given the potential risks a claimant may face if they are returned to their country of nationality (or former habitual residence), the consideration of their asylum claim deserves the greatest care, or as described by the UK Courts, 'anxious scrutiny', so that just and fair decisions are made and protection is granted to those who need it'.

The provisions of NABA and IMA set out above will make it virtually impossible for the UK Home Office to comply with its own guidance and to act within the spirit of the Refugee Convention.

**Late disclosure of VAWG/exploitation**

We are also concerned about the provisions in section 26 of NABA that deal with late disclosures of gender-based violence. In particular, we are concerned about women who make late disclosure for good reasons. Late disclosure is made for multiple reasons including feelings of shame, guilt, stigma from victims’ families and communities, fear of being retraumatised and fear of the authorities. Late disclosure will impact on a person’s credibility and any evidence produced relating to VAWG will be given minimal weight unless a good reason is given for the late disclosure. There is no guidance as to what a ‘good reason’ is likely to be and how it will be interpreted by decision-makers. We are disturbed that given the current culture of disbelief within the Home Office and the rigid application of the test. A consequence of not having late evidence considered could result in a refusal of an asylum claim which could be catastrophic for vulnerable women who are experiencing trauma. Section 26 is inconsistent with the UK Home Office policy guidance, ‘assessing credibility and refugee status’ - the policy sets out how trauma is manifested in victims of VAWG and we are concerned that the policy will be disapplied following the introduction of NABA and the IMA. Page 32 of the ‘Gender issues in an asylum claim guidance also sets out why a claimant may disclose relevant evidence late and that late disclosure should not automatically count against their credibility.

** Trafficking and modern slavery victims**

The provisions in part 5 of NABA are in direct conflict with the Modern Slavery Act 2015 and undermine the UK government’s commitment to correctly identifying victims of trafficking and modern slavery and providing them with appropriate support. The Modern Slavery Act 2015 sets out the two-stage test that needs to be met for an individual to be recognised as a victim of modern slavery. The first stage is for the decision maker, the ‘single competent authority’, to make a reasonable grounds determination with the threshold that the decision maker suspects but cannot prove that the individual is a victim of trafficking. The second stage was to be issued with a conclusive grounds decision with the individual having to show on a balance of probabilities - i.e. more likely than not' - that they are a victim of trafficking. The NABA has heightened the first stage of the test and now potential victims are required to show objective factors – such as that there is a reasonable belief that they ‘are’ a victim of trafficking and not the lower standard that they ‘may’ be a victim of trafficking. The impact of this provision which came into force in January 2023 has resulted in a significant decrease of individuals being recognised as victims of modern slavery. The statistics show the number of individuals with a positive reasonable grounds determination

---

has dropped from 85% in quarter four of 2022 to 58% in quarter one of 2023\textsuperscript{455} due to this elevated test.

The UK government have also introduced additional criteria which need to be met in order for victims of modern slavery to receive appropriate support. The new test states that the Secretary of State can only provide support and assistance if he/she considers it necessary for recovery, mental health and well being purposes and only if the recovery is from harm arising directly from the trafficking. This will mean that many genuine victims of modern are denied support to aid in their recovery. The Anti-trafficking and Labour Exploitation Unit (ATLEU) briefing to parliament sets out in detail how the provisions of NABA will punish genuine victims and give impunity to traffickers to continue with their exploitation undetected.\textsuperscript{456}

The NABA and IMA will not fix the UK asylum system, which is on the verge of collapse. Instead, these Acts will create more backlogs, increase in litigation and costs to the public purse, whilst simultaneously destroying the dignity and mental health of genuine asylum seekers. Women and other claimants with protected characteristics will be disproportionately impacted by these two pieces of legislation - facing the risk of either being returned to their country of origin to face further persecution and/or harm directly or indirectly, or being indefinitely detained by the UK authorities without the prospect of being granted any form of status.

It is also concerning that the UK government failed to undertake robust equality impact assessments prior to the coming into effect of the NABA\textsuperscript{457} and the IMA\textsuperscript{458} - in what we consider to be an admission that there will be disproportionate impact on some groups with protected characteristics, particularly on the grounds of race. With respect to the IMA, the UK government asserts that the differential treatment with respect to those that enter the UK illegally is justified on account of the migrant’s conduct and is proportionate to achieve their legitimate aims of reducing illegal migration and reducing crime. In our view this current government has not learned anything from the Windrush scandal and have breached their commitment to implement the recommendations in the Windrush report as set out in their comprehensive improvement plan\textsuperscript{459}\textsuperscript{460}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Ensure all women who claim asylum have access to a fair and timely decision which recognises the specific experiences of women, including those who have suffered sexual and gender-based violence and women from the LGBTQ+ community.
  \item Ensure proper support for women who are in the asylum system, including, but not limited to, access to high-quality legal advice.
  \item Repeal the damaging provision in the Nationality and Borders Act 2022.
\end{itemize}

Repeal the Illegal Migration Act. As a minimum, the UK government should commit to monitoring the impact of both the NABA and IMA on women survivors of VAWG.

\textsuperscript{455} Home Office, ‘Modern Slavery: National Referral Mechanism and Duty to Notify statistics UK, January to March 2023’.
\textsuperscript{460} Home Office, ‘Modern Slavery: National Referral Mechanism and Duty to Notify statistics UK, January to March 2023’.

Recommendations:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Ensure all women who claim asylum have access to a fair and timely decision which recognises the specific experiences of women, including those who have suffered sexual and gender-based violence and women from the LGBTQ+ community.
  \item Ensure proper support for women who are in the asylum system, including, but not limited to, access to high-quality legal advice.
  \item Repeal the damaging provision in the Nationality and Borders Act 2022.
\end{itemize}

Repeal the Illegal Migration Act. As a minimum, the UK government should commit to monitoring the impact of both the NABA and IMA on women survivors of VAWG.
and publish the steps they will take to mitigate these and the timeframe within which these steps will be undertaken. This information should then be published, and a review undertaken with options to repeal the IMA and the damaging provisions of NABA dependent on the outcome of the review.

Article 61 – Non refoulement

On 15th November 2023 the Supreme Court declared the government’s proposed policy to relocate illegal immigrants or asylum seekers to Rwanda for processing, asylum and resettlement to be unlawful. In a unanimous ruling, the Supreme Court held that the UK-Rwanda scheme does not abide by the principle of non-refoulement under international human rights law. Women for Refugee Women have highlighted that women escaping gender-based violence and persecution would be further harmed and traumatised by this policy. We are now highly concerned about the UK government’s proposals to seek to circumvent international law by introducing new domestic legislation which seeks to confirm Rwanda as a ‘safe country’.

The Supreme Court’s decision identified a range of reasons why Rwanda is not a safe country to process asylum claims, including: the country’s poor human rights record; serious and systematic defects in its procedures and institutions for processing asylum claims; its own practice of refoulement and of returning high numbers of claimants to known conflict zones; the government’s poor level of understanding of its obligations under international asylum law; and its failure to comply with an obligation of non-refoulement in a previous agreement with Israel. It is clear that simply changing UK law to state that Rwanda is ‘safe’ will not change these practical concerns.

Recommendations:
• End the UK’s plan to process immigration and asylum claims in Rwanda.

460 Supreme Court, ‘R (on the application of AAA (Syria) and others) v Secretary of State for the Home Department (Appellant/Cross Respondent)’, 2023. Available online: https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/docs/uksc-2023-0093-etc-judgment.pdf.